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Summary

Internationally, the corporate governance arena has changed over the last 7 years as the 

implosion of US corporations Enron and WorldCom resulted in new legislative 

measures, a stronger emphasis on enforcement, greater awareness, and changed mindsets 

on the importance of good governance. In Ireland, the governance arena has evolved 

during this time with the establishment of corporate and financial regulators. While the 

events emanating from the US implosions have had an influence on the Irish corporate 

governance landscape, literature shows that industry does not generally favour state 

intervention.

Because of the changes over the last 7 years, and because there is a lack of literature on 

the views and experiences of key Irish corporate governance actors, this research sought 

to identify Irish actors’ views on where balances lies between state regulation of 

corporate governance and corporations’ governance of themselves. Actors from five key 

elite Irish groupings, including regulators and CEOs of pics and semi-state corporations, 
were interviewed. In addition, Mr. Dick Thornburgh, WorldCom’s bankruptcy examiner 

was interviewed to obtain his insights on changes to the corporate governance landscape.

The research found significant consensus that the state should be involved in the 

regulation and enforcement of corporate governance, that the Irish corporate governance 

environment is adequately regulated, and that increased awareness of corporate 

governance responsibilities has improved boards’ effectiveness and competitiveness. 

The financial and reputational fallouts from governance failures were identified as key 

factors in changing attitudes on the need for better corporate governance. The term 

“light-touch” regulation was found to be an emotive, derogatory, value-laden term, 

which did not have a common understanding. The research also identified criticism of 

regulators.

Based on the research findings the study recommends five actions to improve the 

corporate governance environment.
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Chapter 1 Background and Introductory Analysis

Introduction

As I finalise my dissertation in autumn/winter 2008, the world is experiencing a severe 

financial and governance crisis. The adequacy, or inadequacy, of state financial 

regulatory systems and corporate governance requirements is under close scrutiny from 

many commentators seeking answers to what went wrong and, more importantly, why it 

went wrong. When I commenced interviewing participants for this research into Irish 

corporate governance in September 2007 there had been a few rumblings about the US 

sub-prime crisis as well as an issue regarding subprime activity in the Irish Financial 

Services Centre (IFSC) but otherwise worldwide and Irish financial regulation and 

corporate governance were in apparent good order and all was, more or less, well with 

the world. However, moving forward one year and looking back on the remarks made by 

my first research participant in September 2007 I see that his remarks are now incredibly 

prophetic: “you know, who knows what can change between now and next September''1 

(Extemal-Commentator-A). Indeed the global and Irish financial/govemance regulatory 

crisis in autumn/winter 2008 has certainly more than proved my research participant’s 

point and certainly proved the old adage “what-a-difference-a-year-makes

This study seeks to explore the reflections of key elite Irish actors on the quality, 

character and dynamics of the Irish corporate governance regime and in particular to 

obtain their perspectives on where balance lies between state regulation of corporate 

governance and corporations’ governance of themselves. In essence, this thesis is about 

the telling of the governance story from an Irish perceptive.

In this chapter I will examine the background to, and provide an analysis of, the Irish 

corporate governance environment and the development of Irish state intervention. I will
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also set out the aims of the study, the rationale for undertaking it and the research 

question. The research methodology and the theoretical framework will also be outlined.

The outline of the remaining chapters is as follows:

• Chapter 2 reviews the relevant literature

• Chapter 3 discusses the study design and methodology used to develop and test 

the analysis.

• Chapter 4 analyses the content of the interviews held with participants and draws 

conclusions from this analysis.

• Chapter 5 discusses the main conclusions to the study and recommends a series 

of actions to improve the corporate governance environment. Suggestions for 

possible future research topics, limitations to the study and difficulties 

encountered will also be outlined.

Background

The corporate governance arena has changed significantly over the last 7 years. The 

implosion of US corporations Enron and WorldCom resulted in the enactment by the US 

of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 2002 (SOX), a stronger emphasis on enforcement and a 

greater awareness of the need for good corporate governance. These actions have had a 

dramatic impact and influence not only on the US governance landscape but also on the 

Irish and global governance landscapes. Considered draconian, SOX took control of 

governance from business by unequivocally laying down the standard of compliance 

required, key aspects being the section 404 requirement for CEOs and CFOs to certify 

financial results and to provide meaningful disclosure to investors about the 

effectiveness of a company's internal controls systems, or risk up to 25 years 

imprisonment and a $5m fine for signing false financial certifications, a strengthening of 

the regulatory role and enforcement powers of the SEC, and providing a significant 

increase in resources to effect these enforcements (Sarbanes-0xley:2002:5). SOX 

created new duties of care for CEOs and audit committees and re-introduced
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prohibitions on conflict of interest transactions and it also brought a clearer focus on the 

role and responsibilities of monitors such as auditors, analysts and lawyers 

(Mitchell :2003:1189).

Awareness of the importance of good governance amongst corporations, regulators, 

legislators, economic commentators and the public has increased. The events resulted in 

changed mindsets on the importance and need for good governance. Irish companies 

trading on the US stock exchanges are required to comply with US legislative and stock 

exchange requirements and this resulted in a higher standard of compliance and higher 

costs for such companies. But it is not only listed companies which have been affected. 

The implosions, resultant changes, and heightened awareness have impacted on all 

public and private sector corporations and other public sector bodies as Irish regulators 

and legislators have, not surprisingly, been influenced by the events in the US in what 

McGauran, Verhoest and Humphries (2005:7) define as “coercive isomorphism”1.

In Ireland, the governance arena has evolved significantly over the last 7 years. During 

this time the main regulators in the governance arena, namely the Office of the Director 

of Corporate Enforcement (ODCE), the Irish Financial Services Regulatory Authority 

(IFRSA) and the Irish Accounting and Auditing Supervisory Authority (IAASA), were 

established and the events emanating from the US implosions have had an impact and 

influence on the remits and actions of these regulators on the Irish corporate governance 

landscape.

Literature shows that industry does not generally favour state intervention and employs 

methods to reduce or negate the impact of such regulation, for example by threatening to 

leave the state (O’Brien:2005:21, Roe:2005:32), or by seeking to influence regulation to 

protect the stability of their market share (Francis: 1993:28, Quadagno: 1994:407). But 

equally in times of crisis dynamics change and state action can take place which

1 McGauran, Verhoest and Humphries (2005:7) define “coercive isomorphism” as “everyone else is doing 
it, so you must”. This could be re-defined slightly as “everyone else is doing it, so we must ” to reflect the 
stance and thinking of Irish regulators in the wake of the developments in the US.
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otherwise might not happen (Block cited in Skocpol: 1994:351, Salamon:2002:145, 

Quadagno: 1994:395-398).

Because of the changes over the last 7 years, the research sought to explore elite Irish 

actors’ reflections on the quality, character and dynamic of the Irish corporate 

governance regime and in particular to obtain their perspectives on where balance lies 

between state regulation of corporate governance and corporations’ governance of 

themselves. Elite actors from five key Irish groups were interviewed as part of this 

study. These actors were regulators, CEOs/senior executives from commercial semi

state companies, CEOs/senior executives from commercial companies, academics with 

governance and private and public sector expertise, and government officials. In 

addition, a key US governance actor, Mr. Dick Thornburgh the bankruptcy examiner of 

WorldCom, was interviewed to obtain his views, insights, perspectives and experiences 

of the changes in the corporate governance landscape.

Irish Corporate Governance Arena

- Irish Corporate Governance Arena: Irish Governance Failures

Many of Ireland’s corporate governance failures since the 1970’s have occurred in the 

financial services sector2. The facts of each of these scandals mirror facts of US and UK 

scandals - lax corporate governance, arrogant cultures, inadequate ‘tone-at-the-top’, 

pressure to increase income at whatever cost, disregard for shareholders, customers and 

depositors, perception of invincibility due to lax regulatory oversight and inadequate 

enforcement, and failure by organs of the State to deal with flawed banking governance 

and ethics for fear that capital outflows would occur.

2 These include Irish Trust Bank, Merchant Banking, PMPA, ICI, Irish Permanent, National Irish Bank, 
Ansbacher, DIRT, AIB-Foreign Exchange and Interest charges and AIB-Faldor.
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A striking example of lack of enforcement by various State agencies was the DIRT3 

scandal, whereby banks set-up bogus non-resident accounts for their customers in order 

to evade the payment of deposit interest retention tax (DIRT). The subsequent Public 

Accounts Committee enquiry4 5 into the scandal found that, in addition to bankers, the 

Central Bank, the Revenue Commissioners, and senior Department of Finance officials 

knew of the evasion and turned a blind-eye to it because it feared a clamp-down^ on 

non-resident accounts would force holders of genuine accounts to close them thereby 

causing a flight of €2.5 billion in funds from the country at a time when the state was 

almost bankrupt. Reflective of “threat-of-exit” and “competition-in-laxity” theory as 

identified by Meny (2002:6), O’Brien (2005:21) and Roe (2005:32), Carswell 

(2006:154) identified that civil servants and banking regulators believed this could pose 

a threat to the State and he quoted Sean Cromien, former secretary of the Department of 

Finance6 who stated:

[...] there was no point in recommending to ministers that Revenue should be 
given these powers [...] I would be worried myself that they would cause the 
outflows [of capital], [...] I found it wasn’t in the national interest to make 
proposals (Carswell:2006:155).

3 Deposit Interest Retention Tax (DIRT).

4 One of the recommendations arising from the DIRT investigation was the recommendation that a 
Review Group on Auditing be established to examine the regulation and operation of the auditing and 
accounting profession. The 2000 Report of the Review Group report contained eighty detailed 
recommendations over four specific areas, namely the regulation of the auditing and accountancy 
profession, including the establishment of an independent oversight Board (subsequently known as the 
Irish Auditing and Accounting Supervisory Authority (IAASA), new rules to strengthen auditor 
independence, enhancing auditors' roles in ensuring compliance with statutory provisions, and the auditing 
of financial institutions (Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment:2001:16).

5 An example of a proposal to clamp down on non-resident accounts which went nowhere was the 1983 
Fine Gael-Labour Finance Bill which contained a provision requiring non-residents to swear an affidavit 
confirming their non-residence. Following opposition by the Central Bank, which believed that more than 
50% of non-resident deposits would move abroad if this were introduced, it was quietly dropped 
(Carswell:2006:155).

6 Cromien was secretary general of the Department of Finance between 1987 and 1994.
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But of course, subsequent events showed that as a result of this stance, the exchequer 

lost tens of millions of pounds during the 1980s when Ireland was in dire economic 

straits7 8.

Over thirty years later the importance of financial services sector to today’s Irish 

economy is undoubted. In excess of 73,000 people are directly employed in the 

international financial services sector, the domestic banking and insurance sectors. 

Credit unions and intermediary investment firms employ thousands more. The 

international financial services sector is particularly important to the economy when one 

considers that, in 2004, it generated a net trade surplus of €4.9 billion (Financial 

Regulator:2007).

In 2005 the Irish financial regulatory enforcement system has come in for international 

criticism when US prosecutors in their fraud investigation of US re-insurance giant 

General Rcx found that General Re routed a $500 million (€387 million) fraud, which 

boosted client company AIG’s finances through fake reinsurance contracts, through a 
Dublin company because Ireland had lax financial reporting and was a country “without 
too much regulatory overa'g/2t”(Carswell:2006:xi-xii). As a result of this Carswell 

(ibid) notes that the New York Times described Dublin as “the Wild West of European 

finance" in April 2005 and that “the affair was deeply damaging to the entire Irish 

financial services industry". This dichotomy of views between the US and Ireland on 

the level of appropriate enforcement provides an excellent example of the rules versus 

principles bases coming into conflict. It is axiomatic that the perceptions of US 

prosecutors, familiar with the highly regulated US rules based environment, would 

determine that anything less than the rules based system could be considered inferior.

7 By March 2006, following the DIRT enquiry, a total of €838 million was collected by the Revenue 
Commissioners in back taxes, interest and penalties from its investigations into the use of bogus non
resident accounts by Irish citizens and financial institutions (Carswell:2006:168).

8 A subsidiary company of Warren Buffet’s Berkshire Hathaway Group.
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Ireland’s financial regulator in an interview with this author has outlined that there are

different levels of regulation depending on the risk profile of the financial services being

provided: i.e. if financial services companies take deposits from the public, then they are

highly regulated whereas if they trade amongst themselves, the level of regulation is not

as high. However, acknowledging that the financial regulatory approach has brought

benefits to the State, the Irish Times (2007(b): 15) cautioned that a stricter, yet balanced,

regulatory approach is required which encourages innovation and investment yet at the

same time protects Ireland’s financial services industry from disrepute:

The priority appears to be facilitating growth in and around the international 
financial services centre. As recent developments demonstrate, the risks attached 
to this approach - reputation and otherwise - are real.

Of course, Irish corporate governance failures were not solely the prerogative of the

financial services sector. In 2006 a major insider trading case Fyffes/DCC emerged

where it was alleged the executive chairman of DCC, who was also a director of Fyffes,

had used insider information when he sold DCC’s Fyffes shares for €106 million netting

DCC a profit of €85 million. In a 2007 landmark Supreme Court judgment9, the Court

found that the executive chairman of DCC had used insider information when he sold

DCC’s Fyffes shares. Indicating changing attitudes to Irish corporate governance, Mr.

Justice Niall Fennelly in his judgement was unequivocal in his views:

It used not be considered any sort of sin to profit financially from the use of 
secret, private or privileged information. That was how fortunes were made. 
Now things are different. To trade on the use of insider information is recognised 
for what it is. It is a fraud on the market (Supreme Court:2007).

Despite the Supreme Court judgement the Board of DCC, which was comprised of

senior figures in Irish business, continued to support the executive chairman,

contending that the shares sale was not an intentional wrongdoing but "an unwitting

breach of civil law” (Irish Times:2008(a)). In High Court proceeding to assess

damages, the Office of the Director of Corporate Enforcement (ODCE) applied to the

Court to express his concern that "persons who actively participated in insider dealing

transactions should be able to continue to discharge leading roles in Irish corporate

affairs" (ODCE:2008) and he reminded the court that it had the power to make an order

9 Fyffes Pic -v- DCC Pic & others.
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disqualifying persons it saw fit from operating as a company director (Irish 

Times:2008(c)). However, before the High Court adjudicated on the matter, Fyffes and 

DCC settled the case for €41m. As a result, the ODCE's application fell with the case. 

Following the settlement the Irish Association of Investment Managers (IAIM) 

announced that it did not consider it appropriate for DCC’s executive chairman to 

continue as executive chairman (Irish Times:2008(b)). The ODCE made an ex-parte 

application to the High Court for the appointment of High Court inspectors to investigate 

DCC, two subsidiary companies’ disposal and the acquisition of Fyffes shares. DCC’s 

executive chairman resigned the next day (Irish Times:2008(d)). Commenting on the 

DCC/Fyffes affair an editorial in the Irish Times articulated that it brought into clear 

view:

A systemic weakness and moral ambivalence endemic in parts of Irish 
commercial life [...]. Some of the hitherto most respected business figures in the 
State were shown to have played little more than lip service to the concept of 
corporate governance and the strictures of company law (Irish Times:2008(e)).

From the above, it can be seen that in the Ireland does not have a history of robust 

regulation in the corporate and financial services sector. Neither does the corporate and 

financial community. Perhaps the DCC/Fyffes judgement and the continued action by 

the ODCE point to a possible change?

- Irish Corporate Governance Arena: Company Law Enforcement - ODCE

Warren Buffett in one of his famous letters to Berkshire Hathaway shareholders

provides a very clear definition of “a company”:

Although our form is corporate [...] we do not view the company itself as the 
ultimate owner of our business assets but instead view the company as a conduit 
through which our shareholders own the assets (Cunningham:2001:27).

In Ireland, there is no shortage of company-related legislation and regulation with 12 

pieces of primary companies act and other related legislation and 79 statutory 
instruments10 (ODCE:2007(b)). Despite this wide range of company legislation,

10 This body of legislation sets out the statutory responsibilities of companies, directors and company 
secretaries. In addition, directors common law duties require them to exercise their powers in good faith
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enforcement of the existing body of legislation was required. In 2001 the Irish

government enacted the Company Law Enforcement Act (CLEA) which established the

Office of the Director of Corporate Enforcement (ODCE), whose role is to:

improve the compliance environment for corporate activity in the Irish economy 
by encouraging adherence to the requirements of the Companies Acts and 
bringing to account those who disregard the law [resulting in] positive economic 
and social benefits in reducing business and personal risks in the economy and 
in improving standards of corporate compliance (ODCE:2001:1).

The CLEA transferred the company investigations and company law prosecutions

powers formerly exercised by the Department for Enterprise, Trade and Employment to

the ODCE, and provided new powers regarding insolvent companies, the restriction and

disqualification of company directors and other persons, and the supervision of

liquidators and receivers. According to the ODCE (2007(a))

The Act substantially improves the ability of the State [...] to encourage 
compliance with and enforce the requirements of the Companies Acts, in the 
public interest. [...] In all, the Act [...] represents a substantial development of 
the company law regime in Ireland.

The ODCE has two primary functions: compliance and enforcement which “encourages 

high legal standards of corporate practice and supports sustainable economic and 

social development” (ODCE:2001:5). The CLEA provided the ODCE with extensive 

investigative and enforcement powers" which are further strengthened by the 

assignment to the ODCE of members of the Garda Siochana who can exercise and 

perform all of their normal powers to gather evidence and take statements 

(ODCE:2001:4).

and in the interests of the company as a whole, prohibit them from making an undisclosed profit from their 
positions as a director, and obliged them to carry out their functions with due care, skill and diligence.

11 These powers include the initiation of fact-finding company investigations in certain circumstances 
suggesting fraud or other illegality; the prosecution of persons for suspected breaches of the Companies 
Acts; the supervision of companies in official and voluntary liquidation and of un-liquidated insolvent 
companies (including seeking warrants for the arrest of persons on probable cause that they are likely to 
leave the State or evade due payments); the restriction and disqualification of directors and other company 
officers for a period of five years; the supervision of liquidators and receivers and the regulation of un
discharged bankrupts acting as company officers.
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The impact of ODCE has been significant. Phrases such as “landmark legal actions ” 

and “major crackdown against directors" have been used to describe this impact 

(Sunday Business Post:2007(b):n3). A review of the annual reports of the ODCE from 

its establishment in November 2001 to 2006 reveals the extent of the activity of the 

ODCE in the 5 years and 2 months period.

Table 1.1______ ODCE Key result areas

2002 to 2006
Directors Restricted 685
Persons Disqualified 40
Excessive Directors Loans cases 574
Complaints 2,500

Source: ODCE:2007

12 To ensure consistent and valid comparison I am not including 2001 statistics (November and December) 
which represent the first two months of ODCE activity. Therefore only full year activity from 2002 to 
2006 is included in this paper.
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Overall the statistics show that the ODCE has had an immediate and significant impact 

on the Irish corporate governance environment in the short period since its 

establishment. In this five year period, the ODCE received 7,602 new cases for 

assessment, ranging from 620 in 2002 to a high of 2,373 in 2005. The level of new cases 

increased by over 300% in 2003 and maintained this level in 2004, increasing by a 

further 20% in 2005 and dropping back to its 2002 levels in the subsequent years (see 

figure 1.1 below).

Figure 1.1______ ODCE - New Assessment Cases 2002 to 2006

ODCE - New Assessment Cases 2002 to 2006

2,500

2,000

1,500

of Cases

1,000

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006
1,950 2,373New Assesment Cases

Source: ODCE:2002, ODCE:2003, ODCE:2004, ODCE:2005, ODCE:2006 ODCE:2007
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4,368 of these cases, representing the majority of the total 7,032 cases, were referred to 

the Companies Registration Office (CRO). The number of CRO referrals increased each 

year from a base of 333 in 2002, peaking at 1,641 cases in 2005 and reverting to 2002 

levels in 2006. The most dramatic increase (300%) was recorded in 2003. The level of 

referrals between 2002 and 2006 is reflective of the extent of company law non- 

compliance in corporate Ireland prior to the establishment of ODCE. The situation for 

2006 (nil referrals) indicates that corporate Ireland had begun to take seriously the role 

ODCE and in particular its powers of enforcement. The immediacy of the impact of the 

ODCE is also clear in the fact that the ODCE referred 53 cases for possible enforcement 

in 2002, rising to 267 in 2003 and falling to zero thereafter (see figure 1.2 below).

Figure 1.2_____ ODCE: Status of Cases 2002 to 2006

Status of Cases

Number 
of Cases

Closed
Cases referred to CRO

♦ Cases for Further Consideration by ODCE 
—-— Cases referred for possible enforcement

♦ Cases referred for insolvency examination 
!—•—Cases on Hand at Year End

2002 2003 2^4 2TO5 ' 2TO6

93 238 351 470 913
333 1.168 1.226 1,641 -

286 154 130
53 267 -

24 25 -

150 406 499 607 267

Source: ODCE:2002, ODCE:2003, ODCE:2004, ODCE:2005, ODCE:2006 ODCE:2007
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The ODCE has been active in taking investigative, civil enforcement, criminal 

enforcement, judicial proceeding and other proceeding, with over 233 such proceedings 

in its first 5 years. The level of proceedings increased 100% over the 5 year period, 

ranging from a total of 34 cases in 2002 to 69 cases in 2006. During the first three years 

criminal enforcement cases represented the largest category of activity, while in the 

latter two years civil enforcement cases accounted for the largest category. Overall civil 

and criminal enforcement represented the main type of proceedings taken by the ODCE 

(see figure 1.3 below).

Figure 1.3_____ ODCE Proceedings by case type 2002 to 2006

ODCE Proceedings by Case type

Number 
of Cases

2002 2003 2004 2005 2^&6

♦ Investigative 14 25 11 1 -

■ Civil Enforcement 1 19 12 32 32

Criminal Enforcement 15 32 31 28 28

■ Judicial Review and Others 4 2 7 8 9

Source: ODCE:2002, ODCE:2003, ODCE:2004, ODCE:2005, ODCE:2006 ODCE:2007
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The ODCE has been successful in 194 cases, unsuccessful in 12 cases and settled 4 

cases. This represents 92% success rate, 6% non-success rate and 2% settlement rate of 

cases finalised. At the end of 2006 23 cases were ongoing (see figure 1.4 below).

Figure 1.4_____Overview of ODCE legal and investigative proceedings 2002 to 2006

Overview of ODCE legal and investigative proceedings 2002 to 2006

2001

• Successful

• Unsuccessful

• Settled
« Ongoing______

Source: ODCE:2002, ODCE:2003, ODCE:2004, ODCE:2005, ODCE:2006 ODCE:2007
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An analysis of the cases finalised (e.g. successful, unsuccessful, settled) by category 

indicates consistency in the level of success across all categories (see figure 1.5 below).

Figure 1.5______QDCE proceedings finalised 2002 to 2006

ODCE Proceedings - Finalised

Source: ODCE:2002, ODCE:2003, ODCE:2004, ODCE:2005, ODCE:2006 ODCE:2007

The number of proceedings ongoing at the end of each year was small indicating a 

speedy processing of cases. At 31/12/2006 23 proceedings were ongoing, representing a 

reduction of 11 (33%) on the previous year (see figure 1.6 below).

Figure 1.6______ODCE Proceedings ongoing at year end 2002 to 2006

ODCE Proceedings Ongoing at Year End

Source: ODCE:2002, ODCE:2003, ODCE:2004, ODCE:2005, ODCE:2006 ODCE:2007
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An analysis of ODCE statistics highlights an interesting trend in the levels of awareness 

of, and consequently level of compliance with, company law obligations in the area of 

liquidations. Between 2002 and 2006, Section 56 insolvency reports were made to the 

ODCE in respect of 1,828 companies. 57% of these reports related to manufacturing 

Industry, (20%) Wholesale and Retail industry (19%) and Construction industry (18%) 

(ODCE:2003-2007). A significant increase in the number of liquidators’ reports for all 

sectors was reported in 2003, with the main one, manufacturing, recording an increase of 

132%. Reporting levels decreased in 2004 for all categories, except HR. (see figure 1.7 

below).

Figure 1.7_____ Liquidator reports to ODCE - Sectoral Analysis 2002 to 2006

Liquidator Reports to ODCE - Sectoral Analysis 2002 to 2006

Number 
of Cases

- - 2002

Wholesale & Retail 59 69 59 75 80

Construction 56 86 62 53 70

Manufacturing 56 130 80 65 38

• Transport & Distribution 19 38 34 18 22

Hotels, Bars & Catering 9 34 24 29 21

“^•“Community, Social & Other 27 15 15 18

• Technology & Telecommunications 49 45 19 29 15

Agriculture, Mining & Marine 6 8 5 6 15

Marketing & Promotion 8 21 21 14 14

■■^■■•Recruitment & Security Services 6 13

Real Estate & Renting 22 7 14 5

Financial & Leasing 8 26 13 3 5

Human Resources 15 17 23

Source: ODCE:2002, ODCE:2003, ODCE:2004, ODCE:2005, ODCE:2006 ODCE:2007
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The statistics identify that while liquidations attributable to the courts remained 

consistent between 2002 and 2006, the level of shareholders’ (members’) liquidations 

increased significantly while at the same time the trend for creditors’ liquidations 

decreased each year. The numbers of shareholders’ liquidations increased by 31% in the 

period from 720 in 2002 to 941 in 2003, dropping off marginally in 2004 and continuing 

to increase between 2003 and 2005. As a percentage of total liquidation each year, 

members’ liquidations increased from 64% of all 2002 liquidations to 72% of all 2006 

liquidations (ODCE:2007:26). This increase in shareholders’ liquidations indicates a 

greater awareness among the public of the role and powers of the ODCE (see figure 1.8 

below).

Figure 1.8______Sources of Liquidator Reports 2002 to 2006

Source of Liquidations 2002 to 2006

Source: ODCE:2002, ODCE:2003, ODCE:2004, ODCE:2005, ODCE:2006 ODCE:2007

Since 2002, 55,885 companies have been struck-off the Companies Register. Of these, 

31,006 were struck-off by the CRO, 19,276 were voluntary strike-offs while 5,603 were 

struck off by the Revenue Commissioners. 26,210 (47%) of these companies were struck 

off within the first two years of ODCE’s operation, again indicating the extent of non- 

compliance with company law prior to the establishment of ODCE. An examination of 

the annual trends indicates that while CRO and Revenue strike-offs peaked in the first
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year and then dropped below this peak thereafter, this was not the case regarding the 

voluntary strike-offs, which started at 3,125 cases in 2002 and maintained a steady level 

of increase thereafter (except for 2002). From these statistics it is possible to conclude 

that practitioners (i.e. voluntary strike-offs) were quickly, and continuously, aware of the 

ODCE and its compliance/enforcement role (see figure 1.9 below).

Figure 1.9______Company Strike-offs by Source 2002 to 2006

Company Strike-Offs by Source

16.000

14.000

12,000

10.000

Number 
of Cases 8.000

6,000

4,000

2.000

2004 2005 2006
14,836 9,514 5,255■CRO Strike Off 

’Revenue Strike off 
Voluntary Strike off

2,766 1,599
3,125 5,483 3,595 3,316 3,757

Source: ODCE:2002, ODCE:2003, ODCE:2004, ODCE:2005, ODCE:2006 ODCE:2007
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Between 2002 and 2006, 1,775 voluntary reports and 4,186 mandatory reports were 

made to the ODCE (see figure 1.10 below). Voluntary reports increased by almost 100% 

in 2003 and remained at this approximate level until 2006. This fact coupled with the 

dramatic increase of mandatory reports by almost 300% across 2003 and 2004 before 

falling back in 2005 to 2003 levels indicates the potential extent of company law 

offences in corporate Ireland prior to the establishment of the ODCE, and an increasing 

awareness of the ODCE and its powers.

Figure 1.10_____ New Cases: Mandatory and V oluntary Notifications 2002 to 2006

New cases: Mandatory and Voluntary Notifications 2002 to 2006

Number 
of Cases

.* % -w Vf iuv cXV'LV'iC.'' , iBr < -

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

♦ Total Voluntary Reports 221 444 362 342 406
—A—Total Mandatory Reports 399 1,506 1,594 390 297

Source: ODCE:2002, ODCE:2003, ODCE:2004, ODCE:2005, ODCE:2006 ODCE:2007
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The statistics indicate an immediate and high level of engagement by the public with the 

ODCE from the outset as over 90% of voluntary reports in 2002 were made by the 

public. During this period, 83% (1,477) of the total voluntary reports were as a result of 

complaints from the public (see figure 1.11 below).

Figure 1.11_____ Sources______ of______Voluntary______ Reports______ 2002______ to______ 2006

Source of Voluntary Reports 2002 to 2006

Number 
of Cases

380
360
340
320
300
280
260
240
220
200
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20

- - 2002 2663 2004 2005 2006

♦ Public Complaints 201 307 341 284 344

Reports from State Authorities 15 118 2 6 4
—Reports from non-State Authorities 3 1 18 15 3

• Reports in the Public Domain 2 - - - 1

Source: ODCE:2002, ODCE:2003, ODCE:2004, ODCE:2005, ODCE:2006 ODCE:2007
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The statistics show that the level of mandatory reporting by auditors increased 

dramatically from 385 reports in 2002 to 1488 reports in 2003 and maintained similar 

high levels in 2004, subsequently returning to pre-2003 levels. It is reasonable to 

assume that the company law breaches reflected in these reports did not occur for the 

first time in 2003 and 2004. Consequently, it can be asserted that they are an accurate 

reflection of the extent of non-compliance with company law that existed prior to the 

establishment of the ODCE at a time when the Department of Enterprise, Trade and 

Employment was responsible for company law enforcement (see figure 1.12 below).

Figure 1.12_____Sources of Mandatory Reports 2002 to 2006

Source of Mandatory Reports 2002 to 2006

1.800

1.600

1.400

1.200

1.000
Number 
of Cases

800

600

400

200

M Reports from Auditors 
| ■ Reports from Others ( CRO,

Professional Bodies. Liquidators)

Source: ODCE:2002, ODCE:2003, ODCE:2004, ODCE:2005, ODCE:2006 ODCE:2007

Examples of the type of issues indicated in these report were company filing issues, 

reckless fraudulent trading, trading while struck off the register, annual general meetings 

issues, forgery/false information issues misconduct. An analysis of the 221 issues 

reported in 2002 is not provided by the ODCE. An examination of the subject issues of 

these reports reveals interesting trends. For example, four categories recorded increases 

each year: Reckless/ffaudulent trading (11 cases in 2003 to 85 cases in 2006), trading 

while struck off (8 cases in 2003 to 43 cases in 2006), shareholder issues (17 cases in 

2003 to 41 cases in 2006), and directors’ issues (17 cases in 2003 to 39 cases in 2006).
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Cases of forgery and false information increased from 3 in 2003 to 27 in 2005, falling to 

11 in 2006 (see figure 1.13 below). Again, these stark statistics provide an indicator of 

the possible extent of non-compliance with company law that existed prior to the 

establishment of the ODCE.

Figure 1.13____ Types of Issues in Voluntary and Other Reports 2002 to 2006

Types of Issues in Voluntary and Other Reports

Number 
of Cases

1 200^™ W"" 2(366

^^^"External Company Filing Defaults 117

Irish Registered Company Filing Issues 44 11

"“^“Reckless/Fraudulent/lnsolvent Trading 11 53 62 85

^^^“Trading while struck off the Companies Register 8 13 26 43

■^►“Shareholder Issues 17 24 28 41

^^^“Debt Issues 68 63 61 40

^^^•Civil Issues 12 13

■* Director Issues 17 16 26 39

Annual/Extraordinary General Meetings 8 27 12 22

^^“Forgery/False information 3 13 27 11

Auditor issues 7 8

Information Alleging misconduct 17 18

Liquidated Companies 10 3 8 1

L____ 1 liv.lwar/Otlw I.<;<;iih<s____________________________ 112 108  85 1!6

Source: ODCE:2002, ODCE:2003, ODCE:2004, ODCE:2005, ODCE:2006 ODCE:2007

In its compliance role, the ODCE communicates and consults with stakeholders (i.e. 

public, professional bodies and government) on the obligations and benefits of 

compliance with the law and the consequences of non-compliance (ODCE:2001:4). It is 

clear from the statistical data that the ODCE embarked on a process of communication 

and engagement with stakeholders because in the 5-year period the Director and his 

team made 248 presentations to audiences totaling 15,118. This represents an average of 

50 presentations per annum with an average audience size of 61 per presentation. Each 

presentation is also available to the public on the ODCE website (see figures 1.14 and 

1.15 below).
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Figure 1.14 Presentations by the ODCE 2002 to 2006

Presentations by ODCE

Number
of Presentations

2002 2006

no of presentations

Source: ODCE:2002, ODCE:2003, ODCE:2004, ODCE:20(>5, ODCE:2006 ODCE:2007

Figure 1.15____ ODCE presentation audience numbers 2002 to 2006

ODCE Presentation Audiences

Source: ODCE:2002, ODCE:2003, ODCE:2004, ODCE:2005, ODCE:2006 ODCE:2007

As part of the awareness process, the ODCE has issued a significant number of 

consultation papers and briefing documents. Since its establishment, the ODCE has 

issued 42 press statements (see figure 1.16 below).
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Figure 1.16 ODCE Press Statements 2002 to 2006

Source: ODCE:2002, ODCE:2003, ODCE:2004, ODCE:2005, ODCE:2006 ODCE:2007

Employing on average 35 staff per annum, in the 5-year period the running costs funded 

by the Exchequer amounted to €15m, representing an average annual cost of €3m (see 

figure 1.17 below).

Figure 1.17____ ODCE Running Costs 2002 to 2006

ODCE Running Costs

2002 2005

Non-Pay

Source: ODCE:2002, ODCE:2003, ODCE:2004, ODCE:2005, ODCE:2006 ODCE:2007
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Figure 1.18 ODCE Staff Numbers (actual) 2002 to 2006

ODCE Staff Numbers (actual)

of Staff

2003

staff numbers

Source: ODCE:2002, ODCE:2003, ODCE:2004, ODCE:2005, ODCE:2006 ODCE:2007

In a 2006 survey of the views of directors, the ODCE found that 68% directors consider 

the ODCE is effective in discharging its remit, while 74% believe that the company law 

compliance environment had improved over the last five-years (ODCE:2007).

As can be seen from the above data, the ODCE has been active in pursuing its mandate 

granted under legislation and its impact on Irish corporate culture over the last six-years 

is undisputed as it has created an awareness of corporate and directors’ legal obligations 

and responsibilities as contained in companies legislations in existence since 1963, but 

which heretofore had not been actively pursued by the state, when responsibility for 

enforcement rested with the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment.

- Directors’ Compliance Statements

Despite such activity and such a positive engagement with business, the ODCE 

encountered a significant amount of resistance in relation to the proposal to introduce 

Directors Compliance Statements (DCS) . The proposed DCS required directors to

13 The requirement as contained in section 45 of the Companies (Auditing and Accounting) Act 2003 
arose from recommendations in the Report of the Review Group on Auditing which was set up by the 
Government following the DIRT investigation into the failure of corporate government in Irish financial 
institutions (Nolan:2008).
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prepare and publish in their annual directors’ report a compliance policy statement and 

an annual compliance statement indicating the extent of their company’s compliance 

with company, tax and certain other legislation that may materially affect the company’s 

financial statements. It also required auditors to publish their opinion of the validity of 

the directors’ compliance statements (ODCE:2004b). In this respect its sentiments were 

somewhat similar to Sarbanes-Oxley section 404, as outlined earlier in this chapter. 

However, believing this to be too onerous and too costly, business vigorously 

campaigned against its introduction. According to Nolan (2008) the proposal was then 

referred to the Company Law Review Group (CLRG) in May 2005, which 

recommended a revised model of DCS. This recommendation has been adopted by the 

government, but not yet implemented. The resistance of Irish industry to the state’s 

proposal to introduce the DCS is consistent with the traits exhibited by industry 

generally to the introduction of proposed legislation, as they seek to dilute or deter 

regulation, preferring instead to have no regulation or self-regulation. This will be 

discussed in Chapter 2, while Chapter 4 will outline participants’ views on the DCS.

Research Question, Study Aim and Rationale

The research question posed is:

Corporate Governance: Where does balance lie between state regulation and 
self-regulation?

The overall aim is to explore key elite Irish actors’ reflections on the quality, character 

and dynamic of the Irish corporate governance regime and in particular to obtain their 

perspectives on where they believe the balance lies between state regulation and self

regulation of corporate governance and specifically if they consider the Irish State’s role 

in regulating governance is the right role, or is too draconian, or requires further 

strengthening; if it is necessary for the state to monitor, oversee and enforce corporate 

governance in order to mitigate corporate and executive self-interest; if self-regulation is 

appropriate, and if corporate governance capacity needs to be built, and by whom and in 

whom.
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There is a lack of literature available on Irish corporate governance, and in particular the 

views, experiences and perspectives of key actors in this arena. This study seeks to 

address this lack of information. Interviewing key elite actors from Irish commercial 

semi-state companies, industry (pics and multinational companies), regulators, senior 

civil servants, and academics this study seeks to answer the research question and 

thereby provide key insights and a valuable contribution to this under-researched area in 

the hope that it can contribute to an improvement in Irish corporate governance and a 

better understanding amongst the different key groupings of actors. As part of this study, 

an external commentator, Mr. Dick Thornburgh, WorldCom bankruptcy examiner, was 

interviewed and his views, experiences and perspectives provide an interesting contrast 

to the views of the Irish corporate governance actors, and add unique and important 

dimensions to the study as it seeks to answer the research question.

- Literature

A significant amount of non-Irish related corporate governance literature exists on this 

topic. I reviewed literature to examine the research topic from three levels: the 

individual (human) level, the state level and the corporate level. The study reviews a 

range of this literature drawing from literature on welfare ideologies; behavioural, 

organisational and societal theories; and economic regulation theories in order to 

enhance and expand the understanding of the issue, to identify the study’s theoretical 

framework and to inform the research methodology.

- Theoretical Framework

My research was informed by 3 theoretical frameworks: welfare ideologies; behavioural, 

organisational and societal theories; and economic regulation theories. The welfare 

ideologies of neo-marxism and neo-liberalism were applied to the research, in particular 

crisis theory14 (Block cited in Skocpol:1994, Skocpol:1994, Offe:1984, Madison cited in 

Jensen and Mecklingl978:10 and 1977:14), theories of neo-laissez faire and monetarist 

economic doctrines (Holmstrom and Kaplan:2003:29), and competition-in-laxity-theory 

(Meny:2002:6, O’Brien:2005:21, Roe:2005:32).

14 Also known as class struggle theory.
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I also applied behavioural, organisational and societal theories, which included 

normative theory (MacConnick: 1999), institutionalism (Dallas:2002, Sandholtz and 

Sweet: 1994, 01sen:2000, Sacconi:2004), agency theory (OECD: 1998, Jensen: 1994, 

Sacconi:2004), behaviour theory (Jensen and Meckling:1994, Koppell:2005,) and 

stakeholder theory ( Jensen:2001) to the research.

The third theoretical framework which I applied to the research was economic 

regulation theory (Jensen and Meckling: 1994, Davis:2006, Baldwin and Cave: 1999, 

Salamon:2002, Majone:1996 cited in Meny:2002), which included theories of normative 

theory (Salamon:2002), public interest theory (Baldwin and Cave: 1999), private interest 

theory and institutionalist theory (Beausang:2002).

- Research Methodology

Having formulated the research question, examined research methodology literature and 

considered how the study might be approached, 1 adopted a qualitative research 

approach rather than a quantitative research approach as this would provide thicker, 

richer data by exploring participants’ views on corporate governance issues to determine 

where the balance lies between state regulation and self-regulation. I collected this data 

by interviewing key influential actors from various spheres e.g. senior government 

officials, regulators, commercial semi-state bodies, business leaders and academics who 

have particular interest in and experience of the corporate governance arena.

I adopted Crotty’s (1998, cited in Cresswell:2003:4-5) four question framework and 

expanded it in developing my research methodology (see overleaf).
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Table 1.2 Framework for this research project

Step 1 Epistemology ? Subjectivism -To obtain phenomenological insight

Step 2 Theoretical perspective ? Interpretive

Step 3 Methodology? Ethnography

Step 4 Methods? Interviews - Exploration of pure subjectivity

Step 5 Overarching consideration? Ethical Considerations - Researcher is part of process

Note: Steps 1 to 4 are taken from Crotty’s “4 question framework”.

Using purposive1^ sampling 1 selected a small sample of high-profile key actors from 

different groupings because of their in-depth knowledge, specific perspectives, 

particular and relevant experience in the area, the thick rich data they could provide and 

whose perspectives could identify varying, alternative, contradictory, enlightening and 

perhaps controversial insights to the research question posed. Another factor was the 

relationship which actors had with other actors within their relevant category and with 

actors in other categories.

1 identified 6 categories of actors containing 28 potential elite participants. The 6 

categories of elites were: CEOs etc.16 of commercial semi-state companies, CEOs etc.17 

of industry, regulators, senior government officials, academics and US governance 

actors. Of the 28 potential elites identified, 16 agreed to participate representing an 

overall response rate of 57%.

I adopted a qualitative, semi-structured interview approach to explore participants’ 

rationale, reasoning, attitudes and beliefs to "‘‘detect what is already inside variably co

operative respondents" (Silverman:2004:144). I conducted interviews using a 2-page 

interview outline grouped around themes which emanated from the literature review.

15 The limited size of the different groupings allowed for the use of purposive sampling, whereby a 
researcher identifies potential interviewees who are knowledgeable and experienced in the area.

16 In two cases the Company Secretaries were nominated by the CEOs as the most appropriate persons to 
interview.

17 In one case the Company Secretary was nominated by the CEOs as the most appropriate person to 
interview.
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I adopted measures to ensure data quality such as trialing the interview outline, testing 

the recording media, ensuring adequate and secure backups, ensuring accurate 

transcription of interviews and ensuring accurate coding of responses.

I analysed the voluminous data from the 16 interviews and interrogated it using NVIVO, 

a qualitative research software package which is designed to assist qualitative 

researchers to manage, shape and comprehend unstructured information. I adopted 

rigorous data backup and security measures during this process to prevent loss, theft or 

corruption of data.

I ensured confidentially by assigning each actor a letter linked to his/her group. 

Therefore actors are referred to throughout the findings chapter according to their letter 

and their group, for example Semi-State-A, Industry-E, Regulator-B, etc.

In conducting the research, I took into account general research considerations likely to 

impact on data quality, such as the threat of bias, interview contamination and lack of 

standardisation, validity issues and generalisability, and I adopted measures were to 

address these issues.

I considered ethical issues throughout the four stages of the research process, namely 

during the research process generally, during the design and initial access stages, during 

the data collection stages, and during the analysis and reporting stages (Saunders et al: 

2003:130-139).

Conclusion

This chapter outlined the research question, the aims of the study and the rationale for 

undertaking it, the research methodology employed and the theoretical framework. The 

roles of Enron and WorldCom in changing the corporate governance landscape in the 

US, internationally and in Ireland were identified, as was the fact that the changes have
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influenced Irish regulators and legislators in their regulatory and enforcement remits, 

and helped change the mindsets of business and society on the need for good corporate 

governance. The background to, and analysis of, the Irish corporate governance 

environment were also outlined.

The next chapter reviews the relevant literature on corporate governance and draws from 

literature on welfare ideologies, behavioural, organisational and societal theories, and 

economic regulation theories.

The lack of Irish corporate governance literature will also be identified in chapter 2. This 

study seeks to address the lack of literature by interviewing key actors in order to answer 

the research question, thereby providing key insights and a valuable contribution to this 

under-researched area in the hope that it can contribute to an improvement in Irish 

corporate governance and a better understanding amongst the different key groupings of 

actors. These research findings will be outlined and discussed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review

Introduction

According to Becker (2004:69) a literature review is assessment of existing 

knowledge - both empirical and theoretical - relating to our research topic

The research question posed for this study is:

Corporate Governance: Where does balance lie between state regulation and 
self-regulation ?

This chapter reviews the literature relevant to the research question. At the outset a brief 

overview of the definition of corporate governance and the corporate governance 

failures of Enron, WorldCom et al are outlined. Literature is then reviewed from three 

key aspects relevant to the research question namely the human level, the state level and 

the corporate level (see figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1 Literature Review Framework

Level Theoretical Framework Literature Reviewed

Human Level: Behavioural, Organisational _ K Agency Theory, self-interest
reople and internal \ and Societal 1 heones. l and human motivation
corporate dynamics

□-------- 1/ ZF------ Vr
State Level:
State Intervention

Welfare Ideologies.
Economic Regulation Theory.

Regulation

Corporate Level: Behavioural, Organisational
Corporate Governance and Societal Theories. ___ N
Environment

Welfare ideologies.

Reasons for Corporate 
Governance Failures

The term corporate governance became prevalent in the early 1990s with the spate of 

corporate governance failures in the US and UK. While a significant amount of literature
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was produced in response to these failures, it is only since the failure of high profile US 

corporations in the 21st Century that the volume and variety of international literature
1 o

has grown . However, because there is a distinct lack of literature available on Irish 

corporate governance, and in particular on the views and experiences of key elite Irish 

actors in this arena, this study seeks to explore these key Irish elites’ perspectives on 

how corporate governance regulation should operate and specifically the desired extent 

of the Irish State’s role in regulating, monitoring and enforcing governance in order to 

mitigate corporate and executive self-interest. This literature review' looks at the issues 

identified to date internationally on the aspects of corporate governance regulation 

relevant to the research question and the study seeks to address this lack of literature by 

interviewing key elite actors in order to answer the research question, thereby providing 

key insights and a valuable contribution to this under-researched area in the hope that it 

can contribute to an improvement in Irish corporate governance and a better 

understanding amongst the different key groupings of elite actors.

Definition of Corporate Governance

There are many definitions of corporate governance. Cadbury (1992:15) described it as

“the system by which companies are directed and controlled” while Tricker (1984:6

cited in Hodges et al: 1996:7-8) states ‘‘if management is about running business,

governance is about seeing that it is run properly”, while Thornburgh and Missal

(2007:3-4) define corporate governance as:

the policies and practices that determine how a corporation is operated and 
governed. By promoting accountability, transparency and compliance, corporate 
governance systems protect the interest of shareholders.

Farrar (cited in Branson:2003:991) looks at the origin of the word “governance” to 

develop a metaphor to describe the term and its meaning:

18 For example, analyses are provided from different perspectives: organisational, corporate law, 
motivational/agency theory, role of the state, interest group/lobbying, economic, regulation/self- 
regulation, and psychological.
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The etymology of “governance” comes from the Latin word gubernare and 
gubernator, which refer to steering a ship and to the steerer or captain of a ship. 
The word “governance” [...] means control and the state of being governed [...] 
Thus we have [...] a useful metaphor - the idea of steering or captaining a ship. 
We have references to control and also to good order, which is more than simply 
being on course: it is also being shipshape and in good condition.

Corporate governance deals with the principal/agent problem i.e. the separation of 

ownership and control in companies, which leads to a divergence of interests between 

managers and shareholders and ultimately leading to a misallocation of resources and 

underperformance of the corporate sector (OECD: 1998:128). Transparency and 

accountability are key components in corporate governance. According to Langevoort 

(2006:40) “[transparency can never be confined to investors' gaze, and accountability 

takes place in multiple forums". Langevoort’s contention mirrors Justice Louis 

Brandeis’ famous quote:

Publicity is justly commended as a remedy for social and industrial diseases. 
Sunlight is said to be the best of disinfectant; electric light the most efficient 
policeman (Brandeis: 1914).

Nolan (2008) provides a very apt conceptualisation of the role of the state in corporate

governance as “market governance regulation" or “conduct of business regulation", a
form of economic19 and social,20 regulation which aims to:

deliver competition and efficient markets, fair trade practices (e.g. ethical 
behaviour), and consumer protection. Its focus is on mandatory information 
disclosures, honesty and integrity of the firms, fiduciary responsibility of their 
officers and employees, internal and external accountability and fair practices 
(Nolan:2008).

According to Nolan (2008) the role of the state is one of:

paternalistic oversight directly and indirectly provided [...] with the intention of 
producing behaviourally and ethically desirable outcomes, deterring the 
commission of undesirable behaviour and punishing those when they occur.

19 As economic regulation it seeks to control possible abuse of economic power.

20 As social regulation it aims to elicit behavioural and ethical cultures which underpin and sustain trust in 
the economy and social regulation (Nolan:2008).
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The next section of this chapter examines the corporate governance failures of Enron 

and WorldCom et al and identifies their relevance to Irish corporate governance arena.

Enron, WorldCom, and Other Corporate Governance Scandals

The failures of Enron and WorldCom and their aftermath are relevant to Irish and 

international corporate governance as the issues raised by these companies are equally 

pertinent to Irish and international companies. The actions which followed the demise of 

these corporations reverberated on corporate governance landscapes across the globe, 

including the Irish corporate governance landscape. The learning points are not border- 

confined; instead they are lessons for a global corporate governance environment.

In 2001 and 2002, two major corporate governance failures occurred: Enron and 

WorldCom. Referred to as the “Watergate” in the world of business 
(Windolf:2004:159) the importance of these failures is that they are not solely about 

investor losses but about social and economic dislocation (Langevoort:2006:15). Smith 

(cited in Business Week:2007) agrees stating that “every stock that suffers from a 

financial restatement translates into human misery

Enron epitomised the failure of corporate governance. As the 7th largest US Company it 

had recreated itself by developing new energy and water trading markets 

(Thompson:2003:3), featured on Fortune’s list of most-admired companies 

(Branson:2003:989), was held up by business schools as a model to be emulated 

(Tumbull:2002:l), and was the energy industry innovator (Rosen:2003:l 159). By the 

autumn of 2001, it became known as the company where employees had lost their jobs 

and pensions, had been encouraged to continue investing in shares while senior 

executives sold theirs, where executives received excessive compensation packages, and 

where complex transactions concealed dubious activities (Thompson:2003:3).

21 The human misery is highlighted by the case of a 68 year-old natural gas pipeline operator whose 
retirement portfolio, which was invested in Enron shares, fell from a value of $1.3m to $8,000 on the 
collapse of Enron. He received $53,000 in final settlement (BusinessWeek:2007).
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WorldCom"2, which became equally notorious as Enron, has been described by Dick 

Thornburgh, its official bankruptcy examiner, as the “poster child for corporate 

governance failures”23 (Thomburgh:2003:3). Its demise resulted in the loss of 57,000 

jobs, a loss of current and former employees retirement savings invested in WorldCom 

shares, a $37.5bn reduction in the value of debt and preferred stock, and a $250bn loss 

in shareholder value (Meyer:2007:7, Thonburgh:2005:4). According to Thornburgh 

(2003:7-12) accounting fraud, “additional deceit, deficiencies and a disregard for the 

most basic of corporate governance principles'” permeated the company, a weak board 

“approved” multibillion-dollar strategic decisions following discussions of 30-minutes 

or less and without receiving any supporting documentation, and unquestioningly 

approved personal loans of $400m for the CEO. A passive, non-confrontational 

approach of the audit committee, internal audit and external audit allowed the 

concealment and continuation of the fraud.

Arrogance and greed were at the centre of Enron and WorldCom and other corporate 
failures (0,Brien:2003:267, Rosen:2003:l 159). Palast et al (2003:159) support this 

contention, noting that as Enron grew more powerful, its leaders became more arrogant, 

thinking they were immune from the normal rules of professional behaviour, because 

almost everyone treated them as if they were. The culture of Enron has been described 

by Dallas (2002:61-64) as “a Wild-West Culture [...] ruthless and reckless [and] less a 

company than a collection of mercenaries The most concerning fact of these scandals 

is that such failings are not unique to Enron and WorldCom as highlighted by 

Thornburgh’s (2003:1159) examinership into WorldCom’s failure which held that 

WorldCom’s governance failures potentially exist in many other companies. Indeed, the 

impact of Enron’s and WorldCom’s malfeasance reverberated beyond those companies 

and resulted in US markets losing $8 trillion in market capitalization (Oxley cited in 

Segal:2007) and ultimately “handling] the friends of regulation a powerful political

22 WorldCom was held in equally high esteem. According to Meyer (2007:3) WorldCom was the darling 
of Wall Street and the Telecom Industry of the 1990s.

23 The company overstated its income and balance sheet by $11 billion and $75 billion respectively over a 
3-year period (1999-2002) by understating $7bn of operating expenses through improper release of 
accruals and through improper capitalization of operating expenses, and the $lbn overstatement of 
revenues.
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weapon—‘corporate sleaze’ "(Basset and Storrie:2003:15). Of course, from a European 

perspective, there is no room for complacency by thinking that high profile scandals 

were confined to the US as Shell, Ahold, Parmalat and Elan show Europe, like the US, 

has also had its share of significant corporate governance failures.

A significant amount of literature has emanated from the failure of Enron and 

WorldCom. Indeed, both of these failures, and equally importantly their aftermaths, 

provide good case studies against which to define specific research for an Irish corporate 

governance context. The lessons learned and knowledge gained from the literature about 

these two enormous failures can be applied to the Irish corporate governance arena in 

order to identify issues for key Irish actors and the role of the state, and thereby add to 

the sparse literature on Irish corporate governance.

The next section examines corporate governance at the micro level, namely the human 

level: people and internal corporate dynamics.

Human Level: Agency Theory, Self-Interest and Human Motivation

This section focuses on the construct of human relational dynamics in the corporate 

context by examining the constructs of corporations at a micro level namely agency 

theory, human self-interest and human motivation.

With a wide variety of universally applicable literature in this area, the literature 

identifies the relational dynamic aspects as key structural reasons for corporate 

governance issues faced by corporations internationally. The issues identified by 

international literature are highly relevant to the Irish corporate governance arena, and 

will inform the study as it seeks to identify the impact of human relational dynamics on 

the Irish corporate governance arena.

The central problem of corporate governance is a principal-agent problem: how to get 

managers to act as loyal, committed agents for shareholders. While other paradigms
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exist, for example stewardship and resource dependency, the principal-agent model of 

corporate governance is the predominant paradigm in the US and in Western Europe. 

Principal-agent theory is explored here to understand the underlying fundamental 

relational dynamic constructs within corporations and the reasons why corporate 

governance fails.

Agency theory describes the relationship between principals of a company and their

agents. Jensen and Meckling (1976:4) define an agency relationship as:

a contract under which [...] principal(s) engage [...] the agent to perform some 
service on their behalf [...] The principal can limit divergences from his interest 
by establishing appropriate incentives for the agent and by incurring monitoring 
costs designed to limit the aberrant activities of the agent.

It concludes that a firm’s value cannot be maximized because managers’ discretion

allows them to take decisions for their, rather than principals’, benefit24. Such self-

interest, selfishness and opportunism which are at the heart of agency theory

(Jensen: 1994:12, Mallin:2004:10), are not new phenomena having been recognised as

far back as 1776 by Adam Smith (Farinha:2003:3). According to Securities and

Exchange Commission (SEC) Chairman Cox (SEC:2007(b)):

From the inception of the idea of the public company 400 years ago, the 
separation of ownership and control has been simultaneously a source of 
enormous strength and a moral hazard.

Langevoort (2006:22) reasonably hypothesises that managers consider themselves as 

working for "the corporation" and not shareholders, considering themselves the "in

group" and investors, like other stakeholders, an "out-group". Cynically, but aptly, he 

asserts that management feign respect to shareholders under the guise of the rhetoric of 

its fiduciary obligation, when in reality it is the “savvy handling of a potentially powerful 

constituent”.

24 Fama and Jensen (1983:25) provide perhaps the only example of an effective principal/agent contract 
namely the relationship between the Catholic Church and its clergy. The vows of chastity and obedience 
mean that a priest does not have a family to support (thereby avoiding conflict between the need to 
provide for a family and the interests of donor-parishioners). Another reason is that a Catholic priest is 
tied to the organisation i.e. he cannot offer his services elsewhere. In return, the Church provides him with 
a lifetime contract that promises a good standard of living. The effectiveness of the contract is due to the 
fact that it “provided a bond to donor-customers [...] so that the interests of the clergy are closely bound 
to the survival of the organization and thus to the interests of donor-customers ”.
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In their insightful research into human motivation, Jensen and Meckling (1994:6) 

developed three models to describe human behaviour: REM , Economic , and 

Political27. According to the theory, REMs respond to new constraints by seeking out 

alternatives for constrained items. Jensen and Meckling (1994:28) found that evidence 

proves that people are rarely perfect agents and that the firm is a “nexus of a set of 

contracting relationships" (Jensen and Meckling: 1976:9). However, the ineffectiveness 

of the corporate form against self-interest was recognised by Galbraith (2004:44 cited in 

O’Brien:2004:3) when he lamented that “the basic fact of the twenty-first century - a 

corporate system based on the unrestrained power of self-enrichment”.

The board of directors is deemed by agency theory to be an essential monitoring device

to minimise principal-agent problems (Mallin:2004:l 1, Krayenbuehl: 1993:27).

According to Bebchuk (2005:3) boards are supposed to (my emphasis) address agency

problems, as under corporate law, the power to run the company is vested in the board

under whose direction the company is supposed to be (my emphasis) managed. Board

members have a fiduciary duty to the corporation and are expected to serve as

shareholders’ guardians. But, it is clear from the abundant evidence provided by the

corporate governance failures to date that this key component of agency theory has not

been operational to the extent envisaged by the theory. For example, in WorldCom’s

case Thornburgh (2005:3) is clear that the Board failed in its fiduciary duty:
most of the deviations from proper corporate behaviour [...] resulted from the 
failure of the Board of Directors to recognise, and to deal effectively with, 
abuses reflecting [...] a culture of greed within the corporation’s top 
management.

25 REMM refers to the Resourceful Evaluative and Maximizing Model. According to this model each 
individual (1) cares; i.e. is an evaluator, (2) has unlimited wants i.e. prefers more to less and cannot be 
sated, (3) is a maximser, (4) is resourceful i.e is creative and can conceive changes in the environment, and 
responds by creating new opportunities (Jensen and Meckling: 1994:4-5).

26 The Economic Model of Human Behavior is a version of REMM. This model states that the individual 
is an evaluator and maximizer, but has only one desire: money - nothing else. In their 1994 paper Jensen 
and Meckling (15) stated that people did not behave this way. Unfortunately, eighteen years later the 
corporate failures of Enron et al proved Jensen and Meckling incorrect because people could, and did, act 
in the manner described by the Economic Model of Human Behaviour.

27 The Political Model of Human Behavior states that individuals evaluate and maximize in terms of other 
individuals’ preferences rather than their own. Unlike REMM, the individual is a perfect agent seeking to 
maximize “the public good” rather than his or her own welfare (Jensen and Meckling: 1994:28).
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Further inadequacies of boards as effective monitors are noted by Branson (2003:991-2)

who identifies that for most of the twentieth-century boards were “self-perpetuating,

insider-dominated” where, if external directors who lacked independence because of

their financial dependency on the corporation, disagreed with management the

prevailing ethic of “love it or leave it" caused them to resign. Many, of course, did not

resign because, as he wryly observes, the status of being a director of a large corporation

“remained true to Lord Boothby’s dictum in mid-Victorian England that being a

company director is akin to a nice warm bath Similarly Kirkbride and Letza

(2003:264) identify that in the early 1990s, the practices in relation to selection and

appointment of non-executive directors was unsatisfactory as they owed their position to

personal relationships and acquaintance with the chairman or board members. This

contention is supported by Warren Buffett (cited in Enriques:2003:930) who observed

that “what prevents independent directors from acting as shareholder champions is an

excessively cozy boardroom atmosphere". In Ireland, a high profile example of cozy

board relationships were highlighted in 2007 and 2008 in a very public dispute between

shareholder and entrepreneur Denis O’Brien and Independent News and Media:

The firm’s Achilles heel is a board composed of directors who nearly all have 
affiliations in some fashion with the principal shareholder, who is also the chief 
executive (Davis:2007:3).

There is no doubt about the existence and prevalence of cozy board relationships in Irish 

corporate life, as clearly evidenced by a further high profile example which unfolded in 

the 2008 Anglo Irish Bank director’s loan scandal and which shone the spotlight on the 

inter-linkages and reciprocal arrangements between various prominent Irish companies. 

For example, membership of three high profile Irish corporate boards had incredibly 

similar linkages: Anglo Irish Bank (chairman and former managing director Sean 

Fitzpatrick, board members: Gary McGann CEO Smurfit pic and Ear Bradshaw CEO 

Dublin Dockland Authority), Smurfit pic (CEO Gary McGann, board chairman Sean 

Fitzpatrick), and Dublin Docklands Authority (CEO Ear Bradshaw, board member Sean 

FitzPatrick). Such cosy relationships and interlinkages must call into question the 

potential for directors’ conflicts of interest because while in accordance with agency 

theory directors, as agents, are supposed to be loyal agents to their shareholder 

principals, it must be queried to whom the loyalty is - is it to shareholders or to the
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management who appoint them to the board because of friendship or otherwise? 

Ostensibly it would seem the latter and hence there is a major flaw in the practice of 

agency theory which needs to be addressed. In theory, directors are agents for 

shareholder principals. In reality, it would appear that directors have gone native and 

serve the wishes of company management - their friends and business acquaintances - 

potentially contrary to the interests of their principals i.e. shareholders. Part of the 

solution to addressing this flaw will rest with corporations and their directors if they 

adopt Thornburgh’s (2005:12) succinct, but apt, view that “credentials for directors will 

rest on substance not celebrity". Indeed, considering the facts of the Anglo Irish Bank 

director’s loan scandal, Thornburgh’s assertion could be married to Kirkbride and Letza 

findings to form a new particularly apt assertion that “credentials for directors should 

rest on substance not personal relationship or acquaintance

Another fundamental flaw in the operation of agency theory as highlighted by recent 

corporate governance failures is the use of executive compensation schemes as 

mechanisms to regulate the principal-agent relationship. This flaw is encapsulated by 
Minow (cited in Becht, Bolton and Roell:2002:47) who stated: “options are very 

motivational. We just have to be a little more thoughtful about what it is we ’re asking 

them to motivate" . Jensen (cited in Osterloh and Frey:2004) concurs describing 

options as “managerial heroin" which encourage a focus on short-term highs with 

destructive long term consequences.

It is evident that while failures of components of agency theory have been recognised for 

over 200 years, little has been done to address these known deficiencies. Indeed this is 

supported by Hermalin (2003:1) who highlights that there have been complaints about 

corporate governance and agitation to improve it for as long as corporations existed and 

he wonders why, considering this long history, the issue of how corporations are 

governed has not been settled long before now. Eight years into the 21st Century this

28 As far back as 1994 Jensen(3) identified that a similar critical question for organizations was not 
whether they wanted to use incentives to motivate employees, but rather which incentives do they want to 
encourage and which do they want to discourage?
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question is still unanswered. However, in late 2008 the catastrophic financial services 

sector crisis may result in action to address these long known deficiencies.

The state, in seeking to understand the fall out from the corporate governance failures of 

the early 2rl century as it endeavours to identify a solution to such failures, would be 

well advised to recall what Depression era President Franklin D. Roosevelt recognised in 

the 1930s: “we have always known that heedless self-interest was bad morals. We now 

know that it is bad economics” (Clinton:2005:223-224). Although as a private sphere 

activity, the principal-agent relationship is an area that governments generally do not 

intervene in, the failures in 2002 resulted in government intervention to strengthen the 

relational dynamics of principal-agent relationship and to curb adverse self-interest and 

human motivational factors. This was done through regulation - regulation of 
governance.

The next section of this chapter examines corporate governance at the state level, 

specifically the use of regulation as a state intervention mechanism to modulate 

corporate governance.

State Level: Regulation

- Regulation: Definition

There is a significant amount of international literature on the topic of corporate 

governance regulation which is universally applicable to all states.

Regulation is defined as:

state intervention in private spheres of activity to realize public purposes [...] 
[which] is seen as justified when long-standing and widely shared expectations 
within a community are no longer met (Francis: 1993:5,20).

The OECD describes regulation as:
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the sinews of modern government, the legal instruments that connect abstract 
government policies with the day-to-day activities of commerce and private life 
(OECD:1997:3).

Put more simply, McKinsey (cited in CFO:2007:2) defines regulation as “an explicit, 

formal contract between business and society”. Clinton (2005:2000) agrees stating that 

the role of law is to maintain a sense of order and fairness in society, and in providing a 

means to make social progress. But, of course, regulation is not perfect. Leone (1986:8) 

states that government regulations, like the market systems they are designed to improve 

upon, are never perfect. Realistically, he advises that such imperfections are neither 

surprising nor unpredictable as all institutions have their weaknesses, and government is 
no exception.

- Regulation: The State as a Regulator

It is clear from literature that states get involved in regulation for various reasons e.g. 

market failure, imperfect information, accountability to citizens, prevention of 

exploitation, joint governance or unequal bargaining power (Baldwin and Cave: 1999:9- 

15, Salamon:2002:138-144, Dubnick and Justice:2004:3, Fama and Jensen:1983:15, 

Beausang:2002:15, Francis: 1993:10, Jensen and Meckling:1994:13) and that state 

intervention in markets is designed to achieve either, and often both, of two social 

objectives, viz. to change the distribution of economic outputs and costs across society 

and to achieve economic efficiency (Leone: 1986:115-116). For example, empirical 

studies by the World Bank have identified the importance of financial system regulation 

for nations’ economic growth (Serres et al:2006:2). Salamon (2002:138) states that the 

decision to regulate is a political" one derived from the normative theory of welfare

29According to Salamon(2002:138) this view assumes that political decisions are motivated by a desire to 
improve the efficiency of the economy and the distribution of wealth. Another explanation is that 
government decisions are strongly influenced by the self-interested motives of participants in the political 
process, (i.e. elected officials, civil servants and special interest that are active in the electoral legislative 
and regulatory processes).
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IDeconomics and distributive justice and this view is supported by the Department of the 

Taoiseach (2004(b)):

Regulation is necessary. Markets must function and contracts must be 
enforceable. Sustainable development depends on adequate protection of our 
environment, our workers and our citizens ’ rights.

A further and important reason for States to regulate is order. As described by SEC

Commissioner Campos “markets need referees, and without those referees, the law of

the jungle will rule” (SEC:2007(a)). But of course, it must be acknowledged that there

are less socially conscious and more self-interest reasons for Governments to regulate,

namely being influenced by the economically powerful to act in the regulated industry’s

interests, taking a particular regulatory stance as a means of re-election, and shifting

costs to business, to consumers or to the economy (Baldwin and Cave: 1999:9,

Salamon:2002:145, Jensen:2001:11).

States do not have to impose regulations at the outset. They can opt for self-regulation, 

enforced self-regulation or command-and-control regulation (Baldwin and 

Cave: 1999:39, Fingleton and Hogan:2000:144, Sacconi:2004:28). The advantage of 

regulation, as focused on by Brynard (1995:40), is that it is created by the government to 

prevent people from being prejudiced by others. Stigler (1975:79-82) puts it more 

bluntly stating that the purpose of financial markets regulation “A to protect the innocent 

(but avaricious) investor [from] too many thieves and too many incompetents ”.

The introduction of rules does not necessarily mean automatic acceptance and 

compliance of same. Observing this phenomenon Crozier (cited in Windolf:2007:183- 

184) makes a valid observation that when rules are broken or ignored new rules or 

monitoring agents are introduced in order to curtail the freedom of actors who then 

develop new strategies to circumvent or negate the new rules, resulting in more rules. 

Crozier’s analysis is fully consistent with the Jensen and Meckling REM model of 

human behaviour, as described earlier in this chapter.

30 Distributive justice states that regulation can be used to redistribute wealth or transfer resources to 
injured parties (Baldwin and Cave: 1999:14).
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A major criticism and complaint voiced by industry about regulation is the deemed cost 

of implementation and compliance. Most commentators take the view that regulation 

automatically increases costs. For example, Crozier (ibid), pessimistically state that the 

only certainty is that regulation increases transaction costs in financial markets and he 

identifies that the challenge for regulators therefore is to design mechanisms to induce 

firms to achieve optimal outcomes, both socially and corporately optimal. Equally, Train 

(1997:2-3) is of the view that creating this link between social welfare maximization and 

corporations’ profit maximisation is the crux of regulatory economics. Leone (1986:30- 

31) rather than merely focusing on the negative connotations of costs delves further into 

the issue and identifies that it should not be surprising that, in most cases, regulations 

increase business costs because when government requires businesses to act in ways 

they would not otherwise choose to do, it is anticipated that costs increase. He makes a 

valid point when he observes that if costs fell with these actions, business would not 

need government prodding to take-on the actions. Of course, regulation does not always 

increase the cost of doing business. Leone (1986:32) correctly observes that regulations 

which have had beneficial impacts are not usually considered as regulations, for example 

laws of incorporation, contract, truthful information reporting, etc require appropriate 

business behaviour and serve both corporate and public interests by reducing 

uncertainty, limiting risk and establishing required business procedures. All of these 

regulations achieve lower business costs.

There is no doubt that while regulation ensures equity, uniformity, fairness and 

consistency, an excess of regulations causes confusion, indecision, rigidity, inflexibility 
and “red tape”31 (Brynard: 1995:41). Believing that industry and business managers 

have a natural tendency to reject regulatory initiatives, Leone (1986:145) defines this as 

the “the Shoo-fly Mentality" - a “naive response to regulatory interventions ’’ whereby 

managers faced with regulatory intervention for the first time see it as an issue that will 

no longer bother them once they make it go away. Today, it is clear that Leone’s 

assertion is outdated due to the changing awareness of the importance of corporate

31 Brynard (1995:38) notes the origin of the term is associated with the red-tape that the British civil 
services used to tie up official files, and observes that the term’s symbolism lies in the fact that red signals 
danger, hence the use of the term to describe public sector management in a negative light.
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governance arising from the failures which occurred at the start of the 21st Century. As I 

will outline later in this chapter, industry is more inclined to exert influence over 

prospective regulation rather than exert futile efforts to shoo it away.

All too often debates over the merits and demerits of public intervention are conducted 

as if the choice was between an imperfect market and a perfect governmental alternative 

(Leone: 1986:9-10). There is no doubt that the reality, of course, is that the choice is 

between imperfect markets and imperfect government rules. Indeed, US Treasury 

Secretary Paulson, announcing the US Federal government’s conservatorship of federal 

mortgage lenders, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac32, on 7th September 2008, succinctly 

described the government’s rationale for intervening to save these banks from collapse 

as: “government intervention is not something I came to espouse, but it sure is better 

than the alternative’’ (Irish Times:2008(h)). Perhaps this is an apt description of what 

governance regulation should be: “better than the alternative".

- Regulation: Regulation and the Corporation

States have been involved in corporate regulation since the 1800s when the concept of 

separate legal personhood was developed (Blair:2003(b):10). For the corporation the 

political environment is important as it can require firms to act in a particular manner to 

implement public policy. Indeed the challenge for business is to attain corporate 

governance legitimacy by organising its business to survive both politically and socially 

(Roe:2003:4, Roe:2004(a):4-5). Naturally, the resultant interaction between politics and 

corporations has raised concerns because powerful, wealthy corporations can make 

demands of government which are not in the public good (Lindblom: 1977:356, cited in 

Lovell:2005:17). Indeed, Turnbull (2000:34) notes that corporations’ influence grew so 

much that they “subverted" and “bought and sold governments". Galbraith (2004:21

32 Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are mortgage guarantee companies established by the Federal government 
in 1938 and 1970 respectively to support the US housing market. Accounting for over 50% of the US 
housing market loans, estimated at €5.4 trillion, the companies experienced liquidity problems due to the 
sub-prime crisis of 2007/8. As the business of these companies is interwoven in the fabric of society, an 
implosion would have had detrimental consequences for the US and global economies. On 7th September 
2008, the US federal government announced that it was taking control of the companies, through a 
conservatorship and investing at least €200bn, in order to avert a global financial meltdown (Irish 
Times:2008(h)).
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cited in O’Brien:2004:4) supports this stating that corporate power has become 

uncontrollable. Outlining that corporate managers acted to influence law-making to 

protect themselves, Monks (1996, cited in Tumbull:2000:26-34) warned about the effect 

of this self-centered interest. Indeed, there is no doubt that corporations’ role in seeking 

to influence regulation for their benefit is well known. Francis (1993:28) notes that “i« 

reality regulation was often promoted by the firms themselves, seeking to secure or to 

protect the stability of their market shares”. This trait among industrialists was 

identified by Quadagno (1994:407) in her examination of the US Social Security Act of 

1935, when she found that employers were eager for as much federal control over the 

legislation as possible in order to regulate competition from companies who might 

otherwise find ways to circumvent the proposed taxes. Quadagno’s findings aptly 

describe corporate self-interest and in that respect can be aligned to Jensen and 

Meckling’s REM model of human behaviour as described earlier to derive a model of 

corporate behaviour - the Corporate Governance Resourceful Evaluative Maximiser 

model - the CG-REM.

- Regulation: States and the Non/Under Regulation of Corporate Governance

In considering the issue of regulation, states can decide to regulate, and if so the degree 

of regulation, or indeed not to regulate. States have their own reasons for non/under

regulating industry. Economic growth and employment generation are strong factors 

influencing states’ approaches to regulation. O’Brien (2005:21) describes this as:

constant threat of exit attenuates the subservience of the state to the demands of 
industry for light-touch regulation [...] with states engaging in a ‘competition in 
laxity

Interestingly while there is a proliferation of the term “light-touch” throughout literature 

there is no definition, nor universal understanding, of the term. It is only when one 

considers the considerable economic power wielded by corporations and their lobbyists 

that it is clear to see and to understand how potentially effective such threats-of-exit are. 

In Ireland, an example of a threat-of-exit was outlined by O’Brien (2007:13) when he 

noted that the chairman of Dublin re-insurance association had expressed concerns at the 

Financial Regulator’s (IFRSA) consultative panel that “'gold plating’ regulatory
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requirements for captive reinsurers are causing companies to relocate outside Ireland". 

Wryly, O’Brien notes that in 2007 the former chainnan of the reinsurance association 

was awaiting sentencing in the US after admitting guilt in the General Re insurance 

scandal in which the Dublin office in the IFSC played a crucial part, as outlined earlier 

in Chapter 1.

Roe (2005:32) agrees with O’Brien (ibid) noting that a tax motivated state wishing to 

encourage investment "would not heavily use as its instrument of choice regulating and 

jailing”. The state revenue-earning link is also identified by Davis (2005:84) who paints 

a derogatory picture of states as salesmen peddling their wares and cutting prices to 

attract buyers:

Managers choose among vendors of laws and other governance devices [...] 
State legislatures implicitly compete for incorporation fees through the legal 
“product” they provide,

and this peddler analogy was also used by Jensen and Meckling (1977:13-14):

Politicians must be viewed as entrepreneurs in their own right, just like any 
manager in the private sector. They promote and sell their product like any firm 
promotes and sells its product. Their product [...] is an increased role for 
government.

This light-touch/competition-in-laxity thesis was rationalised by EU Commissioner, and 

former Irish Finance Minister, Charlie McCreevy when he argued that regulations’ 

benefits “are sometimes more imaginary than rear and that instead of promoting 

"excessive gold-plating" of regulatory restrictions, he favoured a political philosophy 

"based on giving people freedom. That includes freedom to make money and freedom to 

lose it” (O’Brien:2005:25). Unfortunately, as Enron and other corporate governance 

failures showed, Commissioner McCreevy’s philosophy has a limitation - this freedom 

is fine but only if people are exercising it to lose their own money and not others (i.e. 

investors), otherwise adequate safeguards are required to ensure full transparency, 

disclosure and accountability in order to protect investors. However, in June 2008 in the 

aftermath of the sub-prime lending crisis, the Commissioner seemed to adopt a stronger 

regulatory philosophy. Referring to proposed changes by the International Organisation 

of Securities Commission (IOSCO) to its code of governance, the Commissioner
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described the code as “a toothless wonder” and stated that the EU would shortly 

announce targeted regulatory measures for credit rating agencies which will be 

stronger than regulations in force in the US or elsewhere, and which would replace the 

current system of self-regulation by credit rating agencies (Irish Times:2008(f), Irish 

Times:2008(g)).

Looking back to corporate governance scandals since the 1980s it is clear that states did

not take a strategic view of corporate governance nor consider it a serious regulatory

issue. Commenting on this adhoc approach. Roe (2004(a):5) states “what seems

important in corporate governance is not enduring, but tends to arise from the problems

and issues of the moment”. This is supported by Coffee (2003(a):5) who asserts that

"'bubbles34 tend to produce scandals and, in turn, prophylactic legislation” and he

validly notes that Professor Stuart Banner has argued that, over the last 300 years, most

major instances of legislation regulating the securities markets have followed a sustained

price collapse on the securities market. In September 2008 Professor Banner’s and

Professor Coffee’s theory is materializing as the unfolding financial services crisis has

resulted in dramatic falls in share prices and governments are stepping in to rescue

financial institutions. Further, more stringent, regulations cannot be far away. The

implementation of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in the wake of Enron and WorldCom

supports Banner’s and Coffee’s contention. Michael Oxley, co-author of the Act, states:

we 're not very good at looking around corners in Congress. [...] I could have 
introduced the Sarbanes-Oxley bill back in 2001 or 2002 and it wouldn't have 
gotten anywhere - even in my own committee. So it was driven by public opinion 
which is true in most cases (Segal:2007).

These adhoc, temporary solutions are further criticised by Roe (2004(b): 15) when he 

asserts that corporate governance problems are fixed-up as they emerge and we muddle 

through and he is particularly critical about this mode of regulation which he describes 

as “ex-post fiduciary duties not constant oversight” which panders to the wishes of key 

interest groups (Roe:2005:8). This lack of constant state oversight is further dissected by

33 The proposed measures are part of a radical shake-up of regulation within the credit rating sector which 
has been blamed for contributing to the 2007/8 collapse of the sub-prime mortgage markets and the 
subsequent credit crunch (Irish Times:2008(g)).

34 Coffee (2003(a)) defines “bubbles” as a state of market euphoria in which investors lose their normal 
scepticism and in which gatekeepers, managers and shareholders change their behaviour.
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Roe (2005:34) when he uses the analogies of “police-patrols" and “fire-alarms" to 

differentiate the type of roles available to states, where the “police-patrols” stance 

require a continuous oversight by the State on organisations, while the “fire-alarm” 

stance allows States to sit back and do nothing until fire-alarms go off35.

Roe (2004(b): 1, 16) correctly identifies that it is not solely the powerful corporations 

and inadequate government oversight which are responsible for corporate governance 

failures but also the weak porous regulatory system which can be exploited by the 

regulated to influence or deter regulators from fulfilling their functions by influencing 

governments to deny regulators authority, or by fighting potential regulations in courts 
and Parliament. Although porosity can deter over-regulation, it also can deter good 

regulation. Pessimistically, but correctly, he notes that the regulated often seek to deter 
not bad regulation, but any regulation.

Research carried out by Washington University (Karpoff and Lott:2002) found that 

reputation rather than regulation is a more effective deterrent. Studying 132 cases of 

alleged and actual corporate fraud, they found that corporations’ market values 

decreased on average by $60.8 million, of which only 5.5% was attributed to legal costs 

and penalties. They concluded that additional regulation following corporate scandals is 

unnecessary as the effect on those companies’ market values influences other 

companies’ behaviour and that consequently the discipline of the market and not 

regulation, keeps companies ethical. While it would be admirable to think that the 

discipline of the markets keeps companies ethical, the conclusion of the Washington 

University study, while interesting, is quite narrow and unrealistic as it attributes a level 

of power and ability to the markets which they simply do not have, as evidenced by 

events emanating from the late 2008 / early 2009 global and Irish financial services 

crisis. Importantly, the Washington University study’s conclusion also fails to take into 

consideration Stigler’s simple, but appropriate, assertion that regulation is needed to 

protect the innocent, but avaricious, investor from thieves and incompetents - because it 

is obvious that markets on their own cannot, and do not, offer such protection.

’5 Examples of fire-alarms are scandals or bad economic performance, citizens’ reaction, or media 
unearthing a major issue.
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- Regulation: Regulatory Enforcement

Enforcement of regulations by regulatory agencies is a key to regulatory effectiveness 

(Salamon:2002:137, O’Brien:2005:8).) A pertinent example of this is the lack of 

diligence on the SEC’s part in enforcing 1978 regulations requiring US public 

companies to establish systems of internal controls resulted in the industry in the late 

1990s having “little sensitivity [...] for the need to have particularly rigorous controls as 

to financial reporting” (Langevoort:2006:30). Over twenty years later Enron’s failure 

continued to highlight that where regulators are weak or complacent “the potential for 

mischief is enormous [...] Those responsible for policing them must be vigilant, their 

enforcement methods proactive" (Daily Herald:2007(a)). Indeed the lessons and fall-out 

from a lack of enforcement are particularly relevant to Ireland as highlighted by the facts 

of the DIRT scandal as outlined in chapter 1.

Literature on recent corporate governance failures (i.e. pre-2008) has not concentrated 

on the role of regulators as corporate governance monitors and there is also a notable 

lack of literature on criticism of regulators by other regulators and by other 

commentators. The current (i.e. 2008/2009) unfolding financial service crisis will 

provide a significant research opportunity to develop this part of the literature. Another 

deficiency in literature is the issue of healthy tension between business and regulators. 

My research for this study showed that this is a key component in the relationship 

between regulators and business as evidenced by the following assertions by two 

research participants: ‘‘a bit of tension is healthy ... If we didn't [have it] we would

actually worry a little bit” (Industry-C) and “/ need everybody to be a bit unhappy....

[...] you do need people to be a bit annoyed with you" (Regulator-D).

- Regulation: Self-Interest

Self-interest, whether individual, group, profession, corporate, government or the state, 

is at the core of shaping regulation. Besette (1994:56) crucially identifies the key point 

that groups and their interests are what matters in politics, while concurring, Quadagno 

(1994:413) concludes that dominant groups won’t support state actions that aren’t in 

their best interests, and that state actions cannot succeed without this support. The fact
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that this results is a very close relationship between government and corporations is, for 

many, undoubtedly a source of considerable concern. There are many examples of the 

power of lobby groups against regulation. For example Roe (2004(b): 11-14) recounts 

that the SEC’s effort to reduce insider power in recapitalisations was opposed by the 

Business Roundtable and that when the SEC promulgated it, the Roundtable attacked the 

SEC as exceeding its authority under the securities laws, and won. Further evidence of 

the power and impact of lobby groups is provided by Fagan and Jensen (1996:1) who 

starkly identified that the potential negative impact of lobbying by special interests and 

“politicians angling for votes" is that “this political frenzy threatens grave damage to 

our country's economic engine ”. The ultimate conclusion of this self-interest lobbying 

has been to dilute regulations and statutory obligations of corporations. Clearly and 

unambiguously describing this as a move towards “the least common denominator" and 

a “race-for-the-bottom" Jensen and Meckling (1983:20) correctly conclude that to 

prevent exploitation by corporations the state must impose minimum standards on 

corporate charters.

History shows that although industry does not favour regulation, its’ self-interest 

motivates it to act before and after legislation has been enacted in order to limit the 

impact or to maximize the benefit for industry. An excellent example of industry acting 

to influence legislation before it is enacted was the introduction of the 1935 Social 

Security Act in the US by the Roosevelt Administration, when Quadagno (1994:407- 

413) reported that employers exerted influence on the legislation in a variety of 

unofficial ways, pressurized their congressional representatives and fought to keep the 

proposed legislation under state rather than federal control. Perlman (1994:4) concurs, 

noting the US industry is motivated to influence government deliberations in order to 

“secure a less burdensome future at the state level." The fact that industry acts after 

legislation has been enacted to minimize the impact or maximize the benefit for itself 

because law - like any contract - is necessarily incomplete, and actors are left to fill in 

legal gaps during the implementation and enforcement phases of governance, thereby 

creating openings for “opportunistic behaviour that may appropriate any social gains 

created by new legal standards and frustrate the normative goals of law" has been
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identified by Krawiec (2003:8). Referring to the 1935 Social Security Act, Quadagno 

(1994:401) provides an example of such action to limit the impact/maximise the benefit 

when she notes that as political pressure increased for federal actions to provide a more 

secure economic resource for older people, big business mobilized to create a counter

proposal, namely one regulated by the federal government but under the control of 

industry. Indeed, Kolko (1963, cited in Quadagno: 1994:393) argues that industry desires 

regulatory reforms as a way of controlling, and driving out, competition. This view is 

supported by Salamon (2002:146) who asserts that there is persuasive evidence that 

many economic regulatory programs were enacted not to protect the mass of consumer 

voters from the effects of the market failure but to protect regulated firms from 

competitor firms at the expense of the general public.

It is important to recognise that it is not only corporations or industry which exhibit self- 

interest. Politicians and state managers are significant self-interested actors in the 

corporate governance arena. Salamon (2002:145) asserts that politicians have strong 

incentives to encourage regulation to respond to voter fears during economic crises and 
he observes that many statutes were enacted during the 1930s’ Great Depression. 

Reflecting crisis theory, he states that during such periods politicians feel compelled to 

“do something in response to public outcries The imposition of controls on powerful 

corporations is an attractive solution as it shifts the blame to highly visible corporations 

and creates the impression of decisive political action, regardless of whether the action 

meets the rationales for intervention. Similarly, Quadagno (1994:395-398) records that 

the 1935 Social Security Act was formulated during a major economic crisis to benefit 

workers through the provision of old age pensions and unemployment insurance, and 

that many pension laws were passed in spite of intense lobbying against them by 

industry, which became increasingly organised in its opposition. It is clear to see that the 

enactment of SOX nearly 70 years later exhibited the same traits as those exhibited 

during the enactment of the 1935 Social Security Act.

The self-interest of all key actors is not surprising when one considers Krawiec’s 

(2003:8) negotiated governance model i.e. a series of repeated interactions between
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courts, legislatures, regulators, the regulated, interest groups, and the legal profession 

who negotiate the meaning of ambiguous or incomplete law. Krawiec (2003:35-42) 

acutely observes that all these actors “bring self-interested and partisan motives to the 

renegotiation process" with incomplete law leading to opportunistic self-interest 

behaviour of compliance professionals in interpreting and advising clients on vague, 

incomplete law.

Regardless of these skeptical views, there is no ambiguity in the basic fact that 

governments regulates to establish a common standard of required behaviour, which 

without legislation may not be voluntarily or enthusiastically practiced by executives 

(Seligman:2003b:439-440, cited in O’Brien^OOd). Davis (2006:9) encapsulates this lack 

of corporate enthusiasm and the need for regulation in a wonderfully understated, but 

precise, manner by stating that “regulation may be a surer path to soulful corporate 

behavior than good-hearted executives”. Ensuring that there is no doubt or 

misunderstanding about the true reasons for corporations engaging in socially 

responsible actions, Davis (2006:9) subtly states that corporation’s “spontaneous 

beneficence toward its various stakeholders became encoded in regulation and statute

A concern about regulation is its vulnerability to capture36 (Salamon:2002:146-152) 

which is defined as the regulator equating “the interests of those being regulated with 

the public interest” (Ferris:2000:55). In the scandals of the 21slcentury Roe (2004(b): 13) 

believes that the ability of the regulated to influence regulators allowed managers to 

rationalise financial misreporting as they rationalised that since the government backed 

down on issues why should executives try harder to report financial results precisely? As 

a pertinent example of this Roe (2004(b): 13) recounts that the Financial Accounting 

Standards Board (FASB), backed down following intense lobbying by business and 

threats by US Congress representatives37 to put the FASB, a non-government

36 A very pertinent example of regulatory capture in the mobile phone industry is provided by Perlman 
(1994:3) She recounts that the industry succeeded in persuading Congress to insert additional wording in 
a bill that resulted in individual states being removed from the business of setting mobile phone rates or 
regulating the industry. The result of this regulatory capture, like any instance of regulatory capture, was 
that it benefited industry. Perlman’s example of regulatory capture is extreme, and frightening, because it 
represents the capture not only of a regulator but also of government by vested interests.
37 Including Diane Feinstein and Joseph Lieberman.
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independent entity, out of business if it pursued the requirement for companies to 

expense stock options in their annual financial statements. All of this shows that 

Baldwin and Cave’s (1999:20) warning that the extent to which regulation is driven by 

public, private, or institutional interests must be considered.

- Regulation: Costs

It is clearly understood that regulation is not without cost and that costs of regulation are
TO

borne by various parties, namely by the State for administering, legislating and 

enforcing regulations, and by industry39, business or citizens for complying with the 

regulations (Department of the Taoiseach:2004:21). However, literature does not always 

provide a balanced argument on the subject of cost. While industry expresses concern 

about the burden of regulatory costs, which they assert seriously damages the 

competitiveness of business, (lBEC:2004(b)), the issue of costs must be put into context. 

Salamon (2002:121) provides such a context by identifying that the cost of economic 

regulation amounts to billions of dollars for industry and costs the taxpayer about one 

tenth of this to establish and run regulatory agencies. However, he concludes that 

regulation leads to efficiencies, and that, for example, in large utility industries, 

efficiencies of even 1 or 2 percent provides potential savings of billions of dollars to 

consumers. The cost of bad regulation, on the other hand, is potentially very large.

38 In 2007 the costs of running the financial regulator was estimated at €52m (Business Post:2007(a)). In 
2006 the ODCE’s annual running cost was approximately €3m (ODCE:2007)

39 An ancillary cost for industry is the loss in economic efficiency due to having to comply with regulation 
(Salamon:2002:121).
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- Regulation: Better Regulation

Internationally411 governments have sought to regulate better to make regulation more 

effective, equitable and less burdensome for the state and industry. This has resulted in a 

new model of interaction between government and business in which both parties see the 

need for co-operative rather than adversarial relationships. Lower costs for both parties, 

leading to equal or better performance in relation to policy objectives, the need for 

responsiveness to innovation and the need to address social and economic problems and 

governmental budgetary pressures due to costly and time-consuming traditional 

command-and-control regulation, are the advantages of this co-operative approach 

(OECD: 1997:7-9). In times of rapid change and market globalisation Ahdieh (2006:890) 

warns that the prospect of under-regulation and regulatory gaps may be particularly 

significant and the need for regulatory reform capacity is essential. The global and Irish 

financial service crisis of 2008/2009 has certainly identified the existence of under

regulation and regulatory gaps, thereby showing Ahdieh’s predictions to be acutely 

accurate.

Regulatory balance, which addresses the needs and interests of all relevant actors and 

the state and which does not give rise to unintended consequences, is an important 

aspect of better regulation (Davidoff:2007:58, IBEC:2004). While pushback from the 

regulated reduces overregulation, Roe (2004(b):9-16) identifies that the downside of this 

is that states may seek more rigidity in regulation than is ideal to reduce future erosion 

from regulated pushback and influencing by the regulated. Economic performance is the 

primary motivation for Governments to regulate better (Cabinet Office:2006:4). The 

Taoiseach identifying reasons for better regulation stated that “excessive or poor quality 

regulation is an unnecessary burden on economic and social activity” (Department of 

the Taoiseach:2001). Ireland’s Better Regulation Initiative is consistent with

40 The Irish Government’s 2004 White Paper, “Regulating Better” identified six core principles of good 
regulation: consistency, accountability, transparency, proportionality, effectiveness and necessity, and set 
out a detailed programme of actions (Department of the Taoiseach:2004). In the UK the Better Regulation 
Commission’s “Less is More” report also issued in 2004 and recommended that the UK Government 
measure the administrative burdens which it imposes, set targets for their reduction and publish 
simplification plans which explain how it will be achieved (Cabinet Office:2006). In the EU, the Better 
Regulation agenda aims to cut the administrative cost of regulation for businesses by 25% by 2012 
(IBEC:2006). In the US, better regulation is also an issue (Whitehouse(b):2002).
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developments in the EU since 1985 when the European Union identified legislation

simplification as a prerequisite for the achievement of the EU single market

(Mandelkem:2001:7). In July 2001, the EU published a White Paper on Governance

which established overt links between good governance and the drive for better

regulation (Department of the Taoiseach:2002:8). Commenting on Ireland’s regulatory

reform programme, the Taoiseach stated that:

Ireland’s regulatory reforms are the familiar story of an OECD country moving 
away from statist policies focused on producer supports toward market-oriented 
policies focused on consumer welfare and dynamic economic growth 
(Department of the Taoiseach:2002(a)).

The Better Regulation Initiative certainly seems to have changed industry’s perception 

of the regulatory environment as evidenced by a survey of Irish Businesses in 2007 

which found that 55% of businesses considered the amount of regulation is “about right" 

with more firms agreeing than disagreeing that the regulations were easy to understand, 

achieved their objectives and were appropriately enforced (Department of the Taoiseach: 

2007(b)). This contrasted with the findings of a survey five years earlier in 2002 which 
found that 54% of businesses agreed that regulations were a significant burden on their 

business. Commenting on the 2002 survey results, the Department of the Taoiseach 

(2003) stated:

A further indicator that businesses somewhat overstate their aversion to 
regulation, is the fact that no single regulatory area stands out as particularly 
arduous.

- Regulation: Deregulation

At the same time as the better regulation initiative was in progress, a move toward 

deregulation was occurring in the US and Europe. Deregulation is clearly favoured by 

industry - even if it is not perfect, as identified by Stiglitz (2003:251) who noted that 

Enron’s CEO claimed that “an imperfect market is better than a perfect regulator. ” 

Palast et al (2003:159-160) concur with this view noting that a deregulated environment 

offered almost unlimited opportunities for Enron to make profits from its trading 

operations. Of course, Enron’s CEO, like others, misconstrued the meaning of the term 

“deregulation”, as Krayenbuehl (1993:33) correctly observes that deregulation does not 

mean no regulation; it means a level playing field for everybody.
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This section has reviewed the literature on regulation in order to understand the different 

dynamics, interactions and considerations at play when states engage, or propose to 

engage, in regulation, including regulation of corporate governance. The issues 

identified in the literature are relevant to the Irish corporate governance arena and form 

the backdrop to the study as they provide insights to help understand the interaction and 

dynamics of key elite actors in the Irish corporate governance arenas.

Having reviewed the literature at the micro level of the human (people and internal 

corporate dynamics) and at the macro level of the State and its intervention through 

regulation, the next section examines the literature at the corporate level and the 

specifics of corporate governance failures.

Corporate Level: The Road to Corporate Governance Failures

- The Road to Corporate Governance Failures: Overview.

There are several reasons for the increase in corporate governance failures since the 

1980s. While Jensen (1993:8) asserts that the “1980s are generally portrayed by 

politicians, the media, and others as a “decade of greed and excess ” the circumstances 

of these financial scandals and business failures are varied and invariably include 

excessive executive pay, excessive stock-options41, accounting frauds, dispersed 

ownership resulting in a power-vacuum leading to a managerial agency problem, weak 

and ineffective boards, “independent” directors with conflicts of interest, the role of 

large auditing firms, market analysts’ conflicts of interest, ineffectiveness of self-

41 Stock options are a constant feature in corporate governance failures. Becht, Bolton and Roell 
(2002:109) identify that while stock options became an increasingly popular and controversial form of 
financial incentive for CEOs in the 1990s, such options are an inefficient financial incentive as they induce 
CEOs to manipulate earnings in order to support stock prices and they create major conflict-of-interest 
problems when the CEO borrows from the firm to "purchase ” his or her stock options.
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regulation, creative accounting, short-termism, and the lack of accountability to all 

stakeholder groups (Farinha:2003:5-6, Stiles: 1993:119, Becht, Bolton and 

Roell:2002:109-112).

The importance of good corporate governance was recognised by the US accounting, 

auditing and business professions in 1985 when they the came together to investigate 

fraudulent financial reporting and make recommendations to address the issue. In its 

1987 report the National Commission on Fraudulent Financial Reporting (the Treadway 

Commission) identified factors that can lead to fraudulent financial reporting. 

Commenting that although the occurrence of fraudulent financial reporting was (then) 

“infrequent [...] its consequences can be widespread and significant” 

(Treadway: 1987:7). Treadway was not the only report to consider the deficiencies in 
governance at that time. Significant deficiencies in corporate boards (such as lack of 

both oversight and independence) had been identified in an early 1980’s study by Lorsch 

and Maclver (cited in Holmstrom and Kaplan:2003:15-17) which made a series of 

recommendations to address these deficiencies. The recommendations included, inter- 

alia, a board nominating committee to select board members, appointment of a lead 

director or outside chairman, annual CEO performance reviews by board and regular 

sessions with outside directors only. Unfortunately, the state left it up to industry to 

adopt the report’s recommendations, whereas industry had no incentive to do so because 

they were fearful that unless adopted by all companies it would result in uneven 

competition. This trait is not a new phenomenon. Quadagno (1994:407) identified this 

trait among industrialists in her examination of the US Social Security Act of 1935, 

when she found that employers were eager for as much federal control over the 

legislation as possible in order to regulate competition from companies who might 

otherwise find ways to circumvent the proposed taxes. Similarly, Langevoort (2006:23) 

commenting on the acceptability or otherwise of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act identifies that 

managers, while resenting the Act, embrace it because they believe it will expose the 

inferiority of competitors and help re-enforce their own credibility among investors. The 

failure of Enron et al since 2002 provides evidence of the ineffectiveness of the self- 

regulatory approach as industry did not voluntarily adopt the recommendations
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contained in the Treadway or Lorsch and Maclver reports and neither did the US Federal 

State promote these recommendations. It is interesting to note that in 2007 and 2008, the 

arguments against corporate regulation are still the same, despite the lessons of Enron, 

WorldCom et al. Indeed, the lessons of history, i.e. in leaving it up to industry to 

voluntarily adopt measures which they have no incentive to adopt for fear of uneven 

competition, had not been learned by Ireland and, like all lessons not learned, were 

doomed to be repeated as evidenced by the findings of the Grant Thornton 2007 and 

2008 reports on the extent of Irish pics’ non-compliance with the provisions of the - 

voluntary - Combined Code, as will be outlined later in this chapter.

The failure of corporate governance has become synonymous with the failures of Enron 

and WorldCom, multinational US corporations. This labeling of these corporations to 
mean “corporate governance failure” has taken the focus off other corporations4- which 

had similar, though not necessarily such spectacular, corporate governance failings at the 

turn of this century. The belief that corporate governance failures are widespread is 

supported by the findings of a 2005 US Roper Consulting poll 72% of respondents 

believed wrongdoing was widespread in industry with only 29% of respondents 

believing leaders of large firms to be “very trustworthy” (Gardner:2007:51).

Not all commentators believe that corporate governance failures are widespread. 

Branson (2003:989) considers that Enron and WorldCom may have been “an aberration” 

as only 20 of the 16,200 listed companies failed in the year that they failed. Similarly, 

Basset & Storrie (2003:13) assert that there was no empirical evidence to support claims 

of widespread, endemic US corporate irresponsibility as in the twenty-years before these 

scandals, the US economy and markets performed well in absolute terms and relative to 

other countries, and continued to outperform other indices after these failures. Equally, 

Holmstrom and Kaplan (2003:2-3) believe these failures reflect part of the US 

governance system arising from the “exceptional strain of the 1990s” when changes in 

executive compensation occurred. However, these commentators’ “lack-of-widespread- 

failure” theory is not supported by the findings of Thornburgh (2003:3), WorldCom’s

42 The facts of other corporate governance failures, which I define as “second-generation” failures, such as 
Tyco, Xerox, Halliburton, Quest, AIB/AllFirst, Global Crossings, Adelphia, Imclone, are similar.
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Bankruptcy examiner, who believes that WorldCom’s governance failures potentially 

exist in many other companies. Nor are they supported by the findings of a 2002 study 

by the US General Accounting Office which on reviewing accounts restated between 

January 1997 and June 2002 found that 845 companies made 919 restatements arising 

from fraud or material error, 10% of companies announced at least one misstatement and 

the incidence of re-statements increased from 1.5% to 3.8% (Gazzaway:2004).

It is clear that corporate malfeasance, fraud and corruption are not 21st century

inventions. John Pistole, Deputy Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)

(FBI:2007) reminds us that at the turn of the 20th century President Roosevelt targeted

corporate fraud and corruption and what he termed robber barons. Indeed, after the Wall

Street crash in 1929 the United States enacted a range of legislation43 to address the

deficiencies exposed by the crash, including establishing the Securities and Exchange

Commission (SEC) in 1934. According to Stiglitz (2003:138) this “helped build a sense

of professional ethics [...] in the market". Attempting to identify what went wrong in the

late 1980s, Stiglitz (2003:138) asserts that the world has changed significantly in the last
60 years allowing new forms of deception to develop and that:

In the go-go environment of the nineties while market values soared, human 
values eroded, and the playing field became terribly unlevel once again, 
contributing to the bubble that burst soon after the beginning of the new 
millennium.

The circumstances which led to the spate of 21‘sl century corporate governance failures 

have been described as “central acts in the corporate follies" (Mitchell:2003:l 196). 

Starting in the 1980s, the corporate climate began to change dramatically. A new 

emphasis on shareholder-value44 resulted in corporations moving from strategies to 

maximise corporate growth to adopting strategies to maximise shareholder-value. 

Mitchell (2003:1190) attributes the principal causes of the corporate governance failures 

of 2002 to the development over several decades of changes in business cultures that

43 This concurs with Banner and Jensen’s theory as referred to earlier in this chapter.

44 Enron, for example, made no secret of their focus on shareholder-value famously claiming it was “laser 
focused on earnings per share". According to Deakin and Konzelmann (2004) the fall of Enron and others 
“inevitably resonates [...] with widely expressed concerns about the effects of the dominance of the 
“shareholder-value ’’ norm in Anglo-American corporate governance".
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favoured “short-term increases in stock prices over the long-run profitability and well 

being of corporations". Holmstrom and Kaplan (2003:5) also concur with this view 

noting that before 1980 corporate managements’ focus was on the corporation rather 

than shareholders and the goal of the firm was growth or at least stability by balancing 

the claims of all important corporate “stakeholders” namely employees, suppliers, local 

communities and shareholders. The ensuing result of this change in emphasis 

encouraged corporations to ensure they acted to pursue increased shareholder-values. 

But of course, changes in emphasis were not solely the prerogative of corporations. It is 

interesting to note that at this time a change in emphasis was also occurring on the law 

enforcement side as the US state was aware of, and reacted to, these changes in 

corporations as evidenced by the FBI’s decision to change its emphasis from minor bank 

frauds to focus more on the sophisticated fraud cases that injure the marketplace and 

threaten the economy because according to Pistole (FBI: 2007) “the cases that matter 

the most don’t start in the mailroom. They start in the boardroom

- The Road to Corporate Governance Failures: Corporate Monitors

Coupled with incentives to manipulate results were the flawed roles played by corporate 

monitors. Mitchell (2003:1193) colourfully encapsulates the flawed role played by these 

monitors when he describes them as “the Foxes in the Henhouse". These corporate 

monitors - the accounting and auditing profession45, legal profession46, market analysts47

43 The use of the rules based US Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (US GAAP) allowed 
executives to manipulate US GAAP to justify their accounting treatment of transactions and to justify the 
accounting treatment to their auditors. According to Mitchell (2003:1212), “Enron’s financial statements 
were, if nothing else [...] perfection [...], technical but hardly substantive compliance with these rules”.

46 The role played by legal advisors in corporate governance failures left a lot to be desired as these 
heretofore independent counsel metamorphosed into corporate counsels advising on the structuring of 
deals to maximise profits rather than providing independent advice to guide and inform the corporation.

47 Mitchell (2003:1196) outlining the high standards expected from securities analysts, describes them as 
“[...], central players in the financial analysis of corporate America [...], the actors best situated to 
evaluate the veracity of a corporation's public information as well as the actors who, by position and 
training, ought to be the first line of skepticism”. Disappointedly, he notes that “as recent events have 
shown, in those respects they have dismally failed”.
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and boards of directors48 - are referred to as “gatekeepers”49 (Thornburgh and 

Missal:2007, Coffee:2002:5) whose roles as "'reputational intermediaries [...] provide 

verification and certification services to investors" (Coffee:2002:5). Another enhanced 

definition of the term gatekeeper is provided by Coffee (2003(b):2) as: "independent 

professionals who pledge their reputation capital to protect the interests of dispersed 

investors who cannot easily take collective action Thornburgh and Missal (2007:4) are 

unequivocal about the role of gate-keepers in corporate governance failures believing 

that if gatekeepers had been more effective, massive harm to shareholders would have 

been prevented or at least reduced. There is undoubtedly merit in Thornburgh’s and 

Missal’s assertion about the power of the gatekeeper to prevent or reduce massive harm, 

however it is important that the focus should not be solely on one party. Indeed, the view 

that blame for corporate malfeasance and misfeasance cannot be laid at the door of a 

single actor, instead being due to a range of actors from passive shareholders to weak 

non-executive directors to compliant auditors is identified by Hirst (2002:419), O’Brien 

(2004), and Thornburgh and Missal (2007). Indeed, the view that many actors are 

responsible for corporate governance and not just a single actor is supported by Jan 

Kooiman’s conceptualisation of governance as a Socio-Cybemetic System in which 

governance is the pattern of what emerges as the result of the intervention efforts of all 

actors (Rhodes: 1996:657). The metaphor of “a perfect storm” has been used to depict 

the confluence of all these factors where the whole system of checks and balances failed 

and to assign collective responsibility to all actors (Meyer:2007:12, Coffee:2003 cited in 

O’Brien:2004). Crucially, Langevoort (2006:9) identifies a further contributory factor: 

the decline in audit quality in the second half of the 1990s at the time when there was 

rapid growth in the marketing of non-audit services by public accounting firms.

One highly relevant and important element of the subject of gatekeepers where literature 

is currently deficient is the critical and unique role of regulators as gatekeepers. This

48 The corporate governance failures highlighted that boards allowed themselves to be influenced by 
executives, failed to question executives and auditors robustly, had conflicts of interest, and in essence did 
not recognise the importance of their role as guardians of the corporation.

49 Coffee (2003(b):2) notes that the term gatekeeper was probably first used systematically in a 1984 
article by Ronald Gilson and Ranier Kraakman "The Mechanisms of Market Efficiency”, 70 Va. L. Rev. 
549,612-621 (1984).
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deficiency was brought home to me in my interview with Regulator-A where he asserted 

that he believed his agency was a gatekeeper because: “the trick being...that if you are 

selective on the way in and you only let in the better, good cohort of people then you 
have a better chance".

- The Road to Corporate Governance Failures: Self-Regulation

The emphasis on self-regulation by States is another key factor in corporate governance 

failures. The concept of self-regulation is described by Rhodes (1996:658) as 

“governance through self-organising networks A major problem for the State is its in

ability to control them50 because being autonomous they control themselves. Rhodes’ 

description of the pitfalls with de-regulated/self-regulated corporate governance was 

recognised five-years later with the demise of US corporations when the lack of state- 

regulation coupled with the ineffectiveness of self-regulation became apparent.

Ceding responsibility to self-regulatory groups may, according to O’Brien (2004), 

disguise special interest-groups pleadings and Francis (1993:29) concurs noting that the 

consequence of the state approving self-regulation is that the “legitimacy of the state 

simply cloaks the self-interest of the members of the professional group”. The self- 

interest of these self-regulating monitors is highlighted by Roe (2004(b): 1) who notes 

that Enron-type scandals illustrate that gatekeepers kept their regulatory climate weak 

and resisted regulatory attempts to reduce their conflicts of interest. This favoured status 

is described by Brockman (1998:588) as a “privilege bestowed by the state upon 

professions that is not granted to other occupations" and which involves the delegation 

of state regulatory functions to “quasi-public” bodies which are required to prevent or 

reduce incompetence and misconduct by regulating their members. However, the act of 

delegating power to self-regulatory bodies does not absolve government of their ultimate 

responsibilities for the actions of such bodies as identified in 1981 by the Economic 

Council of Canada (cited in Brockman: 1998:590).

30 Rhodes (1996:659) provides some examples of the reasons for Governments’ inability to control these 
self-organising networks (i.e. self-regulatory professions) as: lack of legitimacy, complexity of policy 
processes, complexity and multitude of institutions concerned. Essentially, they are laws unto themselves, 
as they are not controlled by any single actor, not even the government.
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Self-regulation models have come in for a lot of justifiable criticism. O’Brien (2004) 

opines that as a model “self-regulation without credible enforcement is doomed to 
failure” while Mitchell'S|(2003:l 194) agrees noting that the obvious effect of leaving 

self-regulated gatekeepers unguarded was a dangerous proposition considering the 

financial incentives to serve the corporations rather than to maintain their 

independence . What is surprising about self-regulation is that the danger of self

regulation has been known for a long time. Evidence presented by Seligman 

(2003b:439-440, cited in O’Brien:2004) identified that as far back as 1973 the US 

Senate Sub-Committee on Securities articulated its concerns on self-regulation53:

The inherent limitations in allowing an industry to regulate itself are well 
known: the natural lack of enthusiasm of the group [...], the temptation to use a 
facade of industry regulation [...] to wield off more meaningful regulation, the 
tendency [...] to use collective action to advance their interests through the 
imposition of purely anti-competitive restraints [...] and a resistance to changes 
in the regulatory pattern because of vested economic interests in its preservation.

This assertion about industry’s lack of enthusiasm for regulation is further re-enforced

by the findings of an international conference “Whither Corporate Governance" hosted

by Henley Management College and the Strategic Planning Society during November

1992 which found that conference delegates viewed legislation as a blunt instrument,

which could encourage better behaviour but not guarantee it, discourage creativity of

organisations setting good practice, stifle energetic entrepreneurs and was a slow

process. Self-regulatory change, delegates felt, was immediate and more effective

(Taylor:1992 cited in Stiles:1993:120-122). These arguments for self-regulation would

not stand up to scrutiny today and indeed the tide of self-regulation has been turning as

51 In his paper Mitchell (2003:1195) appears to hold the self-regulatory system of the accounting 
profession in a higher regard than the self-regulatory system of the legal profession, when he notes that the 
legal profession’s system was “not quite the Maginot Line presented by the regulatory structure of the 
accounting profession Unfortunately, Mitchell has misinterpreted history in his attempt to complement 
the accounting profession. The Maginot Line was a series of fortifications built by France on its eastern 
borders to deter Germany from invading. The belief was that the fortifications were so invincible that an 
army could not breach them. This was true. Indeed, when the German army invaded in 1940 they did not 
breach the line, instead, they merely went around it. However, one can use the Maginot Line reference as a 
more appropriate analogy to describe the flawed self-regulatory system which operated i.e. a system which 
was held up as being invincible - but in reality there was a way around it.

52 Previous options available to governments to tackle corporate governance problems were legislation or 
self-regulation.

53 In 1987, the “Report of the National Commission on Fraudulent Financial Reporting also emphasised 
the need for tighter regulation (Treadway: 1987).
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evidenced by the Irish Government’s realisation in 2007 of industry’s lack of enthusiasm 

for regulation. Speaking in the aftermath of the failure of the legal profession’s self
regulation the Taoiseach stated:

/ am not satisfied that self-regulation as it has been operated over the years, is 
the best model.[...] Total self-regulation does not provide the impression that the 
public interest is best served in a transparent way notwithstanding the fact that 
the overwhelming majority are doing a good job (Oireachtas:2007).

- The Road to Corporate Governance Failures: State Laxness

Markets’ inadequacies coupled with conflicts of interest unaddressed by the State are

prime reasons for the failure of corporate governance according Stiglitz (2003:152)

while O’Brien (2005:21) is emphatic that the reason for corporate failures is due to

States ‘'''engaging in a competition in laxity"54 whereby they accede to industry’s

demands for “light-touch” regulation for fear that industry would leave thereby

impacting on the State’s economic performance. Meny (2002:6) puts it another way:

ueconomic efficiency has become more important than political accountability”. In

Ireland, an example of Meny’s concept of economic efficiency can perhaps be found in
the Irish Financial Services Sector. In his speech to the financial services industry in

New York in March 2007, the Taoiseach confirmed that:

Ireland is very lightly-regulated compared with most of our European colleagues 
and the burdens on business of regulation tend to be lower than in many other 
EUMember States. [...] Ireland’s Financial Regulator is principles based [...]. 
This fact is highly regarded by the companies who have invested in Ireland. They 
have found this approach extremely pro-business (Department of the Taoiseach: 
2007).

In contrast, it is interesting that SEC commissioner Campos speaking in London a few 

days earlier outlined the danger of lowering regulatory standards stating that "touting 

lower standards risks driving capital away ” (SEC:2007(a)).

The inability of States to reject industry’s demands is further weakened as a result of 

States neo-liberal policies which had “hollowed-out-the-state”. According to Hirst 

(2002:412) the result of hollowing-out was extensive as large companies came to

54 In the US, the State of Delaware is often cited as an example of a state engaging in laxity-in-competition 
to attract corporate registrations. Mitchell (2003:1189) commenting on this laxity describes Delaware as 
"the brothel of corporate law”.
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dominate not only classic ‘economic’ activities but also former public services. Enron 

and WorldCom provide perfect examples of the hollowing-out-of-the-state, as their 

growth in the 1990s was as a result of their activities in the de-regulated energy and 

communication markets. In Ireland, de-regulation has also created industries of activities 

previously carried out by the state, for example telecommunications, energy and 

transport, and some of the key actors involved in these industries were interviewed as 

part of this research.

Critics of voluntary, principles based approaches argue that because of their voluntary 

nature, firms may not comply. Such a criticism was upheld in a March 2007 survey by 

Grant Thornton of the annual reports of 42 Irish pics which found that 66% of Irish- 

listed companies were not complying fully with the voluntary 2003 Combined Code, 

“the benchmark that most Irish listed companies use for their annual reports and 

accounts ” (Grant Thomton:2007). A further survey by Grant Thornton in 2008 reported 

that full Combined Code compliance had deteriorated further, with 69% of Irish pics not 

being fully Combined Code compliant (Grant Thomton:2008). Included in the areas of 

non-compliance identified by the reports was the review of companies’ own internal 

control and risk management systems. It is interesting to recall at this point that the 

ODCE’s proposed, but rejected, statutory Directors’ Compliance Statement, similar to 

SOX section 404, would have required directors to provide meaningful disclosure to 

investors about the effectiveness of the company's internal controls systems and 

formally confirm compliance with all legal and statutory requirements. Rejecting the 

proposed statutory requirement because it was too onerous and too costly, it is now 

evident that Irish industry’s lack of full compliance with its much espoused Combined 

Code’s voluntary principles aptly demonstrates and validates the industry’s-lack-of- 

enthusiasm trait as identified by the 1973 US Senate Sub-Committee on Securities’ 

concerns on self-regulation as outlined earlier in this chapter.

- The Road to Corporate Governance Failures: UK Corporate Governance

It would be erroneous to think that US corporate governance failures were attributable to 

specific US cultural norms, geopolitical considerations, or economic paradigms. 

Governance failures outside the US provide evidence that such deficiencies were not
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solely US prerogatives. Winter 5(cited in Baker:2007) confirms that the underlying 

governance issues in European scandals are very similar to those in the US. In the 

1980s, the UK saw a wave of what I define as “first generation” corporate failures which 

arose when companies such as Maxwell, PolyPeck, Colorroll and BCCI became 

synonymous as UK companies that failed because of governance deficiencies. The non

existence of corporate governance standards, either voluntary or statutory, before 

December 1992 is identified by the Cadbury Committee on Financial Aspects of 

Corporate Governance which states “acceptance of the report's findings will mark an 

important advance in the process of establishing (my emphasis) corporate standards” 

(Cadbury: 1992/ Throughout this period (1992-1999) further committees were 

established to address internal control and governance reporting (Rutterman), directors’ 

remuneration (Greenbury), corporate governance (Hampel) and these were combined 

together in 1998 to form the Combined Code “Principles of Good Governance and Code 

of Best Practice. In 1999 the Turnbull Committee produced guidance for directors on the 
combined code56. As a principles based approach the Combined Code adopted a 

“comply or explain” philosophy, which required companies to comply with best practice 

provisions of the code, and if not, to explain the reasons why they chose not to comply. 

The role of markets, shareholders and others was to consider, challenge and make 

reasoned judgment about a company’s explanations for non-compliance. All of these 

reports represent an elucidation of implied standards of corporate governance expected 

from those charged with, and well remunerated for, the duty of care to shareholders and 

stakeholders. Factors common to all these UK codes were the multidisciplinary, 

professional committees which developed them and the wide consultation and 

participative process which occurred in their development.

55 Jaap Winter was Chairman of the High Level Group of Company Law Experts established by the 
European Commission in September 2001, with the objective of initiating a discussion on the need for the 
modernisation of company law in Europe.

56 The title of the Cadbury committee was the “Committee on the Financial Aspects of Corporate 
Governance". The Rutterman Committee (Rutterman: 1994) reported on Internal Control and Financial 
Reporting, while the issue of Directors’ Remuneration was reported on a year later by the Greenbury 
Committee (Greenbury: 1995). The Hampel Committee on Corporate Governance reported in 1998 
(Hampel: 1998(a)) and later combined these codes to form the Combined Code i.e. “Principles of Good 
Governance and Code of Best Practice’’ (Hampel: 1998(b)). In 1999 “Guidance for Directors on the 
Combined Code” was produced by the Turnbull Committee (Turnbull: 1999).
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It can be seen that during this period the UK was content to pursue a non-interventionist 

policy. Unfortunately, recent history shows that this strategy by the US, UK and Ireland 

was not successful as the existence of the voluntary standards developed by business did 

not prevent subsequent “second generation” corporate scandals such as Enron 

WorldCom, Tyco, Xerox, Halliburton, Quest Nortel, Ahold, Shell, Parmalat and A1B, 

occurring from 2002 onwards which were of a magnitude greater than those which 
occurred in the 1980s.

- The Road to Corporate Governance Failures: EU Corporate Governance

On the other side of the Atlantic, the European Union’s Internal Market Directorate was 

reviewing corporate governance as part of its drive to create an efficient single market. 

The EU’s Financial Services Action Plan, adopted in 1999, contained initiatives in 

financial reporting, statutory audit, corporate governance, transparency and the 

regulation of financial analysts and credit rating agencies. In 2001, the EU Commission 

established a High Level Group of Company Law Experts, chaired by Jaap Winter, to 

provide it with independent advice on pan-European rules for takeover bids and 

modernising company law (EU:2001). However, noting that '"the Enron affair has 

demonstrated a lack of transparency in the international financial system", the EU 

Commission expanded the remit of the High Level Group to review additional corporate 

governance and auditing issues including the roles of non-executive directors and 

supervisory boards, management remuneration, and the responsibility of management 

for the preparation of financial information (EU:2002).

In 2002, the Winter Group issued its report 'Final Report of the High Level Group of 

Company Law Experts ’ and in response, in 2003 the EU Commission adopted an action 
plan^7 to strengthen corporate governance and company law (EU:2004). Reflecting 

developments in the US, the action plan included initiatives, some but not all similar to 

the US, such as the establishment of the European Corporate Governance Forum, 

recommendations on increasing the transparency of directors’ remuneration and on the

57 The title of the action plan is “Modernising Company Law and Enhancing Corporate Governance in 
the European Union - A Plan to Move Forward”.
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role of independent directors, a strategy to prevent financial and corporate malpractice, 

implementation of EU 8th Company Law Directive (statutory audit and accounting 

directive), the Transparency Directive, and proposals to establish the collective 

responsibility of board members, increase disclosure of certain transactions and off- 

balance sheet arrangements and to require listed companies to include a corporate 

governance statement in their annual report (EU:2004).

Despite the failures of European corporate governance post 2002, the European 

approach to corporate governance regulation has been on a “comply-or-explairi’'’ basis. 

An example of this is the European Corporate Governance Forum whose objective is to 

encourage (my emphasis) the co-ordination and convergence of national codes and 

encourage best practice (Bolkestein:2004). There is no uniform corporate governance 

code because of the diverse company law systems of its, now, 27 member states. 

Commenting on the rationale for the European non-mandatory approach. Winter (cited 

in Baker:2006) states:

We have basically gambled (my emphasis) that boards will look at their own 
governance systems, will be criticized by shareholders and the media if they get 
it wrong, and will make changes where the court of public opinion has pressured 
them.

Winter (ibid) believes that the US mandatory approach (SOX) may be right for the US 

and not Europe because US society is much more driven by the incentive to make 

money in very extreme ways. Although it would seem ostensibly that the SEC (2007(a)) 

concurs somewhat with Winter’s view in its statement that “we realize that our 

respective markets are very different and specific local solutions will be different”, it is 

important to recognise that the SEC statement is merely a recognition of the existence of 

the different markets, not an acknowledgement or identification of the underlying 

reasons for such differences. Indeed, it is difficult to agree with Winter’s analysis that 

the rationale for the different stances taken by the US and Europe is because essentially 

US society is greedier than European society. Events unfolding in the global and Irish 

financial services crisis in 2008/2009 show that the incentive to make money in extreme 

ways is a global, and not uniquely American, phenomenon. A more accurate depiction 

of the true difference in approaches to corporate governance on both sides of the
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Atlantic, is perhaps best summed up by the events in the Conrad Black trial when the 

Irish Times (2007(a): 16) stated: “The Americans take capitalism seriously, which is why 

they police it so stringently".

Literature is abundant on the subject of principles or rules as an “either/or” approach. 

However, there is a paucity of literature on what I define as the "spectrum framework of 

governance regulation ” i.e. the entire spectrum from principles to rules and its evolution 

and this is an area which would merit from further research in future.

- The Road to Corporate Governance Failures: Conclusion

The state of pre-Enron and pre-WorldCom corporate governance is described by 

O’Brien (2005:14) as "skilful interior designers [disguising structural flaws] ... 

Underneath the paper were cracks. In fact there were gaping holes rather than cracks 

While the implosion of Enron and WorldCom resulted in the US enacting the Sarbanes- 

Oxley Act and other measures to restore confidence in the corporate system Potts and 

Matuszewski (2004:177) noted that "iixing the rules is not fixing the problem ” and they 

correctly argued that there was still a lot to be done to ensure that organisations are held 

to higher ethical standards than previously. Concurring with this view. Federal Reserve 

Board chairman Greenspan (cited in Thompson:2003:14) asserted "the state of 

corporate governance to a very large extent reflects the character of the CEO Indeed, 

a stark lesson learned by regulators from all these corporate governance failures was 

aptly summed up by an Australian regulator (interviewed by O’Brien:2005:12): "the big 

message [...] we have learned is that you cannot take senior people with experience in 

the industry at face value Of course, regulation will not prevent all failures. Speaking 

in the aftermath of the Northern Rock Bank failure in 2007, Greenspan stated 

pragmatically:

The presumption that you ’re going to prevent things like Northern Rock
happening is just utterly unrealistic - and it may even be undesirable (Irish 
Times:2007(c)).

The corporate governance failures provided a wake up call for governments. How best 

to deal with the deficiencies? Indeed, who should deal with them is the key question.
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The issues highlighted by the US corporate governance failures are also relevant to the 

Irish corporate governance environment. These issues will inform the research in an 

effort to determine and document Irish governance actors’ experiences in these areas and 

to add to the limited literature currently available on Irish corporate governance.

Corporate Governance Failures 1980s to 2004: Actions arising

The impact of the US implosions, leading to a changed US governance regulatory 

landscape, has reverberated and driven changes in Irish and global governance 

landscapes. Certainly, mindsets have changed. Awareness among corporations of the 

need for good governance has increased. Irish companies trading on US stock exchanges 

are required to comply with US legislative requirements and this has resulted in higher 

compliance costs for these companies. Irish regulators, such as ODCE, IAASA and 

IFRSA, have been influenced by US governance developments. Research for this study, 

outlined in chapter 4, has involved interviewing elite Irish and US actors58, who have 

directly and indirectly experienced the reverberations, consequences and influences 

arising from the implosion of Enron, WorldCom, et al.

The dramatic failures of US multinational corporations during 2001 and 2002 resulted in 

a major change in US government policy regarding corporate governance regulation as 

these failures threatened to undermine confidence in its economy and impact on the lives 

of most citizens as employees, creditors and investors in these corporations. The changes 

in policy can be said to reflect the seventeenth-century French playwright Jean-Baptiste

58 These actors include CEOs and senior executive of Irish and US listed corporations which are required 
to comply with US and Irish corporate governance legislation (e.g. companies legislation, financial 
services legislation, stock exchange corporate governance best practice); CEOs of non-quoted Irish 
companies which trade internationally; CEOs and senior executives of commercial semi-state companies 
which trade and raise funds in Ireland and internationally and which are governed by public sector 
governance guidelines (e.g. Department of Finance Code of Practice for the Governance of State Bodies, 
and public sector public financial guidelines), and statutory governance legislation (e.g. companies acts) 
and which voluntarily adopt private sector best practice (e.g. Combined Code); regulators in the financial, 
corporate enforcement, audit and accountancy and energy regulatory arenas; government officials; 
academics with expertise in governance, company law and the public sector; and the bankruptcy examiner 
of WorldCom, Mr. Dick Thornburgh.
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Moliere’s thinking (cited in Gardner:2007:56): “it is not only for what we do that we are 

held responsible but for what we do not do”. The US Government had to take control. 

This speedy response mirrored PutzeTs theory (1997 cited in Beausang:2000:12) that 

“change cannot wait for communitarian consensus within society but requires concerted 

action by the state as a first step Indeed, history shows that in times of economic 

crisis states take necessary actions to restore economic confidence and to assure 

investors. Equally history shows that state managers act in the interest of furthering the 

State’s power. According to Block (cited in Skocpol: 1994:351) state activity increases 

dramatically during major crises (e.g. economic depressions) as class struggles and 

pressure from below are likely to intensify. State managers may find it expedient to 

grant concessions to the public, yet they will do so only in forms that simultaneously 

increase the power of the state itself.

There is no doubt that the implosion of Enron, WorldCom, et al posed serious threats to 

business and investor confidence and to the value of pension funds. Greenspan (cited in 

Thompson:2003:3) commenting on the failure of the State to prevent and detect these 

corporate governance failures eloquently stated:

when an infectious greed seemed to grip our business community, our historical 
guardians of financial information were overwhelmed.

The role of scandals as focusing events that motivate national politicians and disable

corporations’ power to oppose legislation is clearly described by Roe (2005:32-33), as

he recounts that 2002 saw a confluence of events which led to the US state taking action

in the face of corporate governance failures. Interestingly, Langevoort (2006:6)

identifies that the failure of Enron alone did not result in major changes to the regulatory

landscape; rather the even bigger implosion of WorldCom in June 2002 was responsible

for a change in the political dynamic when politicians were prepared to make both

scandals a major campaign issue in the autumn elections. William McDonough,

chairman of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board, (cited in Roe:2005:22)

supports this stating:

The way democracies work, if the people say they want something, they ’ll get it. 
Nobody would have predicted Sarbanes-Oxley would have passed six months 
before it passed [...]. [PJeople are sufficiently angry that if the private sector
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doesn't get its act together ... they ’re going to get Sarbanes-Oxley No. 2, No. 3, 
No. 4, and it will curl your hair.

Similarly, US senator Phil Gramm speaking about the enactment of Sarbanes-Oxley 

following the Enron and WorldCom scandals stated “m the environment we are in, 

virtually anything can pass. Everybody'9 is trying to outdo everybody else” 

fRoe:2005:33). The great French novelist Victor Hugo (cited in Potts and 

Matuszewski:2004:179) summed up this concept when he said “[a]« invasion of armies 

can be resisted, but not greater than an idea whose time has come". Part of this ‘‘idea- 

whose-time-has-come” was the introduction by the US Government in July 2002 of the 

Public Company Accounting Reform and Investor Protection Act 2002. Commonly 

known as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX), after the two Congress representatives who 

championed it, its purpose is "to strengthen the relatively weak rules state-law provides 
to regulate corporate governance” (Mitchell: 2003:1197). Describing it as "the most far 

reaching reforms of American business practices since [...] Roosevelt", the US 
President60 continued:

This new law sends a very clear message [...] to every dishonest corporate 
leader: you will be exposed and punished; the era of low standards and false 
profits is over; no boardroom in America is above or beyond the law61 
(Whitehouse:2002(a)).

The speed and manner of implementation was important. Zingales (cited in 

Economist:2007(a)) believes it was a public-relations triumph as it quickly restored 

confidence: "The fact it was there, it was strong, it was done quickly, was very 
important”.

59 Roe (2005:33-34) provides an example of interest-groups changing their public stance in the face of a 
scandal. He states that the Business Roundtable at first opposed the Act, instead preferring self-regulation, 
but joined the “bandwagon” when the act seemed inevitable and popular reaction to the scandal made it 
too uncomfortable to stay opposed. However, once the outrage had subsided the Business Roundtable 
reverted to its usual stance and started seeking to roll-back the regulation.

60 Reporting on the fifth anniversary of the enactment of SOX, the Economist (2007(b)) observes that the 
Bush administration “may be remembered as America's most active in pursuing errant bosses”. However, 
the financial services sector crisis of 2008/2009 may render the Economist’s accolade premature.

61 Five years later in 2007, US District Attorney Patrick J. Fitzgerald, re-iterated this sentiment. Speaking 
after media baron Conrad Black was found guilty of fraud and obstruction of justice, Fitzgerald said the 
result sent a clear message to boardroom criminals that "if you take liberties and break the law with other 
people's money, there are going to be serious consequences." (Reuters:2007(c)).
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Naturally, depending on an actor’s stance, the act generated a range of polar viewpoints 

from the need to embrace the Act because it prevented a market meltdown by restoring 

trust between companies and investors, to the view that it was a quack cure for an 

overblown problem of a $1.4 trillion debacle for investors and the economy 

(Langevoort:2006:3). Pragmatically, Langevoort (2006:21) states that SOX “may have 

been a hasty6' and ill-considered overreaction, or a brief moment in which needed 

reform was accomplished, or something in between". It is fair to state that all regulation 

generates mixed effects and SOX was no different in this regard. Warren Buffett 

acknowledges the mixed effects of the Act on corporations noting that while some 

provisions required boards to spend more time on wasteful pursuits, others had helped 

enhance corporate financial transparency (International Herald Tribune:2007(a)).

Political attitudes and investor expectations also shifted in response to the financial

reporting scandals (Langevoort:2006:4). According to Mitchell (2003:1189) Sarbanes-

Oxley achieved three things. It brought “gatekeepers” into the realm63 of corporate

governance; it enhanced corporate accountability and reintroduced certain prohibitions64.

Mitchell (2003:1197) is emphatic about the importance of SOX:

directly connecting the functions of these gatekeepers to the traditional 
corporate governance machinery [...] compels us to recognize these actors as 
centrally involved in the processes of corporate governance [...] by creating [...] 
substantive rules to govern their outputs and behavior [...].

Thornburgh (2005:12) in a paper presented to the author identifies the consequences of

the changes as increasing compliance costs, increasing directors’ compensation to reflect

the level of responsibility required, a reduction in the number of directorships held by

62 The Economist (2007(a)) reported that Congressmen Michael Oxley and Paul Sarbanes, the Act’s 
authors, stated in March 2007 that the Act’s hasty passage into law meant it was badly drafted in parts. 
According to Congressman Michael Oxley “Frankly, I would have written it differently. [...] But it was 
not normal times”. However, in November 2007, Oxley (cited in Segal:2007) appears to have re
considered the term “hasty” and now does not necessarily agree that the law was rushed: “/ don’t know if 
it was haste or not - if you call eight months haste’’.

63 Mitchell (2003:1198) rather colourfully describes this as “bringing the barbarians inside the gate”.
64 Further examples of the laws and regulations adopted were the requirements for Companies to create 
separate codes of ethics for Boards of Directors and financial executives, and to disclose to the Securities 
and Exchange Commission whether they have a Code of Ethics and any amendments or waivers thereto, 
and CEOs to certify financial documents (Potts and Matuszewski:2004:177).
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individuals as “credentials for directors will rest on substance not celebrity", expansion 

of directors’ potential liability, constraints on auditing firms in serving corporations and 

a resurrection of the traditional concept of auditors as “flinty-eyed watchdog" and not the 

“lap-dog which is tempted to ‘go-along-to-get-along ’ Comerford (2007) states bluntly 

that it “forces companies to adopt strong financial controls and best-of-class corporate 

governance ethics". Another interesting and telling effect identified by Oxley (cited in 

Segal:2007) was the fact that “virtually every country that has a stock exchange have 

increased, not decreased, their standards”. Significant benefits have also arisen as a 

result of the act. The immediate impact was a restoration of investor confidence in 

corporate governance (SEC:2007(a), SEC:2007(b), Holmstrom and Kaplan:2003:22, 

Comerford:2007) by introducing a much fairer playing field for individual investors than 

existed in the summer of 2000 (Baker:2007) and a reduction in corporate fraud 

(Reuters:2007(a)). Other benefits6^ identified were the altered compensation structure 

and risk-taking incentives for corporate executives, leading to less risky investment and 

more conservative accounting practices (Cohen, Dey and Lys cited in 

Langevoort:2006:19-20). A hall-mark accomplishment, according to SEC Chairman 

Cox (SEC:2007(b)) is that the act implemented the corporate equivalent of President 

Truman's aphorism “Xhe buck stops here" as responsibility for the truthfulness of public 

companies’ reports and disclosures stops on the desks of corporate leaders. Commenting 

on the new accountability requirements Hodge (2005:17) provides an excellent synopsis 

of the changed landscape, namely that the changes had resulted in more focused and 

inter-linked networks of guardians where governments are now expected to be more 

publicly accountable. This expectation of governments being more publicly accountable 

continues to gain momentum as evidenced by the 2008/2009 global financial crisis 

where citizens and commentators are leading calls for government to be more 

accountable for regulatory failure and to take remedial action to address such failures.

Was there a need for the state intervention? There is evidence that the Corporate 

Governance failures of 2002 were not aberrations. Within one year of the enactment of 

SOX and other related initiatives, US regulators obtained over 250 corporate fraud

65 Of all actors, Langevoort (2006:26) believes accounting firms have benefited the most from the 
enactment of Sarbanes-Oxley.
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convictions66 and obtained fines in excess of $85 million (Whitehouse:2003). Since 

2002 over 3,000 companies reported material weaknesses in their internal control 

systems (Winter cited in Baker:2006). Statistics from the FBI (2007) supports this 

contention, noting that in 2002 when the Corporate Task Force was established 291 

corporate fraud cases were pending, while in 2006 cases pending had increased to 490.

Although ostensibly the Government’s primary motivation for acting speedily was for 

the benefit of affected citizenry, in reality the main motivator was the stabilisation of the 

economy in the national interest and ultimately for the benefit of the government itself. 

This stance concurs with the US government’s 2008 intervention in Fannie Mae/Freddie 

Mac, Quadagno’s 1994 study of the Social Security Act 1935, and Skocpol’s 1994 

examination of politics during the great depression in which the US government was 

spurred to do all they could to facilitate capitalist economy recovery because public 

revenues and political electoral fortunes depended upon it. There is no doubt that in 

2002 Sarbanes-Oxley took control of governance from business by laying down the 

standard of compliance required, strengthened the regulatory role and SEC’s 

enforcement powers and provided a significant increase in resources to effect these 

enforcement powers (Whitehouse:2005(a)). Another reason for acting speedily was the 

need to act when the public's attention was sufficiently focused so that the '"normal 

partisan obstructionism and special interest domination was briefly displaced” 

(Langevoort:2006:6).

The dramatic change raised concerns amongst some commentators. Holmstrom and 

Kaplan (2003:2) and Davidoff (2007:54) believe that while the changes were likely to 

improve the system of governance these changes would come at a price, including the 

possibility of over-regulation. Additional costs placed on business to comply with the 

Act resulting in the US becoming uncompetitive were further charges leveled by

66 Examples of fraud convictions include Enron and WorldCom. In Enron’s case criminal charges were 
brought against 36 defendants, including 27 former executives. 18 pleaded guilty or were found guilty. 
Former CEO Jeff Skilling was sentenced to more than 24 years while former Chair/CEO Ken Lay was 
convicted of conspiracy, fraud and other charges. The Government seized more than $100 million in 
illegal gains. In WorldCom’s case the former CEO, Bemie Ebbers, was convicted of conspiracy, securities 
fraud and making false statements in SEC filings and was sentenced to 25 years in prison. 
(Forbes:2007(a)).
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business (Economist:2007). Langevoort (2006:35) identifies that managers’ linking of

the over-regulation angle with threatened loss of competitiveness and off-shore

migration of jobs and capital provides them with a powerful weapon in their lobbying of

the political establishment against the Act. It is useful to recall that in 1933, critics used

similar arguments against the act67 which established the SEC, complaining that it

imposed too much liability on officers and directors, that the law was excessively

expensive and burdensome, that the level of effort necessary to comply with the law was

completely disproportionate to the benefits to investors, and the SEC’s regulatory

regime was inhibiting capital formation by lengthening the time it took to complete an

offering (SEC:2007(b)). Quadagno (1994:399) identifies similar arguments by lobby

groups in the 1930s during the enactment of the National Industrial Recovery Act as part

of Roosevelt’s New Deal when employers’ lobbyists argued that:

employers [...] can not be expected to favour new taxes which will increase 
production costs, add to the difficulties of competition and restrict employment 
and the welfare of industrial workers6*.

Arguments have not changed in nearly seventy years, as can be seen from the fact that if 

one substitutes the word “taxes” with the word “legislation” one can use this 1935 
argument against the implementation of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in 2002.

Critics’ fears of an uncompetitive position did not materialise. One of the main 

criticisms of SOX put forward from 2002 to date was that higher compliance costs and 

higher disclosure requirements would introduce volatility to the stock market, as 

companies would de-list or not seek listing (Bassett and Storrie:2003:13; 

Economist:2007). Five years later while compliance costs and disclosure requirements 

increased significantly, stock-market volatility has not occurred because of SOX 

(SEC:2007(a), SEC(2007(b)). Compliance costs are now falling. Evidence provided by a 

2006 annual study of compliance by Financial Executives International (FEI) showed 

that compliance costs were 23% lower than in 2005 and employee time also fell by 10%. 

FEI stated that there where high start-up costs in adapting to the Act’s requirements, but 

acknowledged that “efficiency gains are being realised" (Economist:2007). Indeed,

67 Two acts led to the establishment of the SEC: the Securities Act 1933 and the Securities and Exchange 
Act 1934. These are often referred to as the “truth in securities laws” (SEC:2007(c)).

68 Testimony of Noel Sargent, a representative of the employers group to the US Congress in 1935 
(Quadagno: 1994:399).
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another possible reason for the less than expected de-listings, as highlighted in an

interview with the author by an executive of an Irish pic listed on a US stock exchange,

is that it is too costly to de-list. Salamon (2002:121) observes that the higher costs only

amount to a few dollars per capita and this is supported by a 2007 joint survey

conducted by the universities of Toronto and Ohio which found no evidence that New

York had lost its competitiveness to London and found little evidence that corporations

made listing decisions any differently to the way they had made decisions between 1990

and 2001 (Reuters:2007(b)). Neither did the adverse effects on the US economy

materialise. According to the Council of Economic Advisers in 2005 real GDP grew

3.6% and the U.S. economy grew faster and added more jobs than any other major

industrialized country (Whitehouse:2005(b):3-4). Davidoff (2007:20) concurs, noting

that as of 31 December 2006, the US market comprised 43% of the world stock market

capitalization and 45% of world trading volume. He states “talk of the U.S. market’s

comparative decline in the global listings market may be overstated". Baker (2007)

takes another view of the “corporations-won ’t-list-here" argument stating “[i]/' they

can’t be bothered to meet strict accounting standards that give me confidence to invest

in them, I don’t want them here’’. Observing that industry is lobbying to "pare back69 or

even scrap SOX" because it costs money to implement, Baker makes a valid commercial

argument to substantiate the acceptability of such costs namely that they represent an

insurance premium for the benefit of investors as “paying to reduce risk is part of our

commercial society. Investments should be no different". Susan Schmidt-Bies of the

Federal Reserve Board (cited in O’Brien:2004:7) agrees, outlining the need for industry

to change its view of regulatory compliance:

from thinking about compliance as chiefly a cost centre to considering the 
benefits of compliance in protecting against legal and reputational risks that can 
have an impact on the bottom line.

It is clear that views are changing internationally as evidenced by the views of senior 

finance executives in Hong Kong, China, Singapore and Malaysia who, in a 2007

69 This concurs with Roe’s (2005:33-34) findings, as outlined earlier, where the Business Roundtable 
which at first opposed the Act then joined the “bandwagon” when the act seemed inevitable and popular 
reaction to the scandal made it too uncomfortable to stay opposed, but then once the outrage had subsided 
reverted to its usual stance and started seeking to roll-back the regulation.
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survey, asserted that government regulations enhance shareholder value, regulation helps 

executives maintain a strategic focus, and regulations create a level playing field for 

businesses, but only when they are mandatory and enforced consistently (CFO:2007:3). 

A related stance on the acceptability of SOX’s regulatory cost is provided by Beck (cited 

in Bentley:2007) criticising industry’s protestation for a pared-back act: “If they think 

Sarbanes-Oxley is costly and time consuming, try an Enron sized fraud trial”. Indeed, 

the Economist (2007) reported that during 2006/2007 several official inquiries, 

supported by the treasury secretary and the mayor of New York amongst others, into the 

competitiveness of American financial markets did not attribute much blame to SOX, 

but instead identified a range of other problems including America's tendency towards 

litigation. Langevoort (2006:5) concurs that costs have been greater than expected, but 

that this is due to the way SOX was implemented rather than the contents of legislation. 

SEC Chairman Cox rejecting that SOX had affected the competitiveness of US markets 

stated “we don’t need to change the law [...] it is the implementation of the law which 

has caused the excessive burden, not the law itself” (SEC:2007(b)). SEC Chairman Cox 

further stated:

Congress never intended that the 404 process should become inflexible, 
burdensome, and wasteful. The objective of Section 404 is to provide meaningful 
disclosure to investors about the effectiveness of a company's internal controls 
systems, without creating unnecessary compliance burdens or wasting 
shareholders resources (ACCA:2007).

Michael Oxley, one of the Act’s co-authors concurs noting that initially the law was too 

bureaucratic and has since been addressed by the U.S. Securities and Exchange 

Commission and the Public Company Oversight Accounting Board (Forbes:2007(b)). 

When one considers the speed of enactment, it is understandable and reasonable that 

some aspects of implementation have come in for criticism, but equally it is evident that 

such criticism must be dealt with appropriately and not used to attempt to negate and 

roll-back the undeniably necessary changes to the corporate governance landscape. 

Although the growth in non-US listings halted after a period of sustained rise and some 

non-US listed firms exited the US market (Davidoff:2007:12), commentators report 

benefits arising from the strong regulatory stance. Measures of earnings management 

and abnonnal accruals have decreased since 2002 (Langevoort:2006:10) and the number 

of foreign registrations was at its highest level since 2002. Davidoff (2007:12-13)
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supports this noting that the market capitalisation of non-US issuers as of 31 December 

2006 accounted for 36.24% of the S25 trillion NYSE total market capitalization which 

compares favourably with ratios of 33.8% and 30.8% at the end of 1996 and 2001, 

respectively.

Acknowledging that costs and burdens complying with the Act have been greater than

anticipated, SEC Commissioner Rod (SEC:2007(a)) stated:

Nearly three years of experience have made it clear that the benefits gained from 
improved internal controls over financial reporting are significant ones that we 
absolutely cannot afford to lose.

This is re-iterated by Senator Oxley when he notes that the Act seems to be having the 

desired effect as the new regulatory environment is now becoming business as usual as 

corporate leaders now have a greater understanding of its purpose (Forbes (2007(b)).

This section has outlined the legislative action taken as a result of the implosion of 

WorldCom and Enron, noting that the government’s intervention was consistent with 

government action in times of crisis namely to avert a greater economic catastrophe. 

But of course government regulatory intervention was required because 

corporate/industry self-regulation and the level of government oversight was not 

sufficient to prevent harm to the economy and ultimately citizens.

Conclusion

This chapter has examined the literature on corporate governance from three primary 

aspects: people and internal corporate dynamics, state intervention, and the corporate 

governance environment. This literature shows that the importance of corporate 

governance is undoubted. The high profile corporate failures of the new millennium 

have unearthed the complex patchwork quilt of interacting actors with different agendas 

required to deliver good corporate governance. Although states may have made short-
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term gains in revenue generation, ultimately the cost of such laxness far exceeded the 

revenues earned. The ultimate effect of self-interest, whether individual, corporate, or 

political, was the watering down of state regulation of corporate governance. This 

resulted in insipid regulation of corporate governance, allowing corporations, executives 

and ultimately politicians to personally benefit from weak state regulation. These 

corporate governance failures have made the state, business, investors and citizens more 

aware of the need for good governance and the consequences of inadequate governance. 

Underlying this is the need for regulation of governance - but what type, to what extent, 

and where does the balance lie between state regulation and self-regulation of corporate 
governance?

The relevance of this literature to Irish corporate governance landscape is attributable to 

the undisputed fact that the impact of these high profile failures has reverberated 

throughout the Irish governance landscape. This contention is supported by this study’s 
findings as contained in chapter 4.

The next chapter. Chapter 3, outlines the research methodology I employed in 
undertaking this study.
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Chapter 3 Methodology

Introduction

This chapter discusses how I approached the research, and specifically why 1 adopted a 

qualitative research approach, the rationale in identifying and selecting key stakeholder 

groups, the process of contacting stakeholders, the use of semi-structured interviews as a 

means of data collection, the recording of interviews, data analysis and interpretation 

and actions taken to ensure integrity and quality of the research process. In addition, this 

chapter will draw on the theoretical framework of research methodologies as contained 

in the literature of research methodology to outline and support the rationale and 

approach taken to this research project.

Research Question

From my review of the literature a range of themes emerged leading to the formulation 

of my research question:

Corporate Governance: Where does balance lie between state regulation and 
self-regulation ?

Essentially, the research question sought to explore the reflections of key Irish 

regulators, government officials, senior business executives from industry and 

commercial semi-state companies, and other governance commentators on the quality, 

character and dynamic of the Irish corporate governance regime and in particular to 

obtain their perspectives on where balance lies between state regulation of corporate 

governance and corporations’ governance of themselves.

The research objectives to be tested were that in the aftermath of recent corporate 

governance failures the State has reversed, or attempts to reverse, its previous neo

liberal role in regulating corporate governance. This research sought to explore, from an
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Irish context, if this role is the right role, or is too draconian, or requires further 

strengthening.

A second related research objective to be tested sought to determine if it is necessary for 

the state to monitor, oversee and enforce corporate governance in order to mitigate 

corporate and executive self-interest.

A third related research objective to be tested sought to explore if self-regulation of 
corporate governance is appropriate.

A fourth related research objective to be tested sought to ascertain if corporate 

governance capacity needs to be built, and by whom and in whom (e.g. in individuals, 

citizens, corporations, gatekeepers regulators and indeed the state itself).

Theoretical Framework

My research was informed by 3 theoretical frameworks. These were: welfare 

ideologies; behavioural, organisational and societal theories; and economic regulation 

theories.

- Welfare Ideologies.

Various models of welfare ideologies exist. These range from neo-marxism to neo 

liberalism. Webster (2004) states that neo-marxism seeks to “incorporate principles of 

Marxist thought into modern political and economic systems". As an interventionist 

approach neo-marxist theory on the role of the welfare state, asserts that pressures 

occurring in a state arising from a period of economic/major crisis provide the catalyst 

for a state to get involved in the capitalist economy. The underlying motivation for states 

to get involved is that a healthy economy provides the state with tax revenues and the 

ability to borrow to fimd services for citizens (Block cited in Skocpol: 1994:350, 

Offe: 1984:150). The relationship between the state and the economy, or more 

specifically how economic power becomes political power, has been a key issue of 

debate among political theorists (Quadagno: 1994:632). The state is a mediating body
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that weighs priorities, filters information given and because of its autonomy from any 

given class or faction, integrates contradictory measures into state policy.

Capitalists and conservative political elites “exaggerate” the harm imposed upon then by 

the welfare state arrangements because playing a political game they have good tactical 

reasons to make the welfare state burden appears more intolerable than it “really” is 

(Offe: 1984:151). The welfare state has become an irreversible structure, the abolition of 

which would require the abolition of the political democracy and the unions, as well as 

fundamental changes to the party system. Critics of neo-liberalism’s neo-laissez-faire 

model, which asserts that the “capitalism-minus-the welfare-state” would be a workable 

model, contend that in the absence of large scale state subsidized housing, public 

education, and health services, as well as extensive compulsory social security schemes, 

the working of an industrial economy would be “simply inconceivable" (Offe: 1984:153).

A particular dilemma of social policy making is that social intervention measures which 

are most typical of the welfare state are always too late, and are more costly and less 

effective than more ‘casual’ type of intervention. This leads to calls for the state to adopt 

a more ‘preventative’ strategic approach (Offe: 1984:153/4).

State managers will not want undermine business confidence because both state 

managers’ power and politicians’ success at election time are highly dependent on the 

state’s management of the economy. Poulantzas, in his political functionalism theory of 

neo-marxism, describes the role of state intervention as one of an automatic stabiliser i.e. 

preserving order in the capitalist society and thereby sustaining and supporting 

conditions for capitalist economic activity no matter what (Skocpol: 1994:342).

A non-interventionist approach, neo-liberalism blends traditional liberal concerns for 

social justice with an emphasis on economic growth. The economic recession of the 

1970s gave rise to, what Offe calls, the “intellectually and politically powerful 

renaissance of neo-laissez-faire and monetarist economic doctrines These doctrines, 

which represented a critique of neo-marxism, held that the welfare state represented a 

disincentive to entrepreneurial investment because of the burden of taxation and
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regulation imposed by the State, and a disincentive for people to work as hard and as 

productively as possible. However, the impact of the adoption of neo-liberalist policies, 

particularly encouraging citizens to provide for their own retirement by investing in the 

stock market, resulted in business failure affecting a significant number of citizens. The 

potential damage arising as a result of ordinary citizens losing their lifesavings provides 

a motivation for governments to adopt an interventionist approach. Known as crisis 

theory or class struggle theory this states that state activity increases dramatically during 

major crises (e.g. economic depressions) when class struggles and pressure from below 

are likely to intensify, and state managers may find it expedient to grant concessions to 

the working class, yet will do so only in forms that simultaneously increase the power of 

the state itself (Block cited in Skocpol: 1994:351). The theory also identifies political 

self-interest in creating crises as ‘V/ze old trick of turning every contingency into a 

resource for accumulating force in the government” (Madison cited in Jensen and 
Meckling:1978:10, and 1977:14).

An iteration of neo-liberalist policy during the 1990s was the development of the ‘New 

Economy’ which provided “potential efficiencies inherent in the new information 

technologies, new business models and new organisational structures ” (Holmstrom and 
Kaplan:2003:29).

Further aspects of neo-liberalism are the theories of “hollowing-out-the-state” whereby 

services previously performed by the state are transferred to the private sector and 

competition in laxity theory whereby the State accedes to the demands of industry for 

light-touch regulation for fear that industry will exit the marketplace thereby impacting 

on the State’s economic performance. Critics such as Meny (2002:6) describe this as 

“economic efficiency has become more important than political accountability”.

Neo-corporatism, as an alternative model to neo-marxism and neo-liberalism, is likely 

to emerge in countries with a strong social democratic element, its aim being to 

determine the ‘right dose’ of welfare state expansion. This model, which involves forms 

of interest mediation and accommodation, is based on tripartite models of decision
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making carried out by representatives of highly centralized employers’ organisations and 

unions under the supervision of specialized state agencies (Offe: 1984:158).

- Economic Regulation Theory.

Regulation theory asserts that states regulate to address disequilibrium or market failure 

(Jensen and Meckling:1994:13), and to establish a common standard of required 

behaviour, which without legislation may not be voluntarily practiced by executives. 

According to Davis et al (2006:9) “regulation may be a surer path to soulful corporate 

behavior than good-hearted executives". Governments may be influenced by the 

economically powerful and act in the interests of the regulated industry or they may see 

a particular regulatory stance as a means of re-election (Baldwin and Cavel999:9). 

Many economic regulatory programs were enacted not to protect the mass of consumer 

voters from the effects of the market failure but to protect regulated firms from 

competitor firms at the expense of the general public. Regulation is attractive to 

governments and politicians due to its invisibility in the State’s budgetary process as 

costs are shifted to business, to consumers or to the economy (Salamon:2002:145).

There has been a shift in regulatory models from political intervention to agency-type 

regulation (Majone:1996, cited in Meny:2002:6). There are two different forms of 

regulation: economic and social. Economic regulation controls the entry and exit of 

firms (entry controls), prices (price controls) and/or output (production controls), while 

social regulation deals with the effects of economic activity on the health, welfare or 

social well being of citizens (Salamon:2002:l 19). The normative theory (welfare 

economics and distributive justice) states that the decision to apply economic regulation, 

which is considered to be an effective tool of government, is a political one (i.e. 

motivated by a desire to improve the efficiency of the economy and the distribution of 

wealth) (Salamon:2002:138-152).

Public interest theory posits that regulatory actions by state managers (including 

regulators) are motivated in the public interest. There have been some concerns about 

public interest namely the ability to identify the public interest, the competence of 

regulators promoting it, and the fact that regulation may be influenced by powerful
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corporations and politicians. The overall concern is that regulation protects powerful 

parties interests to the detriment of the public (Baldwin and Cave: 1999:20).

In contrast, private interest theories assert that industry has incentives to influence (i.e. 

capture) the regulator, while institutionalist theory states that institutional structures, 

arrangements and social processes shape regulation (Beausang:2002:12).

Another form of regulation is self-regulation. Described by Rhodes( 1996:658) as 

“governance through self-organising networks" this poses problems for the State as its 

in-ability to control them because, being autonomous they largely control themselves. 
Self regulation is deemed to be ineffective.

- Behavioural, Organisational and Societal Theories

Normative theory states that normative order is “a kind of ideal order. A view of the 

world as it could be or could become" (MacCormick: 1999:3-4). The importance of 

normative order for society is that “only by reference to such an order is it possible to 

establish the difference of right and wrong in action" (MacCormick: 1999:4). While 

there is a significant amount of theory providing an insight into individual norms, 

societal norms, law, and group think, the most crucial aspect of such theories is the 

exercising of individual judgement in a given situation and the role played by an 
organisation in influencing individual judgement.

Institutionalism asserts that the institution is a strong influencer of a person’s behaviour. 

Institutions exist to provide a “specific set of normative solutions to a specific set of 

social problems’’ and set standards of ‘acceptable’ behaviour against which individual 

actors define and mould their own behaviour. (Butterfield cited in Dallas:2002:15, 

Sandholtz and Sweet: 1994:242, 01sen:2000:4). In considering institutional dynamics, 

Olsen (2000:10) notes that the opinions and will of a group can to a certain degree 

mould character and identities and build solidarity. Although ethical decision making 

stems in the first instance from an individual’s moral awareness, this is influenced by 

social consensus and social proximity (Dallas:2002:14). Sacconi (2004:8) notes that
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according to neo-institutional theory the corporation as an institutional form remedies 

the shortcomings in principal/agent contracts through ‘unified transactions governance’ 

as it supplements incomplete contracts.

Agency theory asserts that the central problem of corporate governance is a principal- 

agent problem: how to get corporate managers to recognise shareholder primacy and act 

as loyal and committed agents for the shareholders (OECD: 1998:128). Individualism as 

the basis of human behaviour is at the core of agency theory. Because people are self- 

interested they will have conflicts of interests over at least some issues any time they 

attempt to engage in cooperative endeavors (Jensen: 1994:12). This self-interest leads 

management to exploit situations to pursue personal interests and manufacture devices to 

conceal self-dealing behaviour behind the interests of stakeholders (Sacconi:2004:17). 

As described in chapter 2, Jensen and Meckling (1994:6) developed three models of 

human behaviour to describe the actions of individuals: the Resourceful Evaluative 

Maximiser model, the Economic model and the Political model. The REM model is 

consistent with behaviour theory which contends that actors are assumed to act 

rationally and to be utility maximisers, who will work within the constraints imposed by 

institutions, resource limitations and imperfect information, to develop optimal strategies 

to maximise their personal utility (Sandholtz and Sweet:2004:243).

Literature shows that self-interest is a key characteristic of all groupings - whether at an 

individual, group, or institutional level. Self-interest is about exercising power 

(Koppell:2005:8). The State in adopting a neo-liberal approach leaves it up to industry 

to adopt voluntary codes and guidelines (i.e. a laissez faire approach), however industry 

may have no incentive to adopt the recommendations because they believe that as a 

voluntary measure it would not be adopted by all companies and would result in uneven 

competition. The State acts to address industry’s concerns by introducing regulation to 

ensure a level playing field for all industry players (Quadagno: 1994:407).

Stakeholder theory argues that managers should make decisions to take account of the 

interests of all stakeholders in a firm (including not only financial claimants, but also
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employees, customers, communities, governmental officials, and the environment). This 

poses a dilemma because the different demands and interests of competing groups 

results in managers being unable to make purposeful decisions. Equally, because the 

concept “stakeholder” is so wide it results in managers escaping accountability because 

it is not possible to measure management’s adherence to the theory. Its inability to make 

or call managers to account is, some argue, attractive to the self-interest of managers and 

directors (Jensen:2001:1).

Application of the Theoretical Framework

The literature review had identified many potential fruitful lines of enquiry, for example 

the involvement of the state in corporations’ governance; gatekeepers; regulation - 

including light touch regulation, self-regulation and regulators; self-interest of 
individuals and groups; organisational culture, and reaction to crises.

As noted earlier, I adopted a three tier theoretical framework namely welfare ideologies, 

economic regulation theory, and behavioral organisational and societal theories. Within 

each tier 1 identified relevant component theories. In the area of corporate governance, 

each tier and each component theory are not mutually exclusive, instead forming a 

pattern of interlinking and overlapping theories. See figure 3.1 below.
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Figure 3.1 Theoretical Framework and its subcomponents
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At the macro level of the state, I considered the theories of welfare ideologies, in 

particular neo-marxism, neo-liberalism, their particular sub-components and crisis 

theory to be particularly relevant in examining the role of the Irish state in corporations' 

governance in order to explore if this role is balanced or is too draconian, or requires 

further strengthening.

Interlinked with the welfare ideologies, the application of economic regulation theories 

provided an equally important aspect of the theoretical framework when considering the 

research question. In this respect I considered it important to explore regulation 

(including light touch and self-regulation), public interest, private interest and 

institutionalist theories in undertaking the research.

At the micro level of the organisation and individual, a range of behavioral, 

organisational and societal theories provided a useful basis by which to examine 

whether there is a necessity for the state to monitor, oversee and enforce corporate 

governance in order to mitigate corporate and executive self-interest. In this respect
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behaviour theory (including agency theory and self-interest theory), institutionalism, and 

normative theory were particularly significant for the purposes of my research.

I applied the three tier theoretical framework in compiling my interview guide. Table 

3.1 below identifies the application of the theoretical framework to the formulation of 

the research questions.

Table 3.1 Application of Theoretical Framework in developing interview guide

No. Interview Guide Section Theoretical Framework Components of Theoretical Framework
1 State Regulation of

Corporate Governance

Welfare Ideologies • Neo- Marxist v neo liberalism

• Crisis and state intervention

• Competition in laxity

Economic Regulation Theories • Regulation: its costs and impact

• Light touch regulation

• Self v state regulation

• Crisis Theory

2 Corporations Economic Regulation Theories • Regulatory effect

• Institutionalism

Behavioural, Organisational and

Societal theories
• Behaviour theory

• Institutionalism and normative theories (

including ethics)

• Agency theory

3 Influencing/ Lobbying Welfare Ideologies • Neo-corporatism and neo liberalism

• Lobbying for industry benefit

Economic Regulation Theories
• Lobbying for industry benefit

• Private interest theories

4 Regulators and

enforcement

Welfare Ideologies • Neo-marxism and Neo-liberalism

• Intervention

• Competition in laxity theory

• Hollow-out-the-state theory

• New Economy

Economic Regulation Theories • Regulation theory

• Public-interest theory

5 Self Regulation Economic Regulation Theories • Self-regulation
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• Private interest theory

• Public interest theory

• Crisis theory

6 Shareholders Behavioural, Organisational and • Agency theory
Societal theories • Public interest theories

• Institutionalism

7 Gatekeepers Behavioural, Organisational and • Behavioural theory
Societal theories • Agency theory

8 Divergence of Actors views Welfare Ideologies • Neo- Marxist v neo liberalism
• Crisis and state intervention
• Competition in laxity

9 Way Forward - How to Behavioural, Organisational and • Behavioural theory
improve Corporate

Governance compliance

Societal theories

10 Corporate governance Welfare Ideologies • Neo-Liberalism
problems stem from....? • Neo Marxism

Economic Regulation Theories • Regulation
• Enforcement

Behavioural, Organisational and • Self-interest theory
Societal theories • agency theory

11 Participants’ Messages on

Corporate Governance.

N/A N/A

Research Philosophy

The purpose of my research is to contribute to the knowledge and understanding of Irish 

corporate governance, an area currently under-researched. By interviewing Irish elite 

actors the overall aim of this research is to help improve the Irish governance arena by 

identifying the perspectives, experiences and beliefs of these key elites in order to better 

understand the issues from various actors’ perspectives, thereby becoming better 

informed as to appropriate courses of action to be taken as and when required, and 

ultimately to contribute to the knowledge in the subject. This approach concurs with 

Patton (2002:215) who states:

In seeking to understand and explain social phenomena, researchers contribute 
to knowledge by testing theories, developing theories to explain particular 
phenomena or by generating new theories
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Before I undertook this research it was necessary to gain an understanding of four 

important components in research philosophy: ontology, epistemology, methodology 

and research methods. Table 3.2 below outlines these various components.

Table 3.2 Components of Research Philosophy

Objectivism-....................................................................................... ->Subjectivist
Core
ontological70

assumptions

Reality 
as a
concrete
structure

Reality 
as a
concrete
process

Reality 
as a
contextual 
field of 
observation

Reality 
as a
realm of 
symbolic 
discourse

Reality 
as a
social
construction

Reality 
is a
projection of human 
imagination

Basic
epistemologi
cal71

assumptions

To
construct a
positivist
science

To study
systems
process
change

To map
contexts

To understand
patterns of
symbolic
discourse

To
understand
how social 
reality is 
created

To obtain
phenomenological
insight

Assumptions 
about human 
nature

Man
as a
responder

Man
as an
adaptor

Man
as an
information
processor

Man
as an
actor

Man
as a
social
constructor

Man
as a
Pure spirit, 
consciousness being.

Research
methods

Laboratory 
experiments 
and surveys

Historical
analysis

Contextual
analysis

Symbolic
Analysis

Hermeneutics Exploration of pure 
subjectivity

Adapted from Hazlett and Leitch’s (2007(a):10) adaption from Morgan and Smircich (1980) “The case for 
qualitative research”, Academy of Management review, vol 5, no 4, p492)

70 Ontology sets out assumptions about the nature of reality and whether these are independent of 
individual consciousness (Saunders et al:2003).

71 Epistemology is a set of assumptions about what should be regarded as acceptable knowledge (Becker 
and Bryman:2004:393) and how it can be obtained (Easterby-Smith et al:2002 cited in Hazlett and 
Leitch:2007(a):l 1). The epistemological stance adopted by a researcher (i.e. whether knowledge is 
something that can be acquired (positivism) or experienced (interpretive) influences the researcher’s 
choice of theoretical perspective (Hussey and Hussey: 1997 cited in Hazlett and Leitch:2007(a):ll).
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The following table depicts the spectrum of research philosophy.
Table 3.3 Spectrum of Research Philosophy

<---------------------------------- ------------------------------------^

Quantitative Qualitative

Positivist s. Interpretive

Scientific -A. Phenomenological
in

(/) Experimentalist  -S. Humanist c
> O-

*-* Acquired -S. Experienced <D
o o1-*
Ja
O

Hard data
e.g. Surveys SExperiments

Exploration
e.g. attitudes, perceptions,

<"

knowledge, meaning.
Researcher not part of Researcher part of process
process

------------------- ------------------- ->
( N.B. ethical considerations)

----------------------------- ------------------------------------^

Having formulated my research question and considered how I might approach the 

subject it was clear to me that a qualitative research approach rather than a quantitative 

research approach would provide richer data as I wished to explore participants’ views 

on corporate governance issues to determine where the balance lies between state 

regulation and self-regulation. I could collect this data by interviewing key influential 

actors from various spheres e.g. senior government officials, regulators, commercial 

state bodies, business leaders and academics who have particular interest in and 

experience of the corporate governance arena. I adopted and expanded the four question 

framework devised by Crotty (1998, cited in Cresswell:2003:4-5) in developing my 

research methodology. Table 3.4 sets out my 5-step research methodology framework.

Table 3.4 Framework for this research project

Step 1 Epistemology ? Subjectivism -To obtain phenomenological insight

Step 2 Theoretical perspective ? Interpretive

Step 3 Methodology? Ethnography

Step 4 Methods? Interviews - Exploration of pure subjectivity

Step 5 Overarching consideration? Ethical Considerations - Researcher is part of process

Note: Steps 1 to 4 are taken from Crotty’s “4 question framework”.
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Research Purpose

The purpose of research is to generate or test theory and contribute to knowledge for the 

sake of knowledge. According to Patton (2002:10-11) qualitative inquiry is powerful as 

a source of grounded theory, i.e. theory that is inductively generated from fieldwork 

rather than in a laboratory or academy.

According to Sarantakos (1997:7) there are three broad types of research: exploratory, 

descriptive and explanatory. Having examined and evaluated these three types I adopted 

an exploratory research approach for my study for several key reasons. Firstly, 

exploratory research is usually undertaken when there is not enough information 

available about the research topic, or to provide a basis for further research, or to gain 

information on the topic. As an area currently under researched, this was highly relevant 

to my research topic. Secondly, it is a flexible and adaptable approach, focusing initially 

on the wider picture and subsequently narrowing in focus. Thirdly, as exploration is a 

central element of qualitative research rooted in the interpretavist tradition it provides a 
means of determining insights or assessing phenomena in different lights, seeking to 

clarify understanding of issues by examining literature and interviewing experts in the 

area. Exploratory research does not produce a “cause and effect”. I adopted an 

exploratory research approach as it fulfilled the requirements of my particular research 

project.

I rejected the descriptive and explanatory research approaches as I deemed them 

inadequate tools for the purposes of my research. According to Sarantakos (1997:6) 

descriptive research aims to describe social systems, relations or social events, providing 

background information about the issue in question as well as stimulating explanations. 

Explanatory research aims to explain social relations or events, advancing knowledge 

about the structures and processes and nature of social events, linking factors and 

elements of issues into general statements and building, testing or revising a theory. 

Rooted in the positivist approach, it seeks to determine “cause and effect”.
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Research Design

At the outset it was important to draw up a research design plan. At the commencement 

of my research project in October 2006 I devised an outline research design plan. Over 

the next 5 months, during which time I continued to explore the literature and study 

research methodology, my research design plan evolved through a further 4 iterations 

into a specific, clear research design plan containing a specific action plan complete with 

indicative time frames.

The overall purpose of my research design plan was to validate and develop procedures 

and logistical arrangements needed to carryout the study, to emphasise the importance of 

quality, and to ensure validity, objectivity and accuracy, and to ensure clarity 

(Kumar:2005:84,90). In devising the design plan I took Patton’s (2002:254) 12 key 

criteria into account, namely the study’s primary purpose, its focus, units of analysis, 

sampling strategy, types of data to be collected, type and degree of control to be 

exercised, analytical approach to be used, how validity and confidence will be 

addressed, time issues, how logistics and practicalities will be handled, how ethical 

issues and confidentiality will be handled, the available resources and study costs.

Elites

- Interviewing Elites

Elites are defined as a "group in society considered to be superior because of the power, 

talent, privileges etc of its members" (Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current 

English 1983:280 cited in Welch et al) [and] the elite group can be seen to comprise of 

the top echelons of the firm (Giddens:1972 cited in Welch et al: 1999:6).

An elite is usually male occupying a senior or middle management position; has 

functional responsibility in an area which enjoys high status in accordance with 

corporate values; has considerable industry experience and frequently also long tenure 

with the company; possesses a broad network of relationships; has considerable 

international exposure depending on the organisational context, and can also have an
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active involvement in public affairs (Welch et al: 1999:7). This description fitted the 

profile of the interviewees I had selected for my research (See tables 3.9 and 3.10 

below).

According to Welch et al (1999:22) elite interviewing represents as much an 

opportunity as a challenge because researchers are faced with a “double trouble” 

namely the task of mastering the in-depth interview situation, while simultaneously 

balancing the power of an influential elite with academic integrity. This is discussed 

below.

- Problems Interviewing Elites

Four common concerns identified when interviewing elites include getting access, 

dealing with their power in an interview situation, assessing their openness, and 

providing feedback to elites (Welch et al: 1999:4).

• Access
Access to elites is considered difficult because being elites they "establish barriers that 

set their members apart from the rest of society" (Hertz & Imber 1993:3 cited in Welch 

et al: 1999:9). Welch et al (ibid) recommend that this can be addressed by the researcher 

setting out his/her professional credentials and standing, by drawing attention to their 

institutional affiliation, by packaging the research project so that it appears relevant and 

non-threatening, by adopting a business-like approach to reduce any professional gap, by 

highlighting the pay-off of the project in very concrete terms and obtaining an influential 

‘sponsor’ whose endorsement of the project will ensure the cooperation of the rest of the 

group. I adopted this approach by setting out in my introductory letter the purpose and 

relevance of my study, the contribution the elite’s experience would bring to the body of 

knowledge in this area and the fact that I had interviewed WorldCom’s bankruptcy 

examiner. In addition, 1 also highlighted that I would be interviewing a selection of 

“other CEOs in the State and Private sectors, Irish Regulators and senior government 

officials" (see Appendix 1).
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• Power Balance

According to Welch et al (1999:10) studies on elite interviewing are unanimous that the 

power balance is likely to favour the informant over the researcher. Seeking access is 

usually the first manifestation of power imbalance as the process may be elaborate. This 

was not a common feature of the interviews I sought, as I found that the majority of the 

potential participants 1 approached responded to my request to either indicate their 

availability or non-availability to participate in the research.

Another power-imbalance factor identified by Fritz and Halpin (1995 cited in Welch et 

al: 1999:10) is that the physical setting of the interview is likely to prove daunting as 

interviews are usually conducted in the informant’s own ‘territory’, which is often 

marked by tangible displays of prestige. Although I conducted all the interviews at 

elites’ premises I did not encounter this phenomenon as identified by Fitz and Halpen 

(ibid) and I would argue that this is a rare occurrence possibly dependant on the 

character of particular elites interviewed. I found all the elites I interviewed to be very 

professional, engaging and unpretentious.

Another concern interviewing elites is that being professional communicators they may 

dominate the interview (Fitz & Halpin 1995:68 cited in Welch et al:1999) or they can 

give a mundane press release type speech. This was not my experience as the elites in 

my study were very eager to engage in the discussion without dominating it and were 

very frank and free with their views, some of which they would definitely not assert in a 

public forum.

Another potential power-imbalance identified by MacDowell (1998 cited in Welch et 

al: 1999:10) is that risk of domination may be exacerbated if a gender difference 

encourages the powerful male to speak down to a female researcher. This was not my 

experience and I attribute this to the fact that the power balance was even and this was 

due to my professional and academic backgrounds, by the very nature of the topic and 

the fact that I was conducting doctoral research.
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In terms of preparedness and control, Welch et al (1999:16) found that elite interviewees 

prepare their main points in advance, making a series of notes against each question. In 

conducting most of my interviews I found this to be the case.

• Openness
The degree of openness from elites is a concern usually due to the research topic and its 

perceived sensitivity among elite (Welch et al: 1999:11). On the one-hand, because elites 

may be guarded and trite in their responses there is a concern about the usefulness and 

richness of data, however Welch et al (1999:11) reports that researchers can be surprised 

by the degree of frankness, openness and candor encountered from some elite 

informants, while Ostrander (1993 cited in Welch at al:1999:l) identified that some 

elites welcome the opportunity of responding directly to any public criticisms that have 

been made of their performance. My experience concurs with Ostrander. All the 

participants in my research were incredibly frank, open, at times controversial, 

welcomed the opportunity to speak about the topic and indeed in some cases welcomed 

the opportunity to respond directly to public criticisms that had been made of their 

performance.

Welch et al (1999:17) observe that elites often offer “tantalising insights into secret 

deals and inner circles of power" and that such revelations are often accompanied by 

the request to “keep this off the record". On two occasions during my interviews 

participants asked that the recorder be turned off and they then proceeded to provide 

examples of critical commentary of other actors. In some cases the elite comments on 

record were so frank that I could not use them verbatim.

Although elites may provide very rich data, this degree of openness does not necessarily 

equate to a high level of usefulness (Welch et al: 1999:17). I did not find this to be the 

case in my research. Indeed, the problem I encountered was the volume of incredibly 

rich data I had collected.



• Feedback
The final area of concern when dealing with elites, is the need to ‘protect’ the findings 

from the interference and censorship of elites (Ostrander: 1993 cited in Welch et 

al: 1999:12). Having considered the issue of feedback to the elites, I deemed this 

unnecessary for several reasons: firstly, my interview transcripts were compiled from 

interview recordings so there was a reduced risk of error in noting the elites’ comments 

and I retained the digitally recorded interviews as a part of the record; secondly, the 

elites by their very nature are exceedingly busy people; thirdly they are highly articulate 

people who are confident in their views and assertions and unlikely to want to amend or 

sanitise their stated views; and finally, their views are anonymised in this thesis.

Selection of Interview Sample

My objective was to ascertain the views of a small sample of high-profile key actors 

(elites) from different groupings who were knowledgeable and experienced in the 

corporate govemance/regulation arena, and whose perspectives could provide varying, 

alternative, contradictory, enlightening and perhaps controversial insights into the 

research question posed.

The small number of potential interviewees within the different groupings possessing the 

requisite knowledge and experience, and the limited size of each pool from which to 

select the interviewees, meant that it was not appropriate to select potential interviewees 

by probability sampling techniques. The limited size of the different groupings allowed 

for the use of purposive sampling, whereby a researcher identifies potential interviewees 

who are knowledgeable and experienced in the area.

For the purpose of this research I identified six categories of elites and selected twenty- 

eight key actors as potential participants within these elite groupings as follows:
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Table 3.5 Elite Groupings

Category Number of potential participants in each 
Group

Group 1 CEOs* of Commercial Semi-State 
Companies

3

Group 2 CEOs* of Industry 12**
Group 3 Regulators 5
Group 4 Senior Government Officials 1
Group 5 Governance Academics 2
Group 6 External Commentators 

- US Governance actors
5***

Total 28

Notes
* In three cases the Company Secretaries of three companies were nominated by the CEOs as the most appropriate 
person to interview.

* * I anticipated that due to their demanding roles and the fact that they possibly receive a large number of requests for 
interviews from researchers, that it was highly likely that a substantial number of my requests to CEOs of industry would 
be declined. To ensure that I would have adequate representation in this category I decided to approach a large number 
of potential participants in this Group in order to increase the probability that I would be successful in getting an 
adequate number of participants in this category.

* * * I Identified 5 potential US governance actors: 1 a current lawyer and formerly a court appointed bankruptcy 
examiner in a major US corporate failure, a former US attorney general, and a former US State governor; 1 a current 
District Attorney who prosecuted a major US corporate failure in 2007; 1 (then) a state governor and former district 
attorney who prosecuted major corporate corruption; 1 a retired federal official responsible for financial matters; and 1 
former CEO of a major corporation convicted for corporate fraud. At the outset I anticipated a nil response rate as these 
high profile actors are key players in the recent failures of US corporate governance and therefore are subject to a large 
volume of requests from international media and researchers.

The potential participants within each category were selected because of their in-depth 

knowledge, specific perspectives, their particular and relevant experience in the area, 

and the thick rich data they could provide. Another factor was the relationship which 

actors had with other actors within their relevant category and with actors in other 

categories. Another important point is that because these were elite groups some 

categories had very few potential participants. For example in Group 4 there are only 

two possible interviewees. Due to the magnitude and notoriety of the failures of US 

corporations, especially WorldCom and Enron, I considered that the inclusion of US 

elite governance actors (if available) in the interview sample would provide primary data 

on these actors’ perspectives and first hand knowledge of their experiences and insights 

in dealing with these failures. Due to the fact that the US actors were highly sought after 

by international media and researchers, I anticipated a nil response rate. I considered that 

while it was highly unlikely that I would be granted an interview by any of the actors in 

this group, that, if on the slim chance that I successfully obtained an interview, this 

would add significantly to my core research but that in the event that the actors did not
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consent to an interview that this would not detract from my purposive sample in the 
other groups.

Of the twenty-eight actors selected, sixteen agreed to participate representing an overall 
response rate of 57% as follows:

Table 3.6 Interviews Sought and Granted

Category Number of 
Interviews sought

Number of 
Interviews Granted

Response
Rate

Group 1 CEOs* of Commercial
State Companies

3 3 100%

Group 2 CEOs* of Industry 12 5 42%
Group 3 Regulators 5 4** 80%
Group 4 Senior Government

Officials
1 1 100%

Group 5 Governance Academics 2 2 100%
Group 6 External Commentators

- US Governance actors
5 1 20%

Overall Total 28 16 57%
Notes
* In three cases the Company Secretaries of three companies were nominated by the CEOs as the most appropriate 
person to interview

1 person responded after interviews had been completed and was not pursued

Research Methods: Qualitative v Quantitative

Research methods are techniques for gathering data. Examples of data gathering 

techniques include questionnaires, interviews or observation (Becker and 

Bryman:2004:186). There are three approaches to research methods: qualitative, 
quantitative and mixed methods.
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Table 3.7 Differences between Quantitative and Qualitative Methods

Quantitative Method Qualitative Method

Theory Tests Theory Develops Theory

Meaning/ Discovery Establishes/Tests

relationships;

Describes meaning/discovery

Researcher’s role in

data gathering

Independent of process Part of process

Methods of Developing

knowledge

Experiments and Surveys Interviews, narratives, phenomenologies,

ethnographies, grounded theory studies, or

case studies

Approach Deductive Inductive

Researchers Prescriptive Flexible

1 1
Positivist Interpretive / constructivist

1 1
Objectivist Subjectivist

It is possible also to use a mixed method approach in which data collection involves 

gathering both numeric information as well as text information. A mixed methods design 

is useful to capture the best of both quantitative and qualitative approaches (Cresswell: 

2003:19-22).

Patton (2002:13) realistically identifies that the decision to use one approach instead of 

another can be simple and pragmatic - some questions lend themselves to numerical 

answers, others do not. This is the case in my research where thick rich data could be 

obtained through a qualitative approach by interviewing elites, rather than by a 

quantitative approach whereby I might send questionnaires to a large sample of 

practitioners who would not necessarily have the depth, breath or level of experience 

and insight as the elites. I adopted a qualitative research method for my study, as 

outlined by Sarantakos (1997:92) because of its distinctive characteristics namely, it 

allowed me to focus on actors’ meanings as it seeks to understand their behavior, values 

and beliefs from their perspectives; it would provide me with as a rich account of these 

elite actors’ context and their environments; it would provide me with a natural flow of
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interconnected events in actors’ worlds; it would allow flexibility thereby providing me 

with the ability to uncover actors’ meanings and interpretations, and, finally, theories 

and concepts would emerge from the processes of data collection rather than appearing 

at the outset of the project. The nature of my research and the elite pool of interviewees, 

determined that a qualitative research approach was required.

Another difference between both methods is due to the basis on which the research is 

conducted. Quantitative research is a based on the deductive approach which emphasises 

scientific principles, moving from theory to data, the need to explain casual relationships 

between variables, the collection of quantitative data, the application of controls to 

ensure validity of data, a highly structured approach, researcher independence of what is 

being researched and the necessity to select samples of sufficient size in order to 

generalise conclusions (Saunders et al:2003:89). Qualitative research, on the other hand, 

is based on an inductive approach which emphasises gaining an understanding of the 

meanings humans attach to events, a close understanding of the research context, the 

collection of qualitative data, a more flexible approach to permit changes of research 

emphasis as the research progresses, a realisation that the researcher is part of the 

research process and less concern with the need to generalise (Saunders et al:2003:89). 

The inductive approach was appropriate to my research project as in seeking to 

interview elites, flexibility and what I define as tangentability were required to allow me 

to explore their views, attitudes, perceptions, feelings, memories and experiences and to 

follow their trains of thought.

As with any method, quantitative and qualitative methods each have their own strengths 

and weakness. In terms of strengths quantitative research methods are better developed 

and can provide results which are easier to repeat and interpret, while limitations include 

the fact that they may only provide a snap-shot of a situation at a particular time, thereby 

yielding little information on the underlying meaning of the data (Silverman:2004), 

response rates can be low, they are inflexible, and points raised by participants cannot be 

clarified with them (Kumar:2005).
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Similarly qualitative research has its strengths and limitations. Its strengths lie in the 

fact that qualitative research investigates the why and the how as compared to what, 

where and when of quantitative research, and it facilitates the study of an issue in-depth 

and detail providing a wealth of information, and where it is necessary to understand the 

reasons for the decision that research participants have taken (Patton:2002:14, Saunders 

et al:2003:250). The limitations of qualitative research are that qualitative techniques 

offer few well formulated guidelines, and questions about reputability and reliability and 

validity are often raised since different interpretations of data vary according to different 

researchers (Patton:2002).

In evaluating the strengths and limitations of qualitative research, it was clear to me that 

the strengths encapsulated the objectives 1 hoped to achieve by utilising a qualitative 

approach. Limitations are associated with every methodology, whether research 

orientated or not. To recognise and address the limitations associated with qualitative 

techniques I took a series of actions to mitigate the potential materialisation and impact 

of these limitations. Specifically, with the main limitation - possible querying of 

reputability, reliability and validity - I decided to address this concern by adopting a 

detailed methodical approach throughout the data collection, transcription, reduction, 

coding and analysis stages. I kept a research diary of all the actions I took and actions to 

be taken as the different stages progressed. I maintained detailed records of 

correspondence, interview outlines, documentation and analyses. For me, an ancillary 

benefit in carrying out this research using a qualitative approach is that, in addition to 

contributing to the knowledge about the research question, my research methodology 

may contribute to the limited knowledge and guidance on qualitative research currently 

available to prospective qualitative researchers.

Because of the nature of my research project, I adopted a qualitative research approach, 

adopting a constructivist, inductive approach to obtain data on different actors’ 

perspectives and meanings about the Irish corporate governance regulatory environment 

with the aim of developing new theories or patterns and to identify new themes arising 

from the data.
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Data Collection

In principle there is no difference in data collection between quantitative and qualitative 

studies. Sarantakos (1997:294) states that in both cases data is collected, the chosen 

methods are employed, and plans will be executed as previously designed and arranged. 

However, there are differences between the two methodologies. The first major 

difference being that in many cases of qualitative research the process of data collection 

is not a distinct part of the research process but an aspect of it that is difficult to 

delineate from other elements of the process, especially data analysis. While in 

quantitative research collection means just gathering data, in qualitative research it is a 

dynamic process of gathering, thinking, evaluating, analysing, modifying, expanding, 

gathering further, and thinking again and so on (Sarantakos: 1997:295). In collecting my 

qualitative research data I carried out an iterative process interviewing various actors, 

transcribing the interviews, analysing transcripts, evaluating data, identify trends, 

gathering further information, evaluating further.

According to Becker and Bryman (2004:267) the main methods for collecting qualitative 

data are unstructured interviews and semi-structured interviewing, ethnography, focus 

groups, and documents. Interviewing “ is a primary mode of data collection in 

qualitative research. An interview is a purposeful discussion between two or more 

people, which can help a researcher gather valid and reliable data that are relevant to the 

research question(s) and objectives (Saunders et al:2003:245). Semi and un-structured 

interviews have been likened to “conversations with a purpose" (Burgess: 1984:102 cited 

in Becker and Bryman:2004:269) and a way of generating empirical data about the 

social world by asking people to talk about their lives (Silverman:2004:140). It has been 

described as “prospecting”73 for true facts and feelings residing within respondents

72 Briggs (1986, cited in Silverman:2004:40) estimates that more than 90% of all social science 
investigations use interviews. Gubrium and Holstein (2002) and Hyman et al (1975, cited in Silverman: 
2004:140) note that interviewing provides social scientists with a “window on the world'.

73 Silverman (2004:144) develops the image of the social science prospector further stating that this casts 
the interviewer on a search and discovery mission, with the interviewer intent on detecting what is already 
inside variably co-operative respondents. The challenge lies in extracting information as directly as 
possible without contaminating it.
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(Silverman 2004:143). For me, this description summed up the main benefit of using 

interviews as a data collection tool when engaging with elites.

To achieve a successful execution of my interviews with these key elites I adopted 

several key criteria in conducting each interview. These criteria included: ensuring a 

proper structuring of interviews, ensuring clarity in questions posed, listening carefully 

and attentively to what was said and how it was being said, allowing people to finish, 

allowing time to think and tolerating pauses, flexibility in conducting the interview, 

objectivity, relating answers to earlier responses and challenging any inconsistencies, 

clarifying the meaning of answers while maintaining objectivity, and being ethically 

sensitive (Hazlett and Leitch:2007(b):18).

There are three types of interviews: structured, semi-structured and un-structured. I 

examined each type in order to determine the most appropriate method and to maximize 

the benefit and opportunity available to me to interviews these key elites.

In a structured interview the researcher asks a predetennined set of questions, using the 

same wording and order of questions as specified in the interview schedule. Kumar 

(2005:126) identifies that one of the main advantages of the structured interview is that 

it provides uniform information, which assures the comparability of data and it requires 

fewer interviewing skills than unstructured interviewing. Unstructured interviews are 

informal in order to explore in depth a general area in which the researcher is interested. 

The interviewee is given the opportunity to talk freely about events, behaviour and 

beliefs in relation to the topic area, so this type of interaction is usually called non

directive or informant interview74 (Saunders et al:2003:247). I discounted the use of 

structured interviews because, being too rigid, they would not uncover the thick rich data 

that comes from elites when the interview conversation is allowed to flow and when 

there is flexibility in how the interview unfolds. I discounted the use of unstructured 

interviews because the limited time available to me with these key elites was valuable

74 In comparison, in a respondent interview the interviewer directs the interview and the interviewee 
responds to questions of the researcher (Saunders et al:2003:247).
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and my objective was to identify and explore their views and experiences of specific, 

defined issues.

A difference between a semi-structured and unstructured interview is that both employ 

open-ended questions but differ in the degree of standardisation and the amount of 

latitude accorded the person being interviewed. In unstructured interviews, the person 

being interviewed has far more control than the interviewer, determining the content and 

flow of the discussion (Becker and Bryman:2004:271). I undertook semi-structured 

interviews to conduct discussions not only to reveal and understand the ‘what’ and the 

‘how’ but also to place emphasis on the ‘why’ (Saunders et al:2003:248). I developed 

an interview guide around key areas of interest to ensure optimal use of the limited time 

available to me in interviewing these elites. By determining in advance the issues to be 

explored, my interview guide provided a systematic and comprehensive approach to 

interviewing a number of different people (Patton:2002:343). This also allowed 

flexibility in the conduct of the interviews as I could make ongoing adjustments to the 

guide in response to how the interview progressed (Becker and Bryman:2004:269) and it 

allowed me to maintain control over the flow of the interview to ensure that the 

interviewee addressed the relevant topics, thereby fulfilling Silverman’s (2004:141 

definition of the interview conversation, as “a pipeline for transporting knowledge".

Ethnography is a style of research rather than a single method and can be defined as:

the study of people in naturally occurring settings or fields ’ by means of 
methods which capture social meanings and ordinary activities, involving the 
researcher directly in the setting, if not also the activities, in order to collect data 
in a systematic manner but without meaning being imposed externally 
(Brewer:2000:10 cited in Becker and Bryman:2004:276).

As well as using interviewing as part of my qualitative research I supported this

technique by reviewing documentation, including documentation provided to me by

participants. I deemed the use of focus groups not to be relevant for the purposes of my

research.

Like Silverman’s (2004:144) “prospector” I was on a search and discovery mission to 

"detect what is already inside variably co-operative respondents". I adopted a
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qualitative, semi-structured interview approach to explore participants’ rationale, 

reasoning, attitudes and beliefs.

Interview Design

I developed a 2 page interview outline grouped around themes which emanated from the 

literature review (see Appendix 3). These questions sought to ascertain participants’ 

views on the role of the State in regulating corporate governance, the importance and 

effectiveness of corporate culture and tone at the top, the impact of lobbying, the 

effectiveness of regulators and enforcement, the roles and effectiveness of self 

regulation, shareholders, the effectiveness of gatekeepers, the extent of diverging views, 

and suggestions for improvement in corporate governance compliance. Participants’ 
attitudes to the potential reasons for corporate governance failures were ascertained by 

the use of a ranking scale. As a final question participants were given an opportunity to 

send an important message on corporate governance to government, regulators, other 

actors or whomsoever they deemed appropriate.

Data Quality

A key consideration for me was to be confident that, before I commenced data 

collection, my chosen methods were suitable, valid, reliable and effective and free from 

problems or errors, or at least that I had taken all precautions to avoid any problems 

and/or distortions in the preparatory stages of the research (Sarantakos: 1997:291).

One way of checking the effectiveness of the research design and other issues related to 

data collection is to use miniature preparatory studies such as pre-tests75 and pilot 
studies76. In the context of qualitative studies, pilot studies are not usually employed 

(Sarantakos: 1997:294). To ensure data quality, I trialled the interview outline in three

73 Pre-tests are small tests of single elements of the research instrument and are predominantly used to 
check eventual 'mechanical' problems of these instruments (Sarantakos: 1997:292).

76 A pilot study is a small-scale replica and a rehearsal of the main study. The purpose of the pilot studies 
is to discover possible weaknesses, inadequacies, ambiguities and problems in all aspects of the research, 
so that they can be corrected before actual data collection takes place (Sarantakos: 1997:293).
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interviews which I conducted during September 2007. Factors taken into account in 

carrying out and evaluating the trial interviews included the timing of the interview; the 

flow, clarity and relevance of the questions; and the suitability and reliability of the 

recording medium. Reliability of recording medium was paramount because I planned to 

capture information by recording the interviews rather than taking copious, verbatim 

notes of the interviewees’ responses, thereby allowing me to concentrate on content, 

tone and body language and to engage with the interviewees. As I would have only one 

opportunity to interview each participant failure of the recording medium was an 

intolerable risk. To address this 1 tested two different Dictaphones during the trial 

interviews to determine the reliability of each.

As a result of the trial interviews, I revised the interview outline to amalgamate or delete 

some questions and to re-sequence some others. The sound quality of one of the 

Dictaphones used to record the third trial interview was poor and unreliable. I 

subsequently purchased a digital recorder to record the main interviews from the second 

interview onwards.

Arranging the Interviews

I wrote to potential participants in August 2007 (the majority of US actors) and between 

November and December 2007 (other actors). In my letter I outlined my research 

project and requested an opportunity to interview the recipient (See Appendix 1). In 

some instances I followed up my original request with 1 or more telephone calls and 

reminder emails. The response types are analysed as follows:
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Table 3.8 Response Type

Category Number
of

Interviews
Sought

Response Type

Agreed Declined Late None

Group 1 CEOs etc of Commercial Semi- 
State Companies

3 3 0 0 0

Group 2 CEOs etc of Industry 12 5 4 0 3
Group 3 Regulators 5 4 0 1 0
Group 4 Senior Government Officials 1 1 0 0 0
Group 5 Governance Academics 2 2 0 0 0
Group 6 External Commentators 

-US Governance actors
5 1 2 0 2

Total 28 16 6 1 5

For those participants who consented to an interview, I sent a subsequent letter to 

confirm the details (venue, date, time and duration) of the interview, that the interview 

would be semi-structured and would be taped for the purposes of transcription later, and 

that the participant was free to decline to answer any question and was free to withdraw 

their consent to the interview at any stage. I also enclosed the two page interview 

schedule (See Appendices 2 and 3).

Participants’ Backgrounds

Participants came to their current roles from civil/public service, industry, academia and 

politics. 100% of the Regulators came from the civil/public service, while 66.66% of the 

CEOs of State Companies came from the private sector. 100% of the CEOs of Industry 

came from industry.
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Table 3.9 Elite Participants’ Backgrounds

Category Background
Civil / 
Public 

Servant Industry Academia
US

Practitioner Total
Group 1 CEOs etc of Commercial 

Semi-State Companies 0 3 0 0 3

Group 2 CEOs etc of Industry 0 5 0 0 5
Group 3 Regulators 4 0 0 0 4
Group 4 Senior Government Official 1 0 0 0 1
Group 5 Academics 1 0 1 0 2
Group 6 External Commentator 

- US Governance actor 0 0 0 1 1

Total 6 8 1 1 16

Fourteen of the participants were male, while two were female. The females were 

represented in the CEO semi-state company group and the academic group. All 

participants were Irish, except for 1 US national (US governance actor) and 1 other 

(CEO commercial company). All of the participants interviewed for my research were 

elites and they shared a similar profile in terms of age and gender, with only two elite 
females being interviewed.

The business sectors represented by the three commercial semi-state companies were 

communications, financial services, transport and energy, while the business sectors 

represented by Industry participants were telecommunications, broadcasting, financial 

services, energy, packaging, IT, healthcare, food & beverages, environmental and 

logistics. 66.66% (2) of the commercial semi-state companies traded globally, while all 

five (100%) of the industrial companies traded globally.

Participant CEOs of state and industry organisations were also members of boards of 

other commercial and state organisations. One state sector CEO was a non-executive 

director of a listed company and a state company. Two of the industry CEOs participated 

on four State Boards while the remaining three industry CEOs did not.
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Table 3.10 Membership of Other Boards - State and Industry

Category Non State Sector Board State Sector
Boards

Fin’cial.
Services

Industry
Rep.

Bodies

Health
- care

Management
Education

Food State Company

Group 1 CEOs etc - 
Commercial Semi-State 
Companies

4 4

Group 2 CEOs etc - Industry yjsf* 44 4 4 4444
Group 3 Regulators

Group 4 Government Officials 4
Group 5 Academics 41 4 44 44
Group 6 External Commentator

-US Governance actor
4

* Note - 1 CEO was previously a board member of a financial services company but resigned 
this position.

Two of the Industry participants who are not members of state boards have been 

involved in recent cases with the High and Supreme Courts and/or Tribunals of Inquiry 

established by parliament.

All eight companies in the study (State and Industry) have experienced varying degrees 

of interaction with regulators, with 80% of the companies having dealings with more 

than three regulators.

Table 3.11 Interaction with Regulators

Category Reg ulators

Commun
ications

Finan
cial

Trans
port

Ener
gy

ODCE
IAA
SA

Comp
Authority

Group 1 CEOs etc of
Commercial State 
Companies 4 44 4 4

Group 2 CEO etc of Industry 44 444 4 4 444 44

Data Collection (Conduct of the Interviews)

Interviews were conducted between 26lh September 2007 and 5th March 2008, with the 

first interview being conduced in Washington DC and the remaining interviews 

conducted in Dublin. The duration of interviews ranged from 45 minutes to 90 minutes.
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In two of the interviews the interviewees asked if they could bring along a second 

official from their company secretarial departments to support them in case they needed 

to provide more detailed infonnation. I consented to this and found it was useful as it 

provided added detail and depth to some of the responses.

All interviews, except the first interview, were recorded using a digital recorder and 

these audio files were saved onto my computer. The first interview which was recorded 

using a micro cassette was converted to an audio file using the digital recorder and saved 

onto the computer. To protect against loss or corruption of the audio files, backups were 

made and retained at different locations, suitably password protected.

I transcribed the interviews by using the software package “Microsoft Speech”. When 
each interview was fully transcribed, I listened again to the interview and compared it to 

the transcription to ensure completeness and accuracy of each transcript. Transcription 

of each interview, on average, took 8 hours 19 minutes, resulting in a transcription ratio 

of 1:8 (i.e. 1 hour of interview required 8 hours transcribing).

I compiled a master list of all the questions asked during the interview process and 

numbered each of them. I then coded each question and answer in each interview 

transcript. Finally, I read each interview transcript and took notes of terminology and 

issues occurring in each interview.

Data Analysis

According to Cresswell (2003:190) the process of data analysis involves making sense 

out of text and image data, preparing the data for analysis, conducting analyses, moving 

deeper and deeper into understanding the data.

Having collected data through qualitative methods, I had 16 verbatim interview 

transcripts, which taken all together, were unstructured and unwieldy. As with any 

qualitative research a challenge for me was to bring some clarity and structure to the 

unwieldy data-set while retaining hold of the original accounts and observations from
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which it was derived. Bryman and Burgess (1995:176) liken qualitative data analysis to 

detection, and state that the tasks of defining, categorizing, theorizing, explaining, 

exploring and mapping are fundamental to the analyst's role, while Silverman 

(2004:156) states that analysis takes the form systematically grouping and summarising 

the description and providing coherent organising framework that encapsulates and 

explains aspects of the social world that respondents portray.

Commenting on the challenges the analysis of rich qualitative data poses for the 

researcher heavy (1994:115) noted that Miles (1979:590) characterised qualitative data 

as “rw attractive nuisance", heavy (1994:115) states that in qualitative research, themes 

emerge quite late in the process. I found that I had exceptionally attractive nuisances in 

the expressive and insightful verbatim transcripts.

There is no standardised approach to the analysis of qualitative data. It involves 

transforming the nature of the data collected in order to allow the researcher to 

comprehend and manage the data-sets; to integrate related data drawn from different 

transcripts and notes; to identify emerging key themes or patterns for further 

exploration; to develop and/or test hypotheses based on these apparent patterns or 

relationships; and to draw and verify conclusions (Saunders et al:2003:380). It is an 

ongoing iterative process involving a three stage cyclical process of data reduction, data 

organisation and data interpretation and back to further data collection, reduction, 

organisation and interpretation (Sarantakos: 1997:315). In determining how to deal with 

the qualitative data I adopted disciplined, methodical procedures to both process and 

substance, as recommended by Silverman (2004:156).

The use of data displays in qualitative data analysis can assist77 a researcher greatly 

because it allows a researcher to reduce extensive, unwieldy notes into a reduced form of

77 Miles and Huberman (cited in Saunders et al:2003:394) believe that there are several advantages 
associated with using data displays. Because data collection tends to produce extensive piles of notes, 
called ‘extended text' when written up, this extended text is still in an unreduced form of display and is 
difficult to analyse because it is extensive and poorly organised. Based on the logic that “you know what 
you display", Miles and Huberman contend that the analysis of data and the drawing of conclusions from 
these will be helped by using matrices, networks or other visual forms to display reduced or selected data 
drawn from the extended text.
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display, thereby facilitating analysis of the data, allowing the researcher to recognise 

relationships and patterns in the data, and draw and verify conclusions (Saunders et 

al:2003:394).

Using computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS) can offers a 

number of advantages to the researcher in relation to the analytical approaches adopted 

(Saunders et al:2003:402). 1 analysed and interrogated the interview data using NVIVO, 

a qualitative research software package which is designed to assist qualitative 

researchers to manage, shape and comprehend unstructured information. Designed 

using Microsoft guidelines, its user interface is immediately familiar to new users 

thereby enhancing its ease of use. Its functionality allows researchers to quickly classify, 

sort and arrange infonnation and thereby allowing a researcher more time to analyse 

source material and discover patterns, identify themes, gain insight and develop 

meaningful, infonned conclusions.

Setting up the data required that I import each coded interview transcript and set each 

one up as a case. I then established the attributes of each actor (e.g. category, gender, 

nationality, career backgrounds etc) and linked the attributes to each case.

To identify themes I analysed the data at two levels. Firstly I set up each interview 

question as a query and using NVIVO I extracted the data on this basis. The result was a 

set of extractions each containing the responses of participants who responded to each 

particular question. Secondly, I extracted data based on terminology used by 

participants. The result was a set of extractions each containing the responses of 

participants who quoted a particular word or phrase during their interviews. I exported 

each result extraction into Microsoft Word.

Backup of data was imperative throughout this process. To prevent loss, theft or 

corruption of data, data was saved after each query was run and backups were 

maintained on various password protected computers and media.
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To facilitate statistical reporting during the writing of the findings chapter I also 

compiled matrix queries to extract statistical data on the basis of actors attributes. The 

result was a data display which stated how many actors in each group answered a 

particular question or quoted a particular word or phrase. To ensure the results of each 

matrix was valid and correctly represented the data as contained in the results extraction, 

I compared the file properties of each document to ensure that the results extraction and 

Matrix documents for each query contained the same number of sources (i.e. actors) and 

same number of references. I exported each matrix into a Microsoft Excel document.

To ensure efficiency in use of time during the writing of the findings chapter 1 copied 

each Microsoft Excel matrix table into the each relevant Microsoft Word document, 

thereby creating a single document containing all textual and statistical data display 

relating to a particular query.

To ensure that all result extractions and matrices had been properly exported to 

Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel, 1 exported a list of results and matrices from 

NVIVO to Microsoft Excel and verified that all NVIVO data files had been fully 

exported to Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel.

To facilitate further interrogation of each result I used the “Find and Replace” 

functionality within Microsoft Word to identify and highlight relevant terms. For 

example, if the name of a document contained the word “crisis”, running “find and 

replace” resulted in the word “crisis” being found and highlighted in capital letters 

throughout the relevant document.

To ensure confidentiality, each actor is assigned a letter linked to his/her group. 

Therefore actors will be referred to throughout the findings chapter according to their 

letter and their group, for example Semi-State-A, Industry-E, Regulator-B, etc.
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General Research Considerations

A number of data quality issues which can be identified in relation to the use of semi- 

structured and in-depth interviews relate to reliability (e.g. lack of standardisation in the 

interviews), bias, validity, and generalisability (Saunders et al:2003:235). Contamination 

can occur from the interview setting, its participants, and their interaction 

(Silverman:2004:145).

Throughout the research process I was conscious of the need to address these potential 

threats to my research.

Unlike quantitative research where validity focuses on the construction of the instrument 

of measurement, in qualitative research the researcher is the instrument of measurement. 

Therefore the credibility of qualitative methods relies to a great extent on the skill, 

competence, and rigor of the researcher (Patton:2002:14) the researcher’s ability to 

draw correct inferences from the data, and from participants’ characteristics 

(Cresswell :2003:89,164,171).

To ensure validity and reliability, I structured my interview schedule to ensure 

consistency in the type of questions asked and their relevance to my research question, 

and I conducted the interviews in a consistent manner. I adopted a methodical approach 

to transcribing, checking, analysing, reducing, re-analysing and cross checking the data.

Regarding the threat of bias, I was conscious of the need to ask open-ended questions 

which allowed participants to freely and openly express their views without being 

influenced or steered by me. Contamination was not an issue in my conduct of the 

interviews because the situational setting was non-confrontational as participation was 

voluntary and participants were eager and willing to speak on the research topic which 

they considered important. Participants were advised that at any time they could decline 

to answer a question and they could withdraw from the process at any time. 

Confidentiality was assured. Some asked and received confirmation that there would be 

no identifiers of them or their companies in the document. One actor, Mr. Dick
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Thornburgh, as bankruptcy examiner of WorldCom, former governor of the State of 

Pennsylvania and former US Attorney General did not require confidentiality as his 

work is in the public domain.

Generalisability refers to the ability to apply the results of a study. For quantitative 

studies, application of results to a wider population is valid because using standardised 

measures so that the varying perspectives and experiences of people can fit into a limited 

number of predetermined response categories, facilitates statistical aggregation of the 

data to provide a broad set of findings which can be generalised to the population. This 

is not the case in qualitative studies which do not use standardised measures but which 

produce a wealth of thick rich data about a much smaller number of people, thereby 

increasing the depth and understanding of the cases studied, but reducing 

generalisability (Patton:2002:14). Therefore in qualitative research, analytical 

generalisation aims to expand and generalise a theory, not generalise to a population. 

This is the case with my research where the generalisation of results is expanded to the 

theory of my topic and not to a population.

Other general research considerations include triangulation and closure.

Triangulation is a “research strategy that involves using several methods to reveal 

multiple aspects of a single empirical reality" (Denzin:1978 cited in Silverman: 

2004:35), in order to ensure that “the data are telling you what you think they are telling 

you” (Becker and Bryman:2004:99). The underlying idea is that the wider variety of 

evidence a researcher can bring to bear, the smaller area of doubt about the researcher’s 

position (Bryman and Burgess: 1995:70). Although the use of triangulation is thought to 

produce more valid and reliable results than single use methods, some researchers 

disagree. They argue that generalisations of this kind are unfounded and point to the fact 

that expanding the spectrum of methods employed to collect that data does not 

necessarily produce better results (Patton:2002:169) and that there is no evidence to 

suggest that studies based on triangulation necessarily produce more valid results 

(Sarantakos: 1997:169).
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In qualitative research, the role of triangulation is to strengthen qualitative research 

findings by combining participant observation, interviewing, and documentary sources 

(Cresswell:2003). As part of my qualitative research I incorporated the concept of 

triangulation by comparing the content of interviews with the knowledge gained during 

my review of literature and documentation received from participants. It was important 

also to keep in mind participants’ backgrounds and how this could influence their views 

attitudes.

A problem with qualitative research is the question of when data collection should stop. 

The general guideline for this is when the researcher has reached the point of 

diminishing returns where “additional data no longer adds to the refinement of the 

concepts" or where “saturation of the core categories" has been achieved 

(Burgleman: 1983:225 and Hamel:1991:86 cited in Leavy:1994:l 14).

Having completed 16 interviews I was satisfied that any additional data would result in 

diminishing returns. Accordingly, I chose not to pursue potential participants who had 

not responded to my request for an interview despite several initial reminders.

Ethics

Ethics refers to the appropriateness of behavior in relation to the rights of those who 

become the subject of research work, or are affected by it (Saunders et al:2003:129). 

Although researchers’ freedom to act has always been considered as offering the best 

opportunities of answering the research question or solving the problem under 

consideration, because research practice has shown that this freedom can have adverse 

effects on participants, causing serious problems to the subjects and the community in 

general, the need for regulation of the research process beyond the researcher’s own 

self-regulatory methods became a necessity (Sarantakos: 1997:130-22).

Ethical issues need to be considered at four stages of the research process: during the 

research process generally, during the design and initial access stages, during the data 

collection stages, and during the analysis and reporting stages (Saunders et al:2003:130-
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139). Throughout the research I ensured that I conducted the research on an ethical 

basis. Participants were invited to participate, the interview schedule was provided in 

advance, participants were notified that the interviews would be taped and later 

transcribed and that the content of their interview would be confidential. I also sought 

ethical approval from the Queen’s University law faculty.

Conclusion

This chapter discussed how the research was approached. A three tier theoretical 

framework was adopted as a basis by which to undertake the study. Employing a 

qualitative research approach, data collection was achieved using semi-structured 

approach to interview elite participants. The “double trouble” associated with 

interviewing elites, as identified by literature, was outlined and my experience carrying 

out the elite interviews was compared with this. The rationale in identifying and 

selecting key stakeholder groups, the process of contacting stakeholders, the recording 

of interviews, data analysis and interpretation and actions taken to ensure integrity and 

quality of the research process were also described.

As previously outlined in Chapter 2 (literature review) the study seeks to address this 

lack of literature by interviewing key actors in order to answer the research question, 

thereby providing key insights and a valuable contribution to this under-researched area 

in the hope that it can contribute to an improvement in Irish corporate governance and a 

better understanding amongst the different key groupings of elite actors. The next 

chapter, Chapter 4, outlines and discusses the findings of the study.
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Chapter 4 Research Findings

Introduction

This chapter presents, analyses and discusses the reflections and perspectives of study 

participants under a series of key themes. A brief review of literature is provided under 

each theme followed by the views of participants.

The key themes presented are: the role of the state in corporate governance, the 

governance environment, corporate culture, self-regulation, gatekeepers, agreement 

among actors on the need and level of corporate governance regulation, and balance. 

Participants were also asked to identify ways to improve corporate governance 

compliance and asked to provide a key message on corporate governance to a key actor 

of their choice. Using an attitudinal scale, participants’ attitudes to key issues were also 

identified.

Participants are described by group e.g. “Semi-State-A” refers to participant A in the 

semi-state group, “Industry-D” refers to participant D in the industry group, “Academic- 

B” refers to participant B in the academic group etc. Table 4.1 below describes the 

groups and each participant’s designation within each group.

Table 4.1 Groups and Participant Designations
Group Number of 

Participants
Participant Designations

Commercial Semi-State corporations 3 Semi-State-A, Semi-State-B, Semi-State-C.
Industry 5 Industry-A, Industry-B, Industry-C,

Industry-D, Industry-E.
Regulators 4 Regulator-A, Regulator-B , Regulator-C, 

Regulator-D
Government 1 Govemment-A.
Academics 2 Academic-A, Academic-B.
External Commentator 
-US Governance Actor

1 Extemal-Commentator-A
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Findings and Discussions

Participants’ views, analysed by key theme, are presented by group in order to obtain an 

insight into each groups’ position about each key theme.

Research findings are outlined under the key themes of: the role of the state in corporate 

governance, the governance environment, regulation, corporations, regulators and 

enforcement, self-regulation, shareholders and corporate governance failures, 

gatekeepers and good corporate governance, agreement on the need, level and extent of 

corporate governance regulation, how to improve corporate governance compliance, 

participants’ attitudes and the way forward.

Prior to examining and presenting each key theme’s findings, it is useful to firstly 

outline two key issues which permeated responses by participants: the impact of 

Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) both directly and indirectly on the majority of participants’ 

operations, and the resistance to the implementation of the Directors’ Compliance 

Statements. A high-level summary of participants’ experiences and perceptions in each 

of these two areas is set out below in order provide an initial understanding of 

participants’ stance on these issues. Individual findings throughout the chapter will 

provide further references and interesting insights into the participants’ experience in 

these areas.

- Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX)

Described as "'the most far reaching reforms of American business practices since [...] 

Roosevelt" (Whitehouse:2002(b)) the introduction of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and other 

measures sought to restore confidence in the corporate system (Potts and 

Matuszewski:2004:177) and “to strengthen the relatively weak rules state-law provides 

to regulate corporate governance’’ (Mitchell: 2003:1197).
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It emerged during the interviews that 80% of Industry participants had direct experience
no

of SOX operating in the US while all participants experienced it indirectly in their 

operations in Ireland.

The views expressed by Industry participants mirror the views contained in literature, 

namely its draconian nature, excessive costs, unnecessary-as-already-compliant, paying 

for the sins of the few, and once-decision-made-get-on-with-it (Langevoort:2006:21, 

Basset & Storrie:2003:13, Davidoff:2007:54, Holmstrom and Kaplan:2003:2,

Economist:2007). It is therefore not surprising that Industry participants expressed very 

strong opinions about SOX, describing it as “extreme and over-the-top", “a knee jerk 

reaction [...] to a horrendous occurrence" and "a feeding frenzy for practitioners" 

(Industry-B), “pretty heavy, intrusive stuff very prescriptive’’ (Industry-C), and “a 

blunder-bus approach ” (Industry-E).

Re-enforcing the views contained in literature, cost was a common feature for four 

industry participants who provided specific details about the cost impact of SOX on their 

businesses. Industry-A asserted that he had spent over $2m and that costs continued to 

rise, while Industry-C incurred “a massive spend [...] double-digits of millions". 

Industry-B acknowledged that while 90% of SOX is wholly valid the last 10% resulted 

in his companies’ annual audit bill increasing by between $5-7 million pa. even though 

he believed his companies were doing most of SOX anyway, and he believed that if 

80% of companies weren’t, they were being deficient. He expressed exasperation that 

the additional costs meant that his and other similarly compliant companies were being 

penalised by the actions of a few “greed mongers". The stance of industry participants 

Industry-A, Industry-B and Industry-C is not surprising as it is consistent with the 

literature which states that industry expresses concern about the burden of regulatory 

costs which it believes damages business competitiveness (IBEC:2004(b)). But of 

course, not surprisingly, these Industry participants did not put these costs into context, 

namely that regulation leads to efficiencies in industry which ultimately benefit the 

consumer in lower costs as identified by Salamon (2002:121). It is clear that Irish

78 The indirect experience refers to the influence of SOX and the fallout from Enron and WorldCom etc 
on the Irish regulatory landscape, e.g influencing the requirement of Directors Compliance Statement etc.
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industry has not yet wholeheartedly embraced the sentiments expressed as far back as 

2004 by Susan Schmidt-Bies of the Federal Reserve Board (cited in O’Brien:2004:7) on 

the need for industry to change its view of regulatory compliance from being a cost to 

being a benefit in protecting against legal and reputational risk. Industry-C, on the 

other-hand, was quite pragmatic about the impact of SOX stating that his business was 

“just total takers" of SOX but now it was yesterday’s battle and they are no longer 

“agonising over it”. Despite being in existence for over 5 years, Industry-E thought it 

was still too early to determine if SOX was an overreaction. Only Industry-D identified 

benefits. He asserted that while initially the changes felt disempowering to him as a 

manager, in hindsight he considered the heightened controls to be positive and beneficial 

for his business, giving him a sense of comfort. It is interesting to note the paradoxical 

views expressed by Industry-D in contrast to those of his colleagues, and to posit that 

this could be reflective of the fact that Industry-D’s business, as a non-Irish 

multinational corporation, had readily embraced and embedded Susan Schmidt-Bies 

“regulatory-costs-as-a-corporate-benefit" concept.

Building on the “regulatory-costs-as-a—corporate-benefit” theme literature also 

identifies that costs are not necessarily as high as business argues, and confirms that 

efficiency gains have been realised (SEC:2007(a), SEC:2007(b), Economist:2007, 

CFO:2007:3, Langevoort:2006:10). Echoing the views of literature, both Academic 

participants asserted that SOX is not as rigorous as suggested by business. Interestingly, 

in his interview with the author the Extemal-Commentator-A identified the potential for 

SOX to migrate across non-US states as a result of globalisation. This mirrors the views 

expressed by a majority of participants, who believed that SOX etc has had an indirect 

impact on their activities.

- Directors’ Compliance Statements

As identified in Chapter 1, the requirement79 for the Irish Directors’ Compliance 

Statements (DCS) arose from recommendations in the Report of the Review Group on

79 Section 45 of the Companies (Auditing and Accounting) Act 2003.
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Auditing which was set up by the Irish Government following the DIRT investigation 

into the failure of corporate governance in Irish financial institutions (Nolan:2008).

The Office of the Director of Corporate Enforcement (ODCE), as the relevant regulator 

in the area of corporate compliance, developed the proposed DCS which sought to 

enhance corporate reporting and transparency by requiring directors to formally confirm 

their compliance and their business’ compliance with all legal and statutory 

requirements. In this respect its sentiments were somewhat similar to Sarbanes-Oxley 

section 404 which required CEOs and CFOs to certify financial results and to provide 

meaningful disclosures to investors about the effectiveness of a company's internal 

controls systems, or risk significant tenns of imprisonment and substantial fines for 

signing false certifications. Consistent with literature which shows that industry 

complains that regulation is excessive and burdensome (for example the enactment of 

the legislation which established the SEC in 1933 (SEC: 2007(b)) it is perhaps not 

surprising then that the proposed DCS generated a significant amount of resistance from 

business. Considering this to be too onerous and too costly, business mounted a vigorous 

campaign against its introduction. Nolan (2008:108) identifies that as a result, the 

proposal was referred to the Company Law Review Group (CLRG) in May 2005, which 

recommended a revised mitigated model of DCS. This recommendation has been 

adopted by the government, but not yet implemented. Nolan (ibid) noted that Section 45 

is dead and the earliest realistic date for enactment of the mitigated provision is 2008, 

and pessimistically he notes that the commencement date for the provision has yet to be 

decided “whenever that might be". In his view, past experience indicates that further 

lobbying by business against the mitigated version of DCS seems likely once the bill, 

which repeals the current section 45 and contains the mitigated version, is published. 

Nolan’s pessimistic prediction is consistent with Krawiec’s thesis of negotiated 

governance whereby industry works both before and after legislation is enacted shape its 

implementation to minimise the impact of legislation on industry. Indeed, my research 

shows that Nolan may be correct, as evidenced by the extent of some participants’, 

including a Regulator’s, expressed criticism about the DCS. Semi-State-C saw this as 

onerous and a move to a more rules based system of regulation, while many of the
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Industry participants were also critical believing it was draconian (Industry-B), a step- 

too-far and not in Ireland’s interest (Industry-C and Industry-E). Again, contrary to his 

colleagues and perhaps due to the fact that his was a non-Irish multinational corporation, 

only Industry-D frankly acknowledged the reason for the proposal was because “people 

weren’t taking their responsibilities seriously enough

Neither was Regulator-A in favour of DCS. Believing it would be “a bad move" which

was “going too far' he asserted that it was “a tall order"'.

You know every bloke cuts himself shaving every so often so there is always 
going to be a slip of the hand and you cannot give those types of absolutes. [...] 
Good behaviour comes more from culture and values rather than rules and 
prescription would be my view of the world.

The two issues of SOX and DCS provide a useful introductory insight into the two key 

major issues which have impacted significantly in the last five-years on the Irish 

governance environment and how these events have shaped participants’ perception of 

the regulation of corporate governance in Ireland.

In the next section, the views of participants are presented and discussed on each of the 

study’s the key themes.

Role of the State in Corporate Governance

- State Involvement

As discussed in Chapter 2, literature shows that traditionally states have not been 

involved in corporate governance because of a potential threat of exit by revenue 

generating business, but this stance changes in times of crisis when states tend to 

become involved because of market failure and to protect citizens and the economy 

(O’Brien:2005:21, Quadagno: 1994:395-398, Stigler: 1975:79-82, Davis:2005:84,

Meny:2002:6).
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As an overall finding it was surprising that all participants, except Industry-A, believed 

that the state should be involved in the regulation of corporate governance, but of course 

participants differed on the degree of involvement.

Mirroring the views of SEC Commissioner Campos (SEC:2007(a) and the Department

of an Taoiseach (2004(b)), Government-A, as reasonably expected, took a broad macro

state view and asserted that the state has to be involved:

because what makes markets function is the fact that we have contracts and we 
can enforce themf...] The state has to be involved, only the state has the 
authority or power to enforce rules and it does that by penalties or imprisonment 
or whatever sort of force it can bring to bear. [...] So the state has to be 
involved, it won't work otherwise.

Like Industry-D he identified the need in certain parts of the economy to have a “light- 

but-secure" regulatory regime which allows flexibility and which could even be the 

source of competitive advantage between jurisdictions.

Unsurprisingly, unanimity was expressed by the Regulators who believed the state 

should be involved. Like Industry and Semi-States, they believed there are levels of state
orv

involvement from principles-led regulation (Regulator-A) to defining certain minimum

standards and mediating between the requirements of different stakeholders (Regulator-

B). The state’s role in ensuring a level playing field for all parties as described by

Quadagno was identified by Regulator-D and the specter of the past was sufficient

rationale for state involvement according to Regulator-C because:

coming from where we have been [...] I don’t think it is a tenable argument to 
suggest that corporations should be completely on their own in terms of 
regulating themselves and governing themselves (Regulator-C).

There was unanimity among Semi-States who believed there should be state 

involvement but it should be at a reasonably high level setting policy and establishing 

frameworks and then handing over to independent regulators (Semi-State-C). Less 

unanimity in views was displayed by Industry participants who, while considering the

80 According to Regulator-A under principles led regulation, the regulator expects boards of management 
of regulated entities to take responsibility for their own actions, for their own strategic plans, 
responsibility for managing their businesses, for managing all their risks, and for accounting to their 
shareholders.
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state should be involved, did not have a consistent view on the degree of such

involvement. Pragmatically Industry-B and Industry-C identified the inevitability that

the state would be involved because it is impossible for a company operating within a

country not to have an involvement with a government (Industry-B and Industry-C).

However, cautioning that legislation can be excessive, Industry-B did not mince his

words referring to the initial proposals for the directors’ compliance statements as

something which “would have done Himmler or Hitler proud quite frankly in terms of

how excessive it was”. His exasperation with what he considered to be excessive,

intrusive legislation was clearly evident when he identified that legislation and

involvement of regulators are never relaxed or scaled back, they are additive:

You know more legislation does not make people better at using the legislation, 
particularly if they haven 't used what they have got. [...] adding to it will not 
necessarily fix the problem and sure as hell will add to the problem, it’s additive 
and compounding (Industry-B).

Industry-D, taking a macro view by considering the issue from the perspective of all

industry and not solely his own, was emphatic that there is clearly a role for the state but

the level of intervention was dependent on the sector while Industry-E saw the state’s

role as providing encouragement and support for self-regulation. Only Industry-A was

unequivocal that the state should not be involved in regulating corporate governance and

he was a quite critical of regulators saying:

/ think we have [...] too many regulators and it is getting ridiculous. All these 
regulators [...] never miss a chance to put their lips around a microphone.

The views of Academics concurred with Stigler’s (1975:79-82) protection-of-the- 

innocent-from-too-many-thieves-and-too-many-incompetents view as they made the 

point that the role of regulation in protecting stakeholders against improper activity by 

companies, and because the role of the state and the interests of corporate-governance 

are “intertwined with the nature of the corporation ” (Academic-B).

Reflecting on the effect of US regulatory initiatives in the wake of Enron, WorldCom, et 

al, Extemal-Commentator-A acknowledged that some regulation of corporate

81 According to Industry-D sectors need to be closely regulated if they affect people either from a financial 
or health perspective, whereas sectors need to be regulated on a softer basis if they are important services 
for the country for example energy and communications.
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governance is needed and he stated that there is a consensus view that most of what was 

undertaken in the US was necessary and has been responsible. Concurring with 

President Roosevelt’s assertion that self-interest was not only bad morals but bad 

economics, he stated:

The wrongdoing is characterised in these corporations as being both immoral 
and illegal. Unquestionably we had an economic reaction to that. It affected a lot 
of people: shareholders, employees, the system as a whole, took a real hit 
(Extemal-Commentator-A).

It is instructive to note the emergence of two fundamental differing perspectives 

between, on the one hand Industry-A, Industry-B, Industry-C and Industry-E, and on the 

other hand Industry-D and all the other participant groups, namely that Industry-D and 

the other participant groups considered the issue from the macro, public interest role of 

the state whereas the Industry-A, Industry-B, Industry-C and Industry-E, considered the 
issue from a narrower perspective - namely Industry’s own perspective.

On the question of the state’s reluctance to get involved in the regulation of 

corporations’ governance, the interviews revealed disagreement among the groups. The 

majority of Semi-States believed the state is not reluctant to get involved. However, 

while Semi-State-C believed there is no reluctance to get involved in the public sector 

companies, she drew an interesting distinction between Irish and foreign companies 

opining that there is a reluctance to get involved in the governance of foreign companies 

in order not to disincentivise foreign direct investment. This concurs with Roe (2005:32) 

and O’Brien’s (2007:13) assertions that a tax motivated state wishing to encourage 

investment “would not heavily use as its instrument of choice regulating and jailing ”.

An initially surprising finding was Regulator-B’s assertion that the state is reluctant to 

get involved in the regulation of corporations’ governance and indeed to add to 

regulation. However, supporting his assertion by outlining an experience from his own 

sector where he put forward proposals to tighten up aspects of the law, he stated with 

some sense of frustration that the proposals were “subjected to considerable evaluation" 

before a decision was made on them. Contrary to Industry-B’s views, he believed that 

there is reluctance to add to the burden of regulation and there is more pressure on
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reducing the burden of regulation in so far as possible and that this “kind of environment 

is going to continue for a while". It could be argued that he believed this will continue 

"for a while" until perhaps a crisis occurs in the sector resulting in calls for stronger 

regulation which the regulator had previously sought but had not been granted, thereby 

reflecting Victor Hugo’s assertion that nothing is as powerful “as an idea whose time 

has come". Recalling the comments of Extemal-Commentator-A in September 2007, as 

noted in the opening paragraph of this dissertation about “who knows what can happen 

in a year" it is evident that in late 2008/early 2009 Regulator-B’s time has come as the 

Irish financial services crisis, and in particular the Anglo Irish Bank director’s loan 

scandal, is resulting in a changed attitude toward, and the calling for, stronger regulation.

On the question of whether the lack of State involvement resulted in governance failures 
Govemment-A didn’t believe a lack of state involvement had resulted in corporate 

governance failures, concurring with Jensen and Meckling’s REMM that it was usually 

the wilful activities of individuals to subvert known rules. However, the state’s lack of 

systems to identify such subversion were due, he asserted, to an official attitude and 

broader culture of the 1980s where rules were not enforced or policed as “we were 

struggling in a culture which was about the state staying out of business’s way because 

we were all in such a bad state”. Govemment-A’s views are supported by the views of 

the Regulators who asserted that failures are due to lack of state involvement in 

regulating corporate governance, which they attributed to the ineffectiveness of 

government departments’ in enforcing regulation prior to the establishment of the 

regulators. Indeed, Regulator-B referred to the 1990s, when there was a lack of 

regulation, to support his view that the state’s lack of involvement resulted in 

governance failures:

If there was any slackening of effort it could easily regress to that situation. So it 
is necessary that the state should exercise a reasonably firm role at a high level 
in the area of corporate-governance.

82 The Anglo Irish Bank director’s loan scandal concerned a loan of €87m which was provided to Anglo’s 
Chairman and former CEO without board or audit committee approval or knowledge. Over a period of 8 
years the loan was transferred before each financial year end to another financial instimtion, Irish 
Nationwide Building Society, in order to keep the loan out of the bank’s audited annual financial 
statements and it was subsequently transferred back to the bank after each year end.
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Not all participants believed that the state’s lack of involvement was the cause of

corporate governance failures. The Semi-States believed the lack of state involvement,

had to some extent resulted in governance failures and they attributed the legislative

lacuna to the state’s tendency to act only in times of crisis (Semi-State-A) and because it

is difficult for legislators to anticipate such problems. This lack of ability to anticipate

problems is discussed in the crisis section below. An opposing view was expressed by

Academic-B who did not consider the state’s lack of involvement to blame, instead

attributing failure to the markets, disclosures, and certain players:

Real people make real mistakes. ...nearly every failure has some throwback to a 
part that needed to be fixed and so every failure reveals a regulatory failure, but 
not necessarily a state regulatory failure.

Neither did Extemal-Commentator-A believe that a lack of state involvement led to 

corporate governance failures, asserting that the failures could not have been prevented 
by any laws.

In summary, participants views are, in essence, that the extent or otherwise of state 

involvement was attributable to human nature and also to another era when the culture 

and values of the state, corporations and people were different to those of today. It is 

interesting to observe that the views expressed by participants are similar to and 

consistent with literature, namely no enforcement due to a lack of state systems and 

different cultures of past eras.

- Crisis

Literature shows that states act in time of crisis to respond to voters’ fears, restore 

economic confidence and assure investors (Salamon:2002:145, Block:cited in 

Skocpol:1994:351, Roe:2005:32-33). The inability of states to look-around-comers in 

order to anticipate problems is a recent addition to crisis theory literature (Segal:2007).

All participants were clear and unequivocal that the state is re-active and conforms to 

crisis theory. Indeed, the reactionary nature of the state was rationalised by Govemment- 

A, concurring with the views of Semi-State-C and Regulator-B (outlined below), as
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being due to new and unanticipated83 situations. Regulators were unanimous that the

state was reactive. Interestingly, Regulator-A and Regulator-B referred to the role of the

EU in forcing states to act. In effect they conceptualised the EU as a crisis i.e. it forces

the state to act. Like Semi-State-C84, Regulator-B, speaking from his particular

experience in this area, highlighted the difficulty of:

mak[ing] the argument in the abstract that we need regulation without having 
had a significant disaster. You need the case and it needs to be stood up and 
largely self explanatory. You need to get the mood right to consider that 
regulation is needed.

As a group, Semi-States were in agreement that the state is reactive and that it takes a

crisis for the state to act. Semi-State-A believed this to be the nature of the system while

Semi-State-B considered this reactive85 approach was a bandwagon approach which was

not necessarily a bad thing. Complimenting the state, Semi-State-C stated “that’s the

mechanism and the state reacts very well. The wheels go into motion and they can

produce things very quickly”. For Semi-State-B the U.S is more proactive because

“once the Americans get going on something they really do it in a very determined

way’’. This American “determined way” is furthered supported by Extemal-

Commentator-A who made an important distinction by highlighting that the state is

involved on a day-to-day basis as corporations have to file company accounts and

reports and it is only when a crisis happens that the state becomes visibly involved. He

believed that the state’s reaction has to be subjective for each situation and the only way

to legislate for morality and ethics is through a crisis reaction:

What happens is that the sky rockets go off [...] and the political imperative then 
becomes focusing on that issue and attempting to deal with it and frankly [...]

83 To support this assertion, Govemment-A referred to an expansion of EU accession states which resulted 
in a crisis situation for the Irish state where it needed to change its labour laws: “we had a catastrophe, 
and we perfected the labour regime, rather than anticipating it. So you could criticize us for not 
anticipating it”.

84 Semi-State-C expressed similar views stating that where there isn’t a crisis things just don’t happen, not 
necessarily because the state doesn’t see a need to deal with a particular issue, or there isn’t a willingness 
to do something, but for the state to act at a particular point in time when there isn’t a problem, it becomes 
a very complex policy issue, and coupled with bureaucracy, it takes a lot longer to implement legislation.

85 Semi-State-B identified that the reactive approach is not confined to Ireland when he observed that in 
the U. K. the Combined Code was a reaction to the scandals of Maxwell and excessive chief executive 
remuneration.
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there is no way that you can legislate morality and ethics in corporate 
boardrooms. So the reaction has to be a subjective one for the crisis at hand.

Of course, state reactiveness is not solely an Irish phenomenon. The fact that all 

countries are reactive was highlighted by Academic-A who outlined that crisis theory86 

is the way change happens, while in a similar view Academic-B conceptualised crises as 

things that teach the state what needs to be fixed “when mistakes happen or where 

manifestly wrong behaviours take place

It is clear from the research that crisis theory is applicable and operational in Ireland as it 

is in other jurisdictions. However, the research provides clear evidence of the difficulty 

and frustration experienced by Irish regulators in making the case for regulation to 

Government without a crisis existing. Unfortunately as literature shows this is not 

unique to Ireland and therefore it is reasonable to posit that Irish Regulators’ calls for 

regulation or measures to address perceived or determined needs will not readily be 

acceded to, in the absence of a crisis.

- Friction

Friction between the state and industry occurs as industry seeks to dilute and minimise 

the effect of state regulation of business (Roe:2004(b): 1,11-14,16, Quadagno: 1994:407- 

413, Perlman: 1994:4). Literature also describes a model of negotiated governance where 

actors pursuing opportunistic goals seek to influence and negotiate regulation 

(Krawiec:2003:8).

The interviews revealed differences between Semi-States and other groups. Semi-State 

participants did not believe there was friction stating “we have no difficulty in adhering 

to the standards required" (Semi-State-A). The views of Industry, Regulators and 

Academics differed to those of the Semi-States. For these participants a prominent area 

of friction between the state and industry was the proposal to introduce the Directors’

86 According to Academic-A “there is a well established pattern something bad happens, a hue and cry 
from the citizens, politicians under pressure to do something and be seen to do something and they will 
take action. That is the way change happens ”.
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Compliance Statements, with Industry-B describing it as “the closest area of friction”-, 

while Regulator-B commented in an understated manner that the proposal “provoked 

some concern by business and their professional advisers in relation to the implications 

of the proposal, including the cost implications”. All Industry participants, except 

Industry-E, identified various areas of friction with the state. For example Industry-C 

alluded to several situations where his sector engaged with its sectoral regulator about 

changes which “would have been disadvantageous to Ireland and to Irish entities” and 

he acknowledged that “for the most part we end up with something that is at least 

tolerated if not acceptable to us”. Taking a more macro view of friction between the 

state and industry and looking towards its end game, Industry-D recalling three 

significant instances of friction between his multinational corporation and non-Irish 

regulators provided a very useful conceptualisation of the stages of friction as denial, 

acceptance and action x7. This depiction of a company’s path in dealing with friction 

with regulators can provide a useful model, which I define as the “anatomy-of- 

regulatory-friction model” against which to ascertain individual corporation’s and 
specific industry’s position on the trajectory of denial to acceptance to propensity to 

action ( see figure 4.1):

' Looking back on this friction, Industry-D identified that such friction resulted in three phases for the 
company: denial (for example where a small company becomes a big company, but keeps acting like a 
small company without realising it and being shocked when a regulator intervenes), acceptance (realising 
there is a problem which has to be dealt with) and action (leadership in changing the company culture and 
improving and embedding governance).
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Figure 4.1 Anatomy-of-Regulatory-Friction Model: Level of denial as a direct inverse 
of acceptance and propensity to action

Denial Acceptance Action

As a relatively new regulator, Regulator-C predicted that he expects to encounter friction

with industry when his organisation begins to identify areas of non-compliance in
regulated entities^. This view concurs with Academic-A who stated that complaints by

industry about over-regulation are perfectly natural:

but that is the way life is. [...] It doesn't follow that we should take the foot off 
the accelerator on making sure that we have good enforcement (Academic-A).

- Areas of Non-Involvement

In posing the question to participants to identify where the state should be involved, and 

de-facto where it should not be involved, the areas of public-interest and high-level 

involvement were identified by participants as areas where the state should be involved, 

and by default everything else as areas where the state should not be involved. This Is 

consistent with literature which identifies that states get involved to protect the public-

88 Regulator-C acknowledges that it will be a difficult transition for regulated entities to make in terms of 
mind set and is part of the challenge for them in coming to terms with this new level of invasiveness and 
oversight.
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interest, prevent exploitation, and to address market failure (Leone: 1986:32, 

SEC:2007(a), Brynard (1995:40, Taoiseach:2004(b)).

Govemment-A did not see non-involvement of the state occurring because the state must 

protect consumers and people’s rights and he emphasised that there are fundamental 

areas of compliance that the state cannot step back from. Like Regulator-A he identified 

a spectrum of interventions available to the State such as graduationx4 and stepped90 

regimes of compliance. Indeed for the Regulators the issue was the level of state 

involvement and they all agreed that the level of regulation should be, and indeed is, at a 

high-level. Regulator-A believed there should be degrees of intervention ranging from 

light-touch to prescriptive, while Regulator-B, like Semi-States believed the state should 

confine itself to regulating at a reasonably high-level and not “nag" business. High-level 

and a spectrum were also important for Academic-A who believed regulation shouldn't 

interfere with day-to-day management and that the bar should be higher for sectors 

important to the economy, e.g. the financial services sector, because integrity or probity 

as human characteristics cannot be measured and are difficult to evaluate.

The desirability for high-level state intervention coupled with the need for the state to 

become involved in times of crisis were clear determining factors for Semi-State-B and 

Semi-State-C, while interesting, Semi-State-C reflecting the pressures of a semi-state 

commercial company operating in a commercial environment and being obliged to meet 

two sets of governance requirements i.e. those as set out by the state as owner of the 

company, and those set out by industry, firmly believed that where the state is owner of 

commercial companies the state does not need to be prescriptive as there are other non

state frameworks in place.

The need to protect the public-interest was a common point of agreement among 

Industry participants, except Industry-A. For example Industry-B acknowledged that the

89 Examples of graduation include the VAT thresholds, the point at which issues become material and 
people come into regimes of compliance.

90 Examples of stepped regimes include mechanisms that relate to numbers employed, turnover, or other 
triggers.
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requirement for state involvement is to ensure people don’t steal or abuse natural rights91 

while Industry-E acknowledged there are areas where the state has to be involved92 

especially when the public-interest is at stake but there are some areas which are best left 

to principles-based and self-regulation within an overall framework. Only Industry-A 

held very strong alternative views that the state should not be involved in regulating 

corporations’ governance, asserting that the company’s registration office was the only 

state institution required to ensure compliance with the Companies Acts. Reflecting a 

US perspective and concurring with Industry participants that there are areas where the 

state should not be involved Extemal-Commentator-A asserted that as a free enterprise 

system government intervention is tolerated only to the extent that it is reasonable

as a free enterprise system we do not take kindly to government intervention in 
our lives in any respect and tolerate it only to the extent that it is reasonable.

However, this view is not strictly borne out by literature, nor indeed by recent Irish and

international experience, which shows very acutely that the concept of what is

reasonable depends on the proximity and strength of feeling arising from a crisis and the

elapsed time. The more the elapsed time, the less inclination for intervention to be

tolerated.

- Increasing Role of the State in Corporate Governance Regulation

Since the late 1990s the corporate governance regulatory framework has increased 

globally, e.g. SOX, IFRSA, ODCE, IAASA, Combined Code, etc (Whitehouse:2002(b), 

SOX:2002, Mitchell:2003:l 197, ODCE:2001:1). The historical practice of states not 

enforcing extant legislation is also identified by literature (Department of Enterprise, 

Trade and Employment:2001:16, Carswell:2006:155).

All participants, except Academic-A, were of the firm opinion that regulation of 

corporate governance had increased significantly in the last five years. It is interesting to 

observe the differences in views between semi-state participants who were quite positive

91 Industry-B refers to natural rights as “law of the land. That is land rights, people rights, [....] or all of 
those good things ”,

92 For example paying taxes.
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about these changes compared to Industry participants who viewed the changes in a 

more negative light. Semi-States referred to the implementation of the Department of 

Finance’s Code of Practice for the Governance of State Bodies which “marked a 

stepping up of corporate-governance overview of the state companies” (Semi-State-B) 

and considered that the changes were “pretty constant and pretty strong" (Semi-State-B) 

and “a bit more focused in the last five years" (Semi-State-C). The Semi-States’ 

positives views are consistent with their views asserted later in this chapter about the 

importance of their companies not being seen as a "governance backn^ater" and their 

positive views on the Department of Finance’s Code indicate that they consider the 

Department of Finance Code to be of equal stature to the industry generated Combined 

Code. Industry participants were more negative in their views. Referring off-tape to a 

particular incident, Industry-C considered the increased regulation of his sector’s 

governance has “probably gone a bit over the top in terms of the consumer focus and 

consumer emphasis”. Industry-E provided specific examples of these increases such as 

the Combined Code and corporate enforcement, and while complementary about the 

Combined Code which he considered to be "significant, positive and good” he was quite 

critical of corporate law enforcement, referring to Supreme Court Justice Hardiman’s 

questioning of whether the ODCE was operating properly and fairly93.

Unsurprisingly, the Regulators agreed that there had been an increase in corporate 

governance regulation over the last 5 years but interestingly, they attributed their 

increased activity to the fact that government departments as regulators had been 

seriously inactive. Specific examples of the increase in corporate governance regulation 

were provided by regulators, such as regulation had been "moved up a gear" by 

regulators taking a more strategic approach and adopting a principles-led approach 

(Regulator-A), the fact that business took regulators more seriously than the "laissez- 

faire ” Government Departments (Regulator-C) and because establishment94 of

93 The incident referred to by Industry-E is a Supreme Court judgement which found that the ODCE had 
erred in its approach to the disqualification of a company director.

94 Regulator-B, Regulator-C and Regulator-D attributed the increase to the fact that regulators were 
starting off from point zero.



regulators “automatically meant that business had to live up to standards that were

[already] enshrined in the law" (Hegulator-B). The Regulators’ views are supported by

Govemment-A who viewed the “inevitable increase"95 in corporate governance

regulation is because the state had begun to enforce more strongly existing legislation by

populating inspectorates and reducing the tolerance for non-compliance:

/ am not sure if the absolute volume of regulation has grown. I think we have just 
gotten more sophisticated in its implementation.

Only Academic-A believed that in general the regulation of corporate-governance had

not increased significantly except for changes introduced by the financial regulator. She

did not consider the Combined Code was a success because of its comply-or-explain
basis where some of the explanations for non-compliance are:

trite and unconvincing and the companies that I consider to be worse from a 
governance point of view tend to be the ones that most exercise the comply-or- 
explain and don't just comply.

Academic-A’s stance concurs with the findings of Grant-Thomton’s 2006 and 2007

governance reports on Irish pics as outlined in Chapter 2. Regarding SOX, the

Academics were emphatic that it had not cost as much as expected46 and that “it is not

actually as rigorous as you would think it is and certainly as all the hue and cry would

suggest" (Academic-A) Pragmatically she asserted that:

it is easy to identify the costs, it is not so easy to identify the benefits - we don’t 
know how many companies, or how many shareholders would have lost a lot of 
money if Sarbanes Oxley hadn 't been there.

The Academics’ stance concurs with literature which records that while initially costs 

had increased they had recently decreased and efficiency gains were now being achieved 

(Economist:2007).

95 The increases, he asserted, are due greater enforcement through regulators like the ODCE, more active 
policing of remits, stronger inspection powers by revenue, social welfare, labor inspectors, the greater 
staffing of regulatory agencies and the actioning of outcomes.

96 Academic-A stated “when it came out first academics [...] produced papers to say that it cost billions”.
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- Improved Efficiency and Competitiveness

Managers and lobby groups deem regulation to be over-regulation resulting in increased 

costs, loss of competitiveness and loss of jobs (Holmstrom and Kaplan:2003:2, 

Davidoff:2007:54, Langevoort:2006:35, SEC:2007(b), Quadagno 1994:399). Recently, 

literature shows the emergence among business actors of a re-framed thinking of 

compliance expenditure from being a cost to being a necessary expenditure to protect 

organisations’ reputation thereby benefiting organisations’ bottom-lines (CFO:2007:3. 

O’Brien:2004:7, Bentley:2007, Baker:2007, SEC:2007(a)).

The responses to this question showed clear differences between Industry participants 

and Semi-State participants where Industry participants expressed the strongest views 

about the adverse impacts of corporate governance regulation on their sectors, while 

most of the Semi-States viewed it as a positive impact. The phenomena identified 

earlier in this chapter where Regulators and Government participants took the macro 

view continued here when Regulators and Government identified the macro national 

competitiveness benefits associated with corporate governance regulation.

The level-playing-pitch theme was identified by Govemment-A, who like Regulator-B

below, believed that business competitiveness and efficiency has improved because

regulation has created a level-playing pitch which prevents competitive dis-advantage,

reduces investment risks, and “creates a climate of certainty even if it is dampening of

maybe some of the entrepreneurial inputs". Asserting that while the volume of

regulation had not grown he believed the state had gotten more sophisticated in

implementing and enforcing regulation because47

the state has had a very serious shock because it wasn’t taking its oversight role 
as seriously as it should be. [WJe have sharpened up our act in terms of our 
moral and legal liabilities because we have had to pay some very extraordinary 
bills. It is cheaper to enforce the rules than not do it and be hit with huge 
compensation (Govemment-A).

97 Citizens’ higher expectations and reduced tolerance were also cited by Govemment-A.
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Govemment-A, like Industry-D below, recognised the potential for disproportionate 

costs of compliance or administrative burdens posed by regulation on smaller 

businesses, however he asserted that regulatory initiatives do not always necessarily 

result in increased costs as companies may already be engaging in best practice. Unlike 

Industry participants he believed competitive advantage can be achieved by having a 

“just right regulatory environment

Not surprisingly, there was a consistent view among Regulators who believed their 

regulation has increased business competitiveness and efficiency. Regulator-A 

confirmed that his organisation undertakes Regulatory Impact Analysis and “avoids 

gold-plating". He asserted that the impact of his regulation on business has resulted in 

businesses being more successful entities. The level-playing-field concept identified by 

CFO (2007:3), Krayenbuehl (1993:33) and Baker (2007) was referred to by Regulator-B 

who considered that his regulation has introduced a level-playing field and has improved 

competitiveness because everyone is playing by the rules resulting in a more secure and 

reliable environment. Additional costs are incurred, he asserted, where people “are 

moving from a casual approach to a more regulated environment”. In his own area, 

Regulator-B experienced a significant level of complaints about potential costs of 

implementing a regulatory initiative and he felt that business people “urged on perhaps 

by their professional advisers were in my view exaggerating what was involved in the 

[particular regulatory] requirement”. This concurs with Krawiec’s theory of the role of 

professionals in negotiated governance.

Positive experiences were reflected by Semi-States. Changes had improved efficiency

and competitiveness in a general way, according to Semi-State-A, citing the fact that it

has improved boards’ knowledge and understanding of business and the ability to

interact and run the company, and forcing the company to face up to efficiency issues.

Semi-State-B was clear that it has improved his company’s competitiveness because:

for us to fall behind the relevant benchmarking in corporate-governance would 
be very negative [as] compliance [...] is positive and is good for our reputation 
and is good for our business.
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While Semi-State-C did not agree with her Semi-State colleagues, believing instead that 

compliance cost and administrative burdens adversely impacted on her company’s 

effectiveness and competitiveness, she acknowledged that in the long term it will 

probably make her company a better company, and improve its long-term value.

There were different perceptions among Industry participants about the impact on cost

and competitiveness, with the strongest views being expressed by Industry-A and

Industry-B. Asserting that it has not improved efficiency or competitiveness, Industry-A

asserted that costs had increased significantly over the last ten years and were “killing”

investment98. The additive nature of regulation was identified again by Industry-B as the

key factor leading to dis-improvement in competitiveness and efficiency and he was

critical that the better regulation review process was not being done actively. Industry-B

believed that regulation does not make companies more successful:

/ have yet to hear anybody say that as a result of legislation or regulation we are 
more profitable. So [...] by definition, the probability is they are less profitable 
because there is a cost of compliance.

But of course, the corollary to Industry-B’s statement is that while companies may be 

less profitable the ensuing result is a better protected public interest. Industry-B was also 

highly critical of the adverse impact developments in accounting standards and 

accountancy had on corporations:

Who is able to read a set of accounts for a simple company anymore? Certainly 
not the guy in the street. I am hard pressed to read them [...] and this is all in 
the name of transparency. [...] I am the chairman of the audit committee in [a 
named Irish bank] and I signed off our annual results six weeks ago, and I can 
tell you it was tortuous, to just understand and to be confident about them. [...] 
all of a sudden the onion had to be peeled back to its core to see was there 
anything in there and [...] you say to yourself “who understands that?” 
Bankers? Some bankers! Some bankers! Not even bankers who are specialists.

As the financial services crisis of Autumn/Winter 2008/2009 unfolds, Industry-B’s

comments provide confirmation of a key fundamental weakness within the governance

of the financial services sector - namely the inability of those charged with governance

(i.e. management, directors and auditors) to comprehend the complexity of financial

98 Industry-A asserted that costs were disproportionate to his companies’ activities stating that “ifyou try 
to do business in this country it is completely over the top ”.
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products and their underlying transactions - and it now appears this was a characteristic 

weakness in the financial services sector not only in Ireland but worldwide.

Industry-C took a neutral view stating that as his industry is one of the more regulated 

industries, regulation has neither improved nor dis-improved his business as the costs" 

of regulation are part of the fabric of the business as it is “just part of what you accept if 

you are in this industry". Bluntly, he stated that all regulation has a cost or:

if it doesn 't have a cost associated with it, it means it is just being ignored. So, by
definition if you have regulation that people are taking seriously, it costs.

Competition, not regulation, is a driver of business efficiency and competitiveness for 

Industry-D who believed very strongly that the danger was the disproportionate effects 

and cost implications that one-size-fits-all-regulation has on large and small companies 

stating "if it becomes a significant cost then it is bad for business’’. Industry-E differed 

from his colleagues asserting that the increased costs are "absorbed and washed out by 

higher productivity". Like Semi-States, he considered the changes to be very positive 

resulting in companies with good ethics and public responsibility being run better. The 

spectrum of Industry participants’ views from "too-costly" to "acceptance-as-part-of- 

the-business", to "costs-absorbed-by-higher-productivity" provides a valuable insight 

into the evolution of thought occurring in Irish business about regulatory costs and from 

this it can be posited that perhaps in 2008 Irish business is now on the road to accepting 

the 2004 philosophy of Susan Schmidt-Bies of the Federal Reserve Board (cited in 

O’Brien:2004:7) on the need for industry to change its view of regulatory compliance 

from being a cost to being a benefit in protecting against legal and reputational risk.

- Board Effectiveness

The objective of boards, as key corporate governance monitoring mechanisms, is to 

minimise principal-agent problems (Mallin:2004:l 1, Krayenbuehl: 1993:27, 

Bebchuk:2005:3). However, board effectiveness as monitors is undermined by factors 

such as being insider dominated and cosy-board relationships (Branson:2003:991-2, 

Kirkbride and Letza:2003:264, Enriques:2003:930).

99 Industry-C, Regulator-C and Regulator-D agreed that it is shareholders, customers and staff who absorb 
these costs, not business.
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The impact of corporate governance failures on the role and effectiveness of boards was 

clearly evident from the views expressed by all participants. All groups agreed that 

increased boards’ awareness of their corporate governance responsibilities had improved 

effectiveness and competitiveness and the importance of boards as gatekeepers was 

clearly identified by participants. Because a board expresses its ambitions through 

management, the relational-dynamics between a board and management is seen as the 

key to an effective board (Academic-A) and strong boards with independent directors 

and limited tenures were critical. Regulators and Academics believed the failures had 

heightened awareness and that there is now sufficient emphasis and awareness, however 

Regulator-B identified a particularly important difficulty, namely getting the message 

out to small companies.

Semi-States participants believed that boards are now more aware of their

responsibilities and of the consequences of non-compliance and this has contributed to
the efficiency and competitiveness of business100 (Semi-State-A). The importance of the

board, according to Semi-State-B, is that in making sure things are being done properly

it is “almost a dry run for an inquiry that you never want to happen Semi-State-B

believed that the emphasis on boards’ responsibilities is more heightened today and the

remuneration is not commensurate with these heightened responsibilities:

it is no longer an old duffers club, just have a drink and a gin and tonic and a 
nice lunch and toddle off home. I mean I have turned down directorships in the 
IFSC, because I just said it was not worth it. You get €15,000, seven and a half, 
eight after tax I am not prepared to do it. [...] The standards and the possibility 
of litigation is enormous for all of us. And I think absolutely in the case of board 
members, yes.

The importance accorded to strong boards was clearly evident among the views 

expressed by Industry participants. Industry-B, Industry-C, Industry-D and Industry-E 

believed that while awareness for listed companies is evolving and growing “you can 

never say there is enough" stating that:

100 An interesting ancillary benefit identified by Semi-State-C is that executives can more easily promote 
governance with boards than was the case 10 or 15 years ago, when the board cultures would have 
considered executives to be nuisances.
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the days of boards of being sinecures for old retired gentlemen who can just go 
off and talk shop with one another from time to time is long gone. Certainly if 
you talk to the board of any credible pic now they are very sensitive to their 
directors and their roles and performance (Industry-B).

Emphatic that there is an improvement in boards’ awareness of their responsibilities,

Industry-C stated that:

Anybody involved in the corporate world who is not [aware] should get 
themselves out of the corporate world because they are an accident waiting to 
happen101. [...] They need to know what they are getting themselves into, 
because if in the first instance they can’t help protect their own reputation I’d 
have very little con fidence that they can protect the reputation of the business 
they are about to join.

Recalling his experiences as a member of boards, including the board of an Irish pic, 

Extemal-Commentator-A believed the failures of corporate governance have improved 

boards’ awareness of their responsibilities. Consistent with other participants as outlined 

above, he too identified that this heightened awareness has resulted in reluctance by 

people to take up directorships because of responsibility, inadequate remuneration and 

liability. However contrary to Semi-State-B’s assertions that boards’ responsibilities are 

more heightened today, Extemal-Commentator-A made an interesting yet fundamental 

distinction about responsibility stating that the perception now is that directors bear a 

much greater responsibility when in fact they have always had that responsibility - it is 

only that there is a greater emphasis and awareness of it now.

So while the findings have shown that the failures have resulted in a heightened 

awareness of, and hopefully a heightened diligence to, board responsibilities, it is 

evident and disconcerting that a possible misapprehension exists in the business 

community, namely that board responsibilities have increased when in fact 

responsibilities have not increased they have always existed but were just not taken 

seriously by board members in particular and business in general.

1111 Industry-C stated:
anybody who would take on a directorship in a cavalier or casual fashion without thinking 
properly about what are the implications of this [...]. The most thorough job that any non
executive or prospective non-executive can do in a company is the due diligence they should do 
before they take up the job, because if they don't do that they are not suitable as a non-executive 
director.
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Governance Environment

Literature shows that corporate governance failures resulted in recognition of the need 

for better corporate governance (Langevoort:2006:4, Mitchell:2003:l 189, Segal:2007, 

Hodge:2005:17). New accountability requirements implemented by states and the 

realisation of the significant financial impacts associated with failures, resulted in 

industry changing its attitude on the need for good corporate governance. However, 

another theme identified by literature is that despite these events, industry continues to 

seek to deter regulation (Roe:2004(b): 1,16, Quadagno: 1994:407-413, Krawiec:2003:8, 

Holmstrom and Kaplan:2003:15-17).

- Changed Attitudes

The interviews revealed significant agreement among participants that attitudes had 

changed on the need for better corporate governance. Reasons for this changed attitude 

were identified as financial, better awareness, benefit recognition, necessity/imperative 

and cultural factors.

All Semi-States participants believed business has changed its view on the need for 

corporate governance regulation because following the failures it saw the benefit of such 

regulation (Semi-State-C) and they adjusted themselves to the legal, corporate- 

governance and ethical constraints because they had to do so (Semi-State-B). Referring 

to self-regulation, Semi-State-A stated that self-regulation ‘‘‘'has no credibility anymore. 

It has been too shot to pieces

The potential financial impact was a motivating factor, according to Industry 

participants. Industry-B did not think the failures had changed business attitudes and he 

asserted that if business is dependent only on the state for better corporate governance 

measures there will be another Enron. However, events in late 2008/early 2009 do not 

support Industry-B’s view - business was not dependent on the state for better corporate 

governance measures and Ireland’s Enron (Anglo-Irish Bank) occurred. Globally, events 

were similar as the financial services crisis resulted in industry changing its attitude and
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seeking unprecedented financial assistance from the state, and ultimately stronger state 

intervention, to address governance failures which were caused by industry’s 

governance measures and inadequate, not dependant, state governance requirements.

Industry-E believed the failures had led to a greater awareness of corporate governance 

and the need to do things properly, while Industry-D stated that his business had 

changed its views on the need for good corporate governance but he was not sure if 

business as a whole had. Industry-D’s views are reflective of the “fear-of-a-lack-of- 

level-playing-field" views expressed by industrialists as described by Quadagno (1994) 

and Skocpol (1994). The financial imperative was also identified by Industry-C and 

Govemment-A who believed corporations are “winning” when they get people thinking 

about good corporate governance as a positive enabler of business efficiency because “z/ 

the framework is not there to prevent mistakes, we end up paying a bigger price to fix 

them ” (Industry-C) and “we have had to pay some very extraordinary bills. It is cheaper 

to enforce the rules than not do it and be hit with huge compensation ” (Govemment-A). 

It is not surprising that the financial imperative was identified as prime reason for 

changed attitudes considering Ireland’s recent experiences of tribunals, including the 

DIRT tribunal. However, in 2008/2009 the Irish government’s €7bn bail-out of Irish 

banks represents another example of where the state’s non-enforcement of rules 

subsequently resulted in the state having to bear significant costs to address the situation 

in the face of a public crisis.

Regulators believed business has changed its views, and values a good regulator 

especially when there is an associated cachet if business wishes to carry on business in 

other jurisdictions (Regulator-A). Despite this however, Regulator-B, mirroring the 

findings of literature about resistance and push-back by business (Roe:2004(b): 1,16, 

Holmstrom and Kaplan:2003:15-17, Quadagno: 1994:407-413) and reflecting his own 

experience, cited the state’s initiative to improve the regulatory arena, the Better 

Regulation Initiative, as providing ammunition for industry in its adversity towards 

regulation:

There is an increasing push back by business and business interests against
regulation and this is facilitated through the Better Regulation initiative.
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Cultural change and an acceptance that people should be complying with the law were 

further factors identified by Regulators, Semi-States and Govemment-A who believed 

that the failures have resulted in business changing its views on the need for 

regulation and that “what we see over the last while is a transition to a compliance 

culture’’ ("Government-A). Extemal-Commentator-A contended that changed attitudes 

manifest themselves as a:

reminder of what the responsibilities are in corporate structure and an 
empowering of those within the administrative theatre of regulatory apparatus 
and to a greater extent raising public expectations.

The raising of awareness, he commented, has resulted in a 3-fold impact leading firstly

to more pressure on regulatory agencies to perform their functions, secondly there is

more pressure on corporate managers and gatekeepers to perform their roles properly,

and thirdly there is a “whetted appetite’’ in the media and in the regulatory community

for increased successes in prosecutions. However, like Jensen and Meckling’s REM, he

identified that due to human nature, it is not possible to eliminate the opportunity for the

latest, newest type of scam. Therefore, it is necessary to constantly raise the barriers

regarding public awareness and interest because he believed this is transient as “issues

crowd one another out in the public perception". Extemal-Commentator-A also wryly

observed that while the failures resulted in a marginal change in attitude by businesses,
they did not necessarily like all of the changes.

Only the Academics expressed strong views that the changes had not resulted in an 

improvement in the corporate governance environment (Academic-A) and had led to an 

increase in disproportionate, unjustified and non-welfare enhancing costs103 (Academic- 
B). According to Academic-A

probity integrity standards don’t really matter [...] looking after number one, 
personal greed, these things I think are more accepted in Ireland than I am 
comfortable with.

102 To support this Govemment-A cited the ESRI survey on regulation of business (referred to earlier in 
Chapter-2 Literature Review) which identified that while business acknowledges the impact of regulation 
on its business it accepts it.

103 Academic-B did not consider changes to be welfare-enhancing due to the disproportionate costs and 
the need to bring greater efficiency to the regulatory regimes Acknowledging that SOX is largely 
beneficial, he believes its benefits could be greater and more welfare enhancing if it was better thought 
out. Like Industry-B, the tendency for regulation to be additive was a significant issue for Academic-B.
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While acknowledging that there are many people and organizations that operate with

honesty and integrity, Academic-A stated that:

lying and cheating seems to be the order of the day for people in very senior 
positions in a way that Ijust find depressing.

Academic-A’s view is consistent with the view of the Australian regulator, outlined in

Chapter 2, who stated “we have learned [...] that you cannot take senior people with

experience in the industry at face value’’ (O’Brien:2005:12). Almost one year after my

interview with Academic-A the facts of the Anglo Irish Banks director’s loan scandal

indicate how prescient Academic-A’s and the Australian regulator’s views were. The

financial services crisis of 2008/2009, including Ireland’s Anglo Irish Bank scandal,

indicate that while participants believed a change in attitude had occurred, the

disappointing reality is that there hasn’t been a change in corporate attitudes on the need

for better corporate governance.

- Need to Change Corporations’ Governance Environment

There is a significant volume of literature recording business’ historical lack of 

enthusiasm for voluntarily implementing initiatives to address known deficiencies, 

resulting in states taking action to address problems (Davis:2006:9, 

Seligman:2003b:439-440:cited in O’Brien:2004, Stiles:1993:120-122). One of the 

reasons for business non-activity is the fear that by voluntarily adopting measures it will 

give competitors who had not adopted such initiatives an unfair competitive advantage 

(Quadagno: 1994:393,407, Langevoort:2006:23, Salamon:2002:146).

Unusually, the interviews identified a general consensus among participants that the 

corporate governance environment needed to change and would not have done so 

voluntarily.

Expressing clear reasons why the corporate governance environment needed to change 

and why it would not have done so voluntarily, Govemment-A asserted that this is 

because business is complexifying and he cited the financial services industry as an
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example104 stating that as new types of financial products emerge, then the more types of

regulations governing those products or financial intermediaries there will be:

That is just the world becoming more complex. The markets and systems are 
becoming more complex and as a result the rules governing those. [...] [B]ut if 
those markets are getting more complex so too will the regulatory regimes that 
attend them. That is just like night following day.

As expected, Regulators asserted very definitely that the corporate governance 

environment needed to change but would not have done so voluntarily and they were of 

the firm view that the changes have improved the corporate governance environment. 

For example, Regulator-A believed there is now more transparency, more give and take, 

as well as an implied governance contract in place between regulators and industry and, 

like Semi-State-C, Regulator-A cited the cultural shift in behaviours and business 

processes observing:
nobody wants to see a return to the days of DIRT tribunals or things like that. 
That was a wakeup call for everybody [...]. I think that is the new culture and I 
think business process efficiency is the order of the day [and] that would see us 
having the [competitive] edge.

Existence and visibility of regulators are drivers towards ""higher quality [and] certainly 

act as a dissuading factor against lower quality” (Regulator-C) and improvements have 

been brought about particularly in protection of the public-interest, the common good 

and consumer welfare (Regulator-D). Yet, such changes in attitude would not have 

happened voluntarily. According to Regulator-B action by the state following the DIRT 

Tribunal, for example the establishment of the ODCE and IFRS A and the restructuring 

of the Revenue Commissioners, had a significant effect in changing company attitudes 

and bringing about a situation where people are now anxious to comply with the law105.

104 According to Govemment-A:
the underline technologies and forms of business have become more complex. People trading in 
goods who want to hedge and buy derivatives, are now dealing with very complex financial 
instruments and they want to be protected by the regulation of the markets in those instruments 
etc.

105 Regulator-B cited market research undertaken by his organisation which indicated “a substantial 
change in the environment and perhaps a change in the culture and it gave greater recognition that the 
law now had to be complied with ”.
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While Regulator-C believed that the environment had improved significantly106, he was

not convinced that business would have had the motivation to change voluntarily as:

people now know that if you play fast and loose [...] there is a reasonable risk 
your reputation will be destroyed. And I would assume and hope that that is a 
dissuading factor towards ...people’s attitudes.

The sentiment expressed by Regulator-C is incredibly similar to the sentiment expressed

by US President Bush at the enactment of SOX:

To every dishonest corporate leader: you will be exposed and punished; the era 
of low standards and false profits is over; no boardroom in America is above or 
beyond the law (Whitehouse:2002(a)),

and five years later in 2007, by US District Attorney Patrick J. Fitzgerald, when 

speaking after media baron Conrad Black was found guilty of fraud and obstruction of 

justice:

if you take liberties and break the law with other people's money, there are going 
to be serious consequences (Reuters:2007(c)).

Semi-States also asserted that the environment needed to change and would not have 

done so voluntarily. Their enthusiasm for the changes was clear as they believed that the 

changes had brought about positive changes particularly in relation to board 

performance (Semi-State-A) and because it ""would be utterly inappropriate1 ,h for state 

owned companies [...] to fall behind the standards of corporate-governance that apply 

in the private sector" as good corporate governance enhances a company’s reputation 

resulting in its ability to raise debt internationally (Semi-State-B). The corporate 

governance environment needed to change from a cultural perspective, according to 

Semi-State-C who observed that some of the issues that came up in tribunals were 

corporate governance culture issues which ""permeated probably right through many

106 Regulator-C referred to his previous experience with another recently established regulatory body and 
noted “we did see fairly marked improvements in terms of the sort of practices that would have been 
entertained in years gone-by [...] I won’t say a large measure, but [they] have certainly been 
significantly reduced”.

107 Semi-State-B stated this was because the underlying principle is that the state sector should compare 
favourably or be as good as the private sector brings a lot of benefits for a [semi-state] company.

108 For Semi-State-C the changes did not have a significant effect on her company’s corporate governance 
environment as it had already voluntarily implemented the Combined Code.
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facets of industry whether public or private For her, the main change was a change in 

culture as a result of greater awareness of the Enron-like consequences, and awareness 

of the existence of the ODCE. Semi-State-A’s view was that the corporate governance is 

in better shape now, while Semi-State-B asserted that as his company operates in a 

commercial environment we “could not have detached ourselves and [...] continued in 

some sort of little corporate-governance backwater”. In his view, the voluntary codes109 

are very useful because they provide a level of quantified certainty about an 

organisation’s corporate governance standards.

A common theme identified by Industry participants was that pics had been pro-active 

and had already adopted changes to their corporate governance prior to regulatory 

intervention. Unfortunately, literature, as evidenced by the Treadway report and the 

Lorsch and Maclver report referred to in the literature review chapter, does not support 

the contention of business acting in a pro-active manner to voluntarily implement 

protective measures. Furthermore, in considering this assertion by Industry participants, 

it is prudent also at this stage to recall the findings of Grant Thornton’s 2007 and 2008 

reports on the extent of Irish pics’ non-compliance with the provisions of the voluntary 

Combined Code. Only Industry-D believed the corporate governance environment 

would not have changed without regulatory intervention and he asserted that SOX would 

not have happened if Enron hadn’t had happened. While Academic-B believed that the 

markets led the changes, like Industry-D he conceded that SOX did bring about a level 

of change which otherwise would not have happened, and he acknowledged that while 

regulatory intervention has added-value there is scope for further improvement. A 

conflicting view was expressed by External-Commentator-A who believed that the US 

corporate governance environment would have improved without SOX, but not to the 

same extent. However, consistent with Salamon (2002:145), Extemal-Commentator-A 

argued that SOX was a focal point which provided the electorate with visible proof that 

politicians were doing something during the crisis.

109 Semi-State-B highlighted that there were complaints at the time about some provisions of the 
voluntary codes but he considers they seem to be working as “the level of noise around them is limited”.
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- Corporate Governance Environment: Under/Adequately/Over Regulated?

The views on whether corporate governance is under/adequately/overregulated is 

dependent on the era to which the literature pertains. For example, literature written 

during or in the immediate period after 2002 concerning the pre-2002 corporate 

governance era is positive about the pre-2002 corporate governance environment 

(Branson:2003:989, Basset & Storrie:2003:13, Stiles: 1993:120-122). However, post- 

2002 literature concerning pre-2002 corporate governance highlights the inadequacy of 

the environment following the implosions of WorldCom, Enron et al 

(Thomburgh:2003:3, Mitchell:2003:l 196, Meyer:2007:12, Coffee:2003 cited in 

O’Brien:2004). Because of the current unfolding global financial sector crisis of 

2008/2009, it is reasonable to assert that this will result in literature identifying the 

inadequacy of the 2002-2008 era of corporate governance.

Interestingly, the majority of participants believed the corporate governance 

environment was adequately regulated, with only one participant (Industry-A) 

expressing strong views that it was overregulated. Unsurprisingly, all the Regulators and 

Govemment-A believed it was adequately regulated, being neither light-touch nor overly 

regulated (Regulator-A), with an observable lack of complaints from industry 

(Regulator-D). Perhaps cognisant of the evolutionary nature of regulatory frameworks, 

especially in times of crisis, Regulator-B qualified his assertion stating that it was 

adequately regulated at the present time.

Two thirds of Semi-States participants believed that corporate governance is adequately 

regulated, because it is an outcome of various major corporate events and scandals and 

therefore it is “utterly rooted in the reality of business'” (Semi-State-B) and suggesting 

this should only change in the event of a major crisis when it can be “ratcheted-up” if 

necessary (Semi-State-A). A surprise finding was that Industry participants, except 

Industry-A, considered it to be adequately regulated stating they were “reasonably 

happy operating in Ireland at the level of corporate governance” (Industry-B), “there is 

a good balance in what we do ” (Industry-D), and it is resulting in business being run in 

all stakeholders’ interests (Industry-E). However, Industry-A expressed strong, contrary
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views to his colleagues stating that it is “over-regulated probably at this stage. [...] 

Everybody thinks it is over-regulated but nobody will say it is so’’. Industry-A’s 

assertion is very surprising in light of the existence of the Better Regulation initiative.

Extemal-Commentator-A stated that while there are areas where it is under-regulated, by 

and large it is adequately regulated. Academic-B expressed a sentiment which perhaps 

can sum up the true situation of regulation at any given time “is neither under nor over. 

But it definitely isn’t adequate".

Indeed, the fallout from the global and Irish financial crises of 2008/2009 contradicts 

participants’ views on the adequacy of corporate governance regulation, and only 

Academic-B’s “neither-under-nor-over-but-it-definitely-isn’t-adequate" assertion would 

find widespread support and agreement among commentators and citizens in 2008/2009.

Regulation

- Light-Touch

Literature records that states adopt a light-touch110 regulatory approach to attract and 

retain industry for the economic benefit of the state, and that industry uses a threat of 

exit to ensure the light-touch regulatory framework remains in place (O’Brien:2005:21, 

Roe:2005:32, Davis:2005:84, Meny:2002:6).

Of all the questions posed during the interviews, the issue of light-touch regulation 

provided substantially different perceptions and strong views about it and its role. The 

interviews showed that “light-touch” means different things to different people and that 

the state is aware of these different interpretations.

Confirming that it is not state policy to engage in light-touch regulation, Govemment-A, 

like Regulator-A and Regulator-C below, believed that the term light-touch has 

developed negative connotations and is a slightly debased phrase and stated that “\ight-

110 Sir Callum McCarthy, chairman of the USK FSA clarified the meaning of light-touch saying "Light- 
touch' should not be described as 'soft-touch'" (SEC:2007(a)).
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touch is not a phrase I like to use. I am talking about regulation that is proportionate 

really”. What the state means by light-touch is “appropriate” regulation, i.e. regulation 

that complies with the Better Regulation’s six principles111 resulting in legislation which 

should be highly focused, targeted, and with very clear objectives. But he acknowledged 

that this “is a definition of light-touch that maybe doesn't have common ownership. In a 

perfect encapsulation of the polar views of the State and business he stated that the term 

light-touch:

could sound like something negligent in the mouths of public servants where it
might sound very liberal in the mouths of business.

He asserted that industry has a different concept of the term light-touch which for them 

means voluntary codes, no regulation or minimal compliance regimes and in support of 

this he cited an ESRI study, which concurred with Quadagno (1994:407), which 

identified two competing, incompatible factors namely industry wants a uniform 

application of regulation, and a flexible application of regulation, and he stated that 

“now those two parts, the right and left sides of the brain, aren ’t meeting

Consistent with Govemment-A, the Regulators did not like the term “light-touch”, 

emphatically stating that they did not engage in light-touch regulation. Regulator-A 

argued that it is probably one of most misquoted and meaningless phrases of all time and 

he didn’t see his regulatory framework as light-touch. He believed it is not possible to 

define light-touch and indeed he does not use the phrase light-touch, instead using the 

phrase “risk-based regulation”. A consensual partnership approach is adopted with 

industry in his sector and he was emphatic that his sector is neither light-touch nor 

overly-regulated. Only Regulator-B stated that he engages in light-touch regulation as he 

deals with the majority of issues on an administrative basis and is generally satisfied 

where issues are voluntarily addressed by individuals. Part of his light-touch approach is 

the significant amount of resources he puts into compliance and encouraging 

compliance, outlining his philosophy as “we are anxious to help people to comply, 

rather than to come down heavy on them from the start”. However, to protect the public- 

interest, i.e. to prevent “malign influences” affecting the market for others, he stated that

111 The 2004 White Paper “Regulating Better” identified six core principles of good regulation: 
consistency, accountability, transparency, proportionality, effectiveness and necessity.
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he takes criminal prosecutions quickly. Regulator-B’s view of light touch is somewhat 

similar to the views of Sir Callum McCarthy of the UK Financial Services Authority 

who stated that “light-touch” should not be construed as meaning “soft-touch” 

(SEC:2007). Regulator-B acknowledged that there are differences between his concept 

of light-touch and industry’s concept and he believed that business did not speak with a 

unified voice on this issue11". Regulator-C was emphatic that he does not engage in 

light-touch regulation stating:

I struggle to understand what people mean by light-touch regulation [...] what it 
seems to suggest to me is hands-off regulation or only devote attention to an area 
where there is evidence of a problem and that is certainly not my understanding 
of what we are supposed to do. [...] [W]e try to work in partnership with them 
to the extent that that is practicable. [...] we always are cognisant of and make 
the individuals in question cognisant of the fact that if all else fails we have the 
statutory power to require them to do it. But that is very much in the back pocket 
rather than kick the door down approach.

Neither does Regulator-D use the term instead saying that he attempts to do what is
appropriate. Unambiguously he stated that:

letting anyone get on with it, letting the referee sit up in the stand, no we are on 
the pitch. So this is a regulated industry, this is not an industry with a regulator. 
We [...] set the rules, and we referee the rules. [...] it is up to you to comply [...]. 
If you don’t we take the licence off you.

There was disagreement among the Semi-States participants about the extent of light- 

touch . Semi-State-A and Semi-State-B considered that the state adopts a light-touch 

regulatory approach to corporate governance. Semi-State-A, like Industry-E, believed 

the state encourages corporations to adopt good governance practices, while Semi-State- 

B believed that state involvement is not overly intrusive, unlike in the US. Semi-State-C 

disagreed with her colleagues, considering corporate governance regulation to be “more 

on the heavy-side” as she identified that as public sector entities, commercial semi-state

112 Regulator-B asserted that business is happy with his approach as a regulator, noting that a business 
representative organisation had compared his to another regulatory organisation and the contention was 
that his was a “sober, unobtrusive organisation” compared to another regulator who was considered to 
more Gung Ho.

113 Semi-State-A defined light-touch as "values-oriented, or mission-oriented, rather than coming up with 
a substantial rulebook” while Semi-State-C believed light-touch means a more principles comply-or- 
explain approach.
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companies have a wider114 range of obligations and constraints than pics which can be 

time consuming and not easily understood by the commercial world. The issue 

highlighted by Semi-State-C can be depicted in the following model.

Figure 4.2 Comparison of Governance Environments: State Owned Commercial 

Companies and PLCs

Commercial World 
Requirements^

State owner 
reqqirements

Commercial World 
Requirement^, __

Shareholder
requirements

State Owned 
Commercial 
Company

Conflicts /Push-Pull Factors Seamless

Industry participants had various views about the extent of light-touch regulation. For 

Industry-A light-touch means it should be easy to do business which he complained is 

something which does not happen in Ireland. In support of his strong views he provided 

specific examples of his experiences dealing with overseas regulators, whom he asserted 

are more effective than Irish regulators because they adopt a tough, high-level, macro 

approach, and he was highly critical of Irish regulators for their involvement in the 

micro operational details of his businesses, various examples of which he provided 

throughout the interview.

114 Examples of these obligations are the requirements to comply with public sector procedures, ethics 
legislation, Department of Finance’s Code of Practice for the Governance of State Bodies as well as the 
Combined Code and various acts which are very prescriptive in law.
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A more benign view, consistent with literature, was offered by his colleague, Industry-B

who acknowledged that the state desires to engage in light-touch but when a crisis looms

it is hard to resist115 implementing new legislation.

I think it desires to do so but when the manure hits the fan then the heavyweights 
come out, and the screams and roars politically, it is a very hard to resist it if 
somebody has done something awfully stupid or awfully large you are going to 
get a raft of new legislation. It would be very easy or simplistic for me to say that 
is wrong and that it shouldn 7 happen, but politicians have to live too and politics 
is politics, that is democracy.

However although during the interview he queried whether the Better Regulation 

Initiative was being fully and wholeheartedly applied, he believed that the Better 

Regulation criteria need to be applied to avert any adverse competitive consequences 

noting that:

Nobody wants to be more competitive than Angola, which has no rules type of 
thing. We certainly need to be competitive with our peer group.

This competitiveness theme was also expressed by Semi-State-B and Semi-State-C who 

identified the importance of being comparable in corporate governance terms with their 

peers in the commercial world. Drawing from international studies, Industry-D referred 

to an OECD study which found that Ireland is relatively light-touch; however, in 

agreement with Industry-E he acknowledged that this view of whether regulation is or is 

not light is dependent on the size and type of the business and its capacity to damage the 

environment or the individual.

Academic-A was certainly not in favour of light-touch regulation nor comply-or-explain, 

believing that there should be certain standards with which everybody should comply. 

Asserting that light-touch regulation is applied to the IFSC to attract overseas funds she 

was highly critical of this, and like Carswell (2006:xi-xii) she referred to the fact that 

Ireland had been called the “Wild-West of Europe" in the New York Times. Emphatic 

that “regulation is regulation’’ in her view light-touch means “cute-hoor”, “fly-by- 

night”, “wing-and-a-prayer” and “the race-to-the-bottom-merchants who think ‘look,

115 Industry-B believed the state should establish a de-minimus requirement in three areas - to protect the 
environment in which companies operate i.e. land, air and people, to raise taxes to run the country, and to 
provide for and fund important infrastructure.
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come to Ireland, invest your money in Ireland and we will let you do what ever the hell 

you want'". Referring to the IFSC as "an accident waiting to happen ” she stated:

these are kind of bubbles coming up from the pool of methane under the surface
[...] [WJe could become the Nigeria of Europe and lose confidence.

But of course the critical factor regarding the term light touch is that it is not solely 

about the extent and type of regulation; it is primarily about the extent of enforcement of 

regulation. Only Academic-B, believing the term to be a value-laden and derogatory 

term, critically made this important distinction that the issue is to do with light-touch 

enforcement rather than light-touch regulation. For him, the term “appropriate-touch” 

was more apt meaning that legislation should be "appropriate to the circumstances and 

challenges". This concurs with Industry-B’s contention that the state’s focus should be 

on using the wide body of extant regulation and not introduce additional regulation.

- Effectiveness of Principles v Rules Based Approaches

Business preference for a principles/self-regulation approach is well documented but 

literature also records that without state oversight the principles/self-regulation approach 

is ineffective resulting in significant failures (O’Brien:2004, Stiles:1993:l 19-122, 

Mitchell:2003:l 194, Farinha:2003:5-6, Becht, Bolton and Roell:2002:109-112). While 

principles is the predominant approach in Europe, rules based is the predominant 

approach in the US (Department of the Taoiseach:2007, Bolkestein:2004, Winter cited 

in Baker:2006, SEC:2007). However, while literature discusses both approaches as an 

“either/or” approach it does not discuss what I define as a "spectrum framework of 

governance regulation ” i.e. the spectrum from principles to rules (see Figure 4.3 below) 

nor its evolution and this area would merit further research in future.
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Figure 4.3 Spectrum Framework of Governance Regulation
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While there was substantial agreement among all groups for a principles-based 

approach, it is interesting to note that only Regulators, Government and Extemal- 

Commentator-A further identified the need for a spectrum approach i.e. from principles 

to rules depending on particular circumstances. Identifying that the level of risk 

determines a rules or principles basis, Govemment-A believed that principles are 

appropriate in highly complex systems until proved otherwise. Like Regulator-A and 

Regulator-B he favoured a spectrum of interventions depending on the variations in each 

sector, with an absolutist approach required where the rights116 of individuals are 

affected. Consistent with Stigler’s (1975:79-82) “protection-of-the-innocent-against- 

thieves-and-incompetents" view, Govemment-A believed that in the financial services 

area the state needs to guarantee a certain safety net to compensate for market failure 

which he described as the sophistication of the user and the asymmetry of infonnation. 

However, he articulated that the danger in adopting in the first-instance a hard-absolutist 

approach for everything is that regulation tends not to be revisited, asserting that 

regulation:

is a very hard artifact [...] it fixes very quickly, like quick drying cement [...]
and you could do a lot of damage in the interim period.

116 Govemment-A stated that the more closely associated it is with basic rights of individuals, the more 
likely it is to need to be fixed in more increasingly specific regulation as opposed to voluntary codes.
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Surprisingly, perhaps contrary to public perception that regulators being regulators

would favour strict rules, the Regulators believed principles are more effective than a

rules-based approach because “principles-led puts down a challenge to the regulated

entities to take responsibility for their governance" (Regulator-A), allows flexibility

within a reasonably defined framework for decision making at the corporate level, and

can be determined by norms and the needs of particular industries (Regulator-B).

Describing his regulatory framework as a spectrum - a combination and a balance of

principles and rules (which he stated he liked to refer to as a code) designed to

encourage and orientate entities to embedding good governance, Regulator-A continued:

You can tick the boxes and all the rest. That means nothing if your heart is not in 
the right place, if your sense of right and wrong is governed by the ticking the 
boxes. Enron ticked all the boxes.

With an administrative sanctions regime in place to deal with non-compliance of his

code he explained why he didn’t like to use the word “rules”:

We find the word rules tasteful. I think rules means if you comply with the rules 
we really don’t care about governance after that, which is the furthest thing from 
the truth. We much prefer to have a commitment to good governance and to the 
principles of good governance and see people endeavoring to live those 
principles right in the way they run the business rather than just box ticking.

Also, favouring a principles-based approach even though he acknowledged that 

principles are more difficult to enforce, Regulator-C stated that the fact that it makes it 

easier for a regulator to enforce is not necessarily a compelling argument for rules-based 

standards. However, Regulator-D did not share his colleagues’ views, instead 

considering rules-based approach to be generally more effective because "principles 

mean that you end up having to make case law”. Pragmatically, Extemal-Commentator- 

A identified that the principles v rules approach is an evolutionary process and there is 

no single method. Consistent with the views of Regulator-A, Regulator-B and 

Govemment-A, he believed the result is a hybrid approach with principles being 

appropriate in some areas and rules in other areas"7.

117 This view is similar to Patton’s pragmatism (2002:13) about making a decision to use a qualitative or 
quantitative research method namely that some questions lend themselves to numerical answers, others do 
not.
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Like most of the Regulators, the Semi-States and Industry favoured a principles-based 

approach because it gives a company the opportunity to do the right thing in a 

transparent, auditable and ethical manner, “// it’s endemic in a corporation’s integrity 

[and] culture, other things will follow [...] if it is not endemic there would be ways 

around the rules” (Semi-State-C). Further rationales put forward for favouring 

principles were that because rules-based system are complex, intricate, nuanced they are 

open to abuse (Industry-B), whereas principles are a more pragmatic and effective way 

of embedding governance, and because it is impossible to legislate for everything that 

would represent good governance in business (Industry-C). Industry-E qualified his 

preference for principles-based “provided it is working” and only rules-based as 

absolutely necessary and he described this as “principles-based with vigilance”.

The common factor identified by participants has been the importance for corporate 

integrity and good governance to be embedded in the culture of an organisation. 

Unfortunately, the unfolding financial service crisis and the Anglo Irish Banks director’s 

loan scandal have shown that the characteristics of corporate integrity and embedded 

governance were lacking in corporations in 2008. From an Irish perspective the Anglo 

Irish Bank case provides an example, and one hopes a unique example, of a corporation 

where there was no commitment to, and living with, the principles of good governance, 

as eloquently elucidated by Regulator-A.

Corporations

- Factors which Make Corporations Prone to Governance and Ethical Failures

Self-interest, inadequate boards, corporate culture, particular industries and markets are 

factors contributing to corporate governance failures (Branson:2003:991-2, Kirkbride 

and Letza:2003:264, Dallas:2002:61-64 Thomburgh:2003:l 159, Thomburgh:2005:3, 

Mitchell:2003:1190, Jensen: 1994:12, Mallin:2004:10, Farinha:2003:3 Galbraith:2004:44 

cited in O’Brien:2004:3).
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Participant groups identified a range of factors making corporations prone to corporate 

governance failures. Interestingly, a clear split emerged between groups on the issue of 

executive self-interest, with Semi-States, Regulators, Academics and External- 

Commentator considering it to be a significant factor, while Industry and Government 

participant groups did not.

The attributes of certain sectors, for example, the legacy issues of informality in 

particular sectors, the size and number of players, and the inherent nature of the trade, 

such as the cash-based nature of trade were considered by Govemment-A as key 

components in corporate governance failures, and he asserted that he didn’t believe it to 

be innate in individuals, instead believing that it can be due to the meeting of 

opportunity and culture. Nearly one year after the interviews, Govemment-A’s 

reflections on the cash based nature of trade and the meeting of opportunity and culture 

are particularly resonant with the facts of the Anglo-Irish Bank director’s loan scandal.

Regulators believed it is a combination of particular industries, emblematic deficiencies

in the corporate environment, executive self-interest and particular corporate cultures.

Particular characteristic of some industries were key factors for Regulators. Where the

profit motive is the pre-eminent motivation for business, some businesses experiencing

competitive pressures may decide to cut comers in order to survive (Regulator-B) while

personal standards and tone-at-the-top are also key factors for all the Regulators:

if you have got people at the top of the organization [who] don 't (a) believe, (b) 
subscribe to and (c) communicate their commitments to adherence to the highest 
standards, it is very difficult to say how anyone beneath them is going to do so 
(Regulator-C^) and
tone is set from the top... it is back to the basic principles of leadership ...where 
you have a mission, a vision and values (Regulator-A).

These views concur with the circumstances surrounding the failures of WorldCom

(Thonburgh:2003) and Enron (O’Brien:2003:267, Rosen:2003:1159, Palast et

al:2003:159, Dallas:2002:61-64).

Executive self-interest, particular corporate cultures and some industries, e.g. the 

financial services sector, were considered by the Semi-States as the main factors making
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corporations prone to governance and ethical failures while contrary views were

expressed by Industry participants who clearly did not consider executive-self interest to

be a factor (Industry-A, Industry-D and Industry-E) instead believing that it was due to

sectors with high pressured environments, such as financial services118 with the sheer

scale, dispersion and devolved power within certain sectors making them more prone to

failure than others (Industry-C and Industry-E). Corporate-culture was also a key factor

identified by Industry-C and Industry-B1 |l) however Industry-C identified that having a

strong results driven culture is admirable once there is a strong counterbalance120 in

place. Industry-D perfectly summed up the dilemma for industry, state and regulators:

on the whole, most businesses are ethical; on the whole, most employees are 
ethical and so on the whole you don’t need to worry about it. But the problem is 
it is not the whole that you are worried about.

Both Academics believed it was attributable to innate deficiencies in individuals121:

You can have companies that are absolutely of the highest standards and side by 
side there would be [...] bad people that are around the board room table and 
amongst management (Academic-A).

Reflecting on his experience as WorldCom’s bankruptcy examiner Extemal- 

Commentator-A did not believe it was due to the characteristics of particular industries 

but instead due to the failure of various corporate governance actors manifesting itself as 

“a confluence of greed and lack of a practical compass ” by managers and the failure of 

gatekeepers:

118 Industry-D differentiated between industries dealing with tangible products and intangible products 
stating that “if you are dealing with intangibles that can scale and multiply versus tangible which are 
limited by the physical then there is only so much you can steal”.

119 Industry-B noted that tone is set from the top and behaviour and attitudes to even small misdemeanors 
will start to create a pattern in people’s minds as to what is tolerable and acceptable and what isn’t.

120 Industry-C explained that in guiding his teams he uses what he calls the “Gay Byrne or Joe Duffy test” 
i.e when faced with an issues asking “how would this sound if it was broadcast on the Gay Byrne or Joe 
Duffy radio shows”. This is similar to the ‘Quick Ethics Test’ developed and implemented by Texas 
Instruments whereby instead of attempting to issue an all encompassing detailed code of conduct to cover 
every possible ethically complex situation, the company devised a series of ‘quick tests’ for its employee 
such as, ‘how will this look in the newspapers tomorrowT (Lovell:2005:8).

121 Culture, as function of senior executives, was also identified by Academic-B.
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and the fact that people intent upon bending the system will find a way to do it. 
[...] So it’s on the one hand the bad guys doing their thing and the failure of the 
good guys to do their thing - accountants, lawyers, board members, auditors.

Indeed, the importance of “good-guys-doing-their-thing” to keep an organisation in 

check was further expanded upon by Extemal-Commentator-A when he noted that 

powerful and aggressive CEOs can serve a company’s interests if they are playing by the 

rules:

you don ’t want a bunch of milk toasts as CEOs. The dynamic is such that those 
kind of people won't rise to the top anyway. It’s the guys that really take charge 
and have leadership qualities that get into those positions. But, that being so, it 
magnifies the problem for the corporation if they go awry.

These views echo both Industry-D’s “the-problem-is-it-is-not-the-whole-you-are-

worried-about” thesis and the evidence provided by literature (e.g.WorldCom etc).

Indeed, the circumstances of Anglo Irish Bank’s director’s loan scandal of winter 2008

make Industry-D’s and Extemal-Commentator-A’s observations particularly resonant

and prescient.

- Sufficiency of Corporate Culture

Although culture had been shown to have been an important factor in corporate 

governance failures, participants were unequivocal that culture on its own is insufficient 

to protect corporations, with Regulators expressing the strongest views.

The association of particular cultures with particular industries was strongly emphasised 

by Government-A, who stated that:

certain sectors [...] where there are always problems due to the nature of the 
[...] employment [where] there seems to be some characteristics or 
formalization of culture within sectors and culture.

Not surprisingly, all the Regulators believed that culture was insufficient on its own and

hence the need for the state to be involved to ensure ethical behaviour. Like Skocpol

(1994), Regulator-B identified the need for a level competitive playing-pitch and the

state’s role in providing such an overarching framework where everybody understands

the need to play by the same rules. Similarly, while there was consensus of opinion
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among Semi-States participants that culture on its own is insufficient to guard against 

contributory factors, opinions of Industry were mixed, ranging from culture on its own 

being insufficient (Industry-B) to the state should only be involved when it affects the 

individual, citizens or the good of the nation (Industry-D).

Identifying that corporate culture makes a huge difference, Academics also believed 

culture on its own was insufficient and that state regulation is necessary to support 

culture because corporate culture is “idiosyncratic to individual corporations and a 

certain standard has to be applied to all companies" (Academic-A). The fact, that even 

if the corporate culture is good the organisation can still be hijacked by a small group of 

people, was identified by Academic-B who drew an analogy with German society in 

1933-1945 stating:
I don’t think that Germany’s societal culture was necessarily evil, but a small 

group of people could lead it at a certain stage and it could become evil in 
practice.

- Tone-at-the-top: innate or modulated by regulation?

Tone-at-the-top is frequently conveyed by business to the public as the means by which 

it ensures an ethical corporate governance environment. Indeed, literature shows the lack 

of tone-at-the-top has been a key feature in corporate governance failures and this leads 

one to explore if tone-at-the-top, as a single standalone factor, is sufficient on its own or 

if it requires the existence and enforcement of regulation.

There was significant consensus among groups, except Extemal-Commentator-A and

Industry-B, that regulation could modulate the character of top-management to ensure

ethical corporate governance. Indeed, the absolute need for regulation to modulate tone-

at-the-top and ethical behaviour was emphasised by all Regulators:

It is reasonable for the state, for a key sector where there is so much at stake, 
[...] for the state to be confident that good values are being lived up to 
(Regulator-A),

while Academics believed such regulation supported directors in establishing their tone- 

at-the-top:
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When directors say to me “there is too much regulation and it is very difficult 
being a director nowadays ” my attitude is “actually no, it is a hell of a lot easier 
because the more regulation there is, the more supported you are (Academic-A).

Semi-States were equally strong in their belief that regulation, re-enforced by tone-at-

the-top, can modulate the character of top management to ensure ethical governance

because it helps ensure a level- playing field. Similar views were expressed among most

Industry participants who believed regulation could modulate the character of top

management because it would be a very cavalier management or board that would

ignore regulation (Industry-C) and that while it certainly modulates character by

reducing the aptitudes for the extreme behaviours the question is at what price and how

effectively (Industry-D). Only Industry-B did not agree with his colleagues, instead

believing that example was the important factor and that regulation could not modulate

ethical behaviour. Extemal-Commentator-A agreed asserting that he did not think

regulation modulates tone-at-the-top believing instead that it is the character and

integrity of the leadership of the entity that does that:

I don’t think that a good CEO is good because of the activities of the SEC or the 
Justice Department or any other regulatory authority.

- Actions to Improve Corporate Governance Environment

A wide range of actions to improve the corporate governance environment was 

suggested by participants, with a significant level of agreement among Industry 

participants.

According to the Regulators, actions to improve corporate governance are needed to

ensure regulatory effectiveness and such actions include having “plausible threats" to

organisations’ or individuals’ reputation (Regulator-B) and the need to continually

encourage good-corporate citizens because:

it is about doing the right thing, right. You have people living on the dark side 
who are very competent, who are very skilled, and they have an integrity and 
their integrity is to shaft every one they can (Regulator-A).

The need for organisations to implement existent guidelines was a key required action 

put forward by all Semi-States participants as well as the need to deal with the
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proliferation of regulators (Semi-State-A), the criticality for boards to have a more 

formalized process around succession planning (Semi-State-B) and the continual need to 

emphasise culture and to provide training for managers as future leaders (Semi-State-C). 

While Industry participants also believed that the proliferation of regulators should be 

addressed (Industry-A and Industry-B), they saw a need to streamline regulation as a key 

determinant in improving corporate governance and Irish competitiveness on the global 

stage. Consistent with Mitchell (2003:1196), the role of analysts in the failure of 

corporate governance was identified by Industry-A and Industry-C. Indeed, it is clear 

that the analysts have not learned from their role in corporate governance failures as 

highlighted by the pertinent experience of Industry-C who outlined his first-hand 

experience whereby his company having to offer revised guidance to the market three 

times in the then current financial year, delivered results in line with guidance but the 

share price went down because the results did not exceed the guidance. Giving revised 

guidance for a second time and achieving results in line with this revised guidance, the 

share price “took an enormous hit” even though the company was still looking at 
growth.

For Academic-A the answer was simple: “Clone Paul Appleby. There has to be an 

enforcer". Govemment-A agreed that enforcement was necessary, while Extemal- 

Commentator-A, in agreement with Thornburgh and Missal (2007) and Coffee (2002:5), 

believed strengthening gatekeepers was the key to improving the corporate governance 
environment.

- Engagement and Partnership between the State and Business

It is clear from literature that state action cannot succeed without the support of interest 

groups and this can result in significant influence of these groups, thereby resulting in 

diluted regulation and reduced statutory obligations of corporations, and a move to lower 

common denominator standards (Besette: 1994:56, Quadagno: 1994:413, 
Roe:2004(b):l 1-14, Jensen and Meckling: 1983:20).
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The need for good communication, and hence the ability to influence, was emphasised 

by Govemment-A, Academics, and Extemal-Commentator-A. Extemal-Commentator-A 

identified that good regulators will listen to and consider the infonnation provided by 

lobbyists in coming to their own informed decision on the matter. Of course, it is 

essential that for any communication process to be considered effective all parties must 

have equal opportunity to participate effectively and this inequality of the 

communication process, and consequently the ability or inability to influence, was 

clearly outlined by Academic-A who contended that the sophistication of the lobby is 

greater with experienced business people who have opportunities to talk on the same 

level with legislators than maybe an ordinary citizen would have. But of course it can be 

asserted that the communication process is not the issue - it is the lack of inclination, 

desire and willingness to engage on the part of the ordinary citizen. In essence, it can be 

argued that business has a greater motivation to engage, and indeed can engage, on a 

greater and more powerful scale than that available to the ordinary citizen. Initiatives to 

facilitate and encourage ordinary citizens to engage in this process are clearly needed.

Generally, Regulators had various views on the level of engagement and partnership 

between he state and business. They asserted that there is interaction and 

communication between themselves and industry and some believed that the extent of it 

is about right (Regulator-A and Regulator-D). Identifying that the level of lobbying and 

representation had increased, Regulator-A noted that it was “deafening” as every 

business sector engages in very strong professional lobbying which has increased 

significantly in the last five years because “everybody wants to make sure that their 

voice is heard”. While in the wider regulatory arena government has increased the 

‘‘opportunities for influencing ” with a more structured environment for influencing 

thereby providing greater access to policy makers than previously, Regulator-B noted 

that “lobbying is more pervasive ... than would have been the case”. The inequality 

between the voice of business and the voice of the public was clearly evident when he 

expressed concern that:

because of the environment we are now in ... the business voice is being listened
to with a fair degree of sympathy [and he wondered] whether or not the correct
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balance is being struck between public-interest and the needs of the business 
environment.

Regulator-C expressed a contrary view and observed that lobbying was a thing of the 

past. For Regulator-D the extent of representation “zx about steady-as-she-goes'\ 

Reassuringly, all Regulators stated that lobbying of government had not resulted in 

government seeking to exercise influence over them.

The Semi-State participants held positive views believing that the government and 

regulators’ attitudes to lobbying had improved resulting in a “fairly decent response" 

and good working relationships (Semi-State-A), and resulting, in a totally legitimate 

sense, in "big business and government [being] never far apart" (Semi-State-B). The 

Better Regulation forum was seen as a positive influence and a manifestation of 

government’s changed attitude (Semi-State-C). Industry participants were not as 

cohesive in their views as the Semi-State participants, instead expressing a wide range of 

views, the strongest of which was expressed by Industry-A who asserted unequivocally 

that government and regulators do not listen to industry and that it is futile for business 
to influence government because it is not possible to fight regulation, stating that "if 

business was that influential, none of these bloody Quangos would have been set up in 

the first place’’. 90% of businesses, according to Industry-A, did not bother about 

lobbying because they are too far away from the decision-making process and he was 

highly critical of IBEC asserting that it was comprised of semi-state representatives "not 

real business people’’. Industry-B was more positive about the new structured 

environment in which lobbying operates and he had a much higher regard than Industry- 

A about the role of business lobbyist IBEC as a very important check and balance in 

terms of issues affecting business. Like Govemment-A and Academics, Industry-C 

considered good communications essential observing that any good regulator is going to 

maintain a fairly open dialogue with the key players in industry as it is as much in their 

interest as it is in industries and because regulators recognize that they are not going to 

succeed by refusing to engage. To support his assertion he cited the issue of the 

Directors’ Compliance Statement as an example of such engagement. Interestingly, the 

power of industry’s threat-of-exit (Roe and O’Brien) was clearly recognised and 

elucidated upon by Industry participants who referred to the pragmatism of the
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government and regulators in recognising that “economies are not going to do well

where you have a ‘them-and-us ’ conflict type situation" (Industry-C and Industry-E).

This pragmatism was attributed to Ireland’s economic history where remembering the

“economic death ” situations of 20-30 years ago the government wants to hold onto

industry as it realises that there are no jobs without business (Industry-D). The economic

pragmatism was re-iterated by Industry-C:

/ personally am encouraged by the pragmatism of the political heavyweights, 
they recognise that you can take a jibe at [us] for electoral purposes but when 
you satisfy the masses you do business on the basis of the interest of Ireland inc 
and that means that while you might enjoy giving them a kick in the arse you are 
not actually going to damage them.

A consistent theme emerging from all participants was that they engage in constructive 

influencing but once a decision has been made business gets on with it, except where it 

is considered to be fundamentally wrong, such as the Directors Compliance Statements. 

“We try to influence it but when it is established we just live with it [...] There is no 

point fighting this particular tide ’’ (Semi-State-A), “that was yesterday’s battle [...] [sjo 

we don’t continually replay what is the right level of regulation ” (Industry-C), and “as 

a soon as you made the decision, that is it” (Regulator-D). These “just-get-on-with-it" 

findings are interesting because they are contrary to Quadagno’s (1994:401) and 

Krawiec’s (2003:8) findings that industry acts after legislation has been enacted to 

minimize the impact or maximize the benefit for itself.

In summary, the issues arising from the research indicate that while there is engagement 

and communication, there is clearly a need to re-balance industry’s power of threat-of- 

exit with a greater and stronger voice for the public interest and better opportunities for 

public engagement and the need for initiatives to encourage citizens to engage in the 

communication and consultation process.
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Regulators and Enforcement

- Effective Regulators

Evidence show that regulators were not effective in regulating corporate governance as 

they did not take a strategic view nor consider it a serious regulatory issue, preferring 

instead to adopt an adhoc approach, dealing with problems as they arose and pandering 

to the wishes of key interest groups who were able to exploit the porous regulatory 

system to influence or deter regulators is also identified by literature (Coffee:2003(a):5, 

Roe:2004(a):5, Roe:2004(b): 1,13,16, Roe:2005:8, Salamon:2002:146-152).

Participants in this study expressed mixed views about the effectiveness of regulators. 

Regulators’ effectiveness for Govemment-A was a product of regulators’ experience. 

Acknowledging that while he could provide no empirical evidence, his belief was that 

they are more effective:

You like to think that there is an institutional sophistication that has grown up in 
them, like to think that they have bloodied their nose by losing the various legal 
appeals taken against them, that they have managed to clarify their mandates 
through the courts and in dialogue with their parent departments [...]. I think 
they have developed a skill set; they have developed experience of their markets.

Not surprisingly Regulators believed themselves to be more effective than when they

started123 and they generally believed they were as strong as they needed to be,

identifying that they had all the powers they needed and could above our weight if

we have to ” (Regulator-A). Again unsurprisingly, all the Regulators were emphatic that

they were unlikely to be captured with Regulator-A stating: “z/ / ever felt that I could be

accused of that, I won’t sit in this chair any longer” and he likened himself to a local

village garda (policeman) stating that because in Ireland his sector is a small community,

relationships are very important and he knew all the CEOs in his industry on personal

level to the extent that they can:

stroll in here and sit down and we will have a good chat and I certainly will 
have a pint with a lot of those people. But if I have to take an action against them 
I will take it. That’s it! They know that. That’s life. It’s like the local garda in 
the village.

122 Regulators identified a range of effectiveness criteria such as independence, integrity, motivation, not 
being conflicted to any great extent (Regulator-B), credibility, being tough but reasonable (Regulator-C).

123 Regulator-B has carried out market research to determine his agency’s effectiveness.
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The use by Regulator-A of the word “if” instead of the word “when” in his statement “if 

I have to take an action ” is interesting and it can be posited that this subtle distinction 

could indicate a reluctance on the part of the Regulator to take action against his sectoral 

industries perhaps due to importance attributed by the state to the need to cultivate and 

nurture such relationships. Regulator-B, on the other-hand, articulated that some 

regulators may have a difficult role avoiding regulatory capture particularly where there 

is a direct economic impact and that it is more difficult for them to strike a balance 

between the needs of the economy as a whole and the needs and rights of individual 

consumers. In what could be considered a veiled reference to other regulators’ 

approaches, a key effectiveness criterion for Regulator-B was “not-being-conflicted-to- 

any-great-extenf' which he explained as:

it depends on the nature of the role that each regulator discharges and the extent 
to which they see themselves as promoters of the industry that they regulate and 
to the extent that they do, then there is a danger of conflict of interest in maybe 
not to exposing problems that perhaps deserve exposure.

The Irish Financial crisis which occurred in autumn 2008, which resulted in significant

criticism of the Financial Regulator, perhaps represents a materialisation of Regulator-
B’s prescient concerns. However, Extemal-Commentator-A’s124 views disagree with

Regulator-B’s stance as he considered the capturing of regulators today to be a rare

phenomenon and that recent corporate governance scandals have increased regulators’

effectiveness as they now have a whole inventory of tools or weapons at their disposal,

including a particularly important weapon - public perception:

They are viewed as a necessary agency in dealing with sections of the public for 
the common good. It helps when you are in the regulatory law enforcement 
business to be cloaked in the sanctity of the public confidence (External- 
Commentator-A).

Academic-A, like the Regulators, believed that regulators had enough powers to carry

out their roles effectively, yet she wondered whether all regulators actually take their 

powers and implement them rigorously. She believed that some regulators, for example

124 A regulator’s most important effectiveness characteristics for External-Commentator-A, like Industry- 
B and Industry E, was knowledge and appreciation of the regulated industry. Other key characteristics 
were the regulator’s own qualities of honesty, integrity, not being mission orientated and a commitment to 
the public good.
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the Director of the ODCE whom she dubbed ‘‘the corporate clamper ”, are more active 

in their enforcement roles than others.

Semi-States ' had mixed views about the power of regulators which ranged from beliefs 

that regulators were too strong because parent departments tended to devolve too much 

responsibility to them (Semi-State-A), to strong enough (Semi-State-B), to it depends on 

the type of industry (Semi-State-C). The Semi-State participants while believing that 

regulators are more effective and indeed more powerful than they were five years-ago 

(Semi-State-B), expressed criticism that while they have moved up a steep learning 

curve (Semi-State-C) they still have a long way to go with “plenty of opportunity for 

improvement” (Semi-State-A). Industry participants also had a wide range of views 

derived from their experience and interaction with regulators. Acknowledging that they 

were more effective in some areas Industry-B stated that he would still have very 

negative views on certain aspects of their operations. The propensity for regulators to 

lean disproportionately towards consumers, the fact that they struggle to attract and 

retain quality staff, and their inability to keep up with evolving markets were important 

issues impacting on regulator effectiveness (Industry-C). The fact that a named regulator 

adopted a rules-driven approach rather than a comply-or-explain approach was an issue 

impacting on regulatory effectiveness for Industry-E who, referring to the Supreme 

Court criticism of a regulator for not giving reasons for a decision (outlined at footnote 

93), believed that “sometimes they are just plain flawed the way they are doing the job, 

but there is another thing, are they right and are they always right?” Industry-B, like 

Semi-State-A, believed the government had devolved responsibility that it should have 

retained. Industry-A was clear in his view that regulators are not effective and he was 

adamant that they are far too strong.

125 Semi-States believed an effective regulator helps the development of industry (Semi-State-A) and 
understands the industry and the activities (Semi-State-C). An ineffective regulator follows a narrow 
agenda without understanding the impact on the bigger picture (Semi-State-A).

126 Industry viewed an effective regulator as being intellectually robust (Industry-B), maintaining an open 
dialogue and listening (Industry-B, Industry-C and Industry-D), is pragmatic (Industry-E) and is “like a 
jockey - know when to use the whip, and let the bridle run” (Industry-A). Industry participants expressed 
strong views on the need for regulators to have experience working in the industry (Industry-B and E).
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In summary, it is clear that a composite picture of an effective regulator, as seen by 

participants, is one who is not a promoter of industry yet who, at the same time, doesn’t 

lean disproportionately towards consumers, who takes necessary and strong action 

utilising all its available powers, who has the ability to attract and retain professional 

staff who are up to date with rapidly evolving markets, and who as a result of all of this, 

earns and retains the "'sanctity of public confidence". However, as the differing views 

indicate, participants, including some Regulators, do not believe this composite picture 

of effectiveness exists in all Irish Regulators.

- Regulatory Enforcement of Corporate Governance

Enforcement is key to regulatory effectiveness and a lack of diligence by states in 

enforcing regulations results in a similar lack of diligence by industry in complying 

(Salamon:2002:137, O’Brien:2005:8, Langevoort:2006:30, Carswell:2006:154). All 

participants concurred with literature and believed regulatory enforcement of corporate 
governance is necessary.

Asserting that the Irish state has begun to enforce more strongly extant legislation by

resourcing inspectorates and taking a less tolerant approach to non-compliance, thereby

resulting in the creation of a level playing pitch, Govemment-A acknowledged that this

new approach arose from circumstances where:

this state has had a very serious shock because it wasn’t taking its oversight role 
as seriously as it should be. I think we have sharpened up our act in terms of our 
moral and legal liabilities because we have had to pay some very extraordinary 
bills. It is cheaper to enforce the rules than not do it and be hit with huge 
compensation. [...] [W]hat we are getting more intensive at is the enforcement 
of regulation.

As expected, Regulators believed regulatory enforcement is necessary to enforce 

provisions contained in legislation. However, Regulator-A qualified this by referring to 

"appropriate enforcement [...] when required”. Academics agreed that enforcement of 

corporate governance is necessary referring, like Regulator-C, to the fact that if there is 

no enforcement there is no point having the laws in the first place. Unlike Regulator-A, 

Academic-A and Regulator-C did not qualify the term “enforcement”.
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Semi-States referred to the need to monitor corporate governance. Surprisingly, contrary 

to the views of Seligman (2003b:439-440, cited in O’Brien:2004), Mitchell (2003:1194) 

and O’Brien (2004) about industry’s lack of enthusiasm for regulatory oversight, 

Industry participants believed oversight was necessary because “7 don’t think we could 

ever go back to a day where we had a relatively free for all" (Industry-B) and "there is 

no proper measured enforcement, those rules are not going to get a lot of attention ” 

(Industry-C). Even though he expressed very strong negative and uncomplimentary 

views about regulatory bodies throughout the interview, Industry-A proposed that 

corporate governance could easily be enforced by one body, the Companies Registration 

Office. Apart from Industry-A’s views, it can be asserted that these views of Industry 

participants are a strong indicator of the changed attitudes and heightened awareness 

brought about by the failures of the corporate governance environment over the last 

seven years.

An appropriate level of enforcement capability acts as a strong deterrent capability, 

according to Extemal-Commentator-A who observed that "the only scandals we know 

about are the ones we know about’’ and he believed the lack of enforcement only 

marginally contributed to corporations’ non-adherence to good corporate governance 

requirements. The unfolding worldwide and Irish financial services sector crisis in 

Autumn 2008, and in particular the Anglo Irish Bank €87m director’s loan scandal, 

certainly indicate that a lack of strong enforcement in the financial regulatory arena led 

to weak deterrent capabilities.

- Criticism of Regulators by Other Regulators and Others

Literature on recent corporate governance failures (i.e. pre-2008) has not concentrated 

on the role of regulators as corporate governance monitors and there is a notable lack of 

literature on regulators and others criticising other regulators. The current (i.e. 2008) 

unfolding financial service crisis will provide a significant research opportunity to 

develop this part of the literature. As noted earlier in this chapter, there was a significant 

amount of criticism of the DCS, including criticism by a Regulator participant. A 

surprising theme which emerged throughout the interviews (except External-
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Commentator-A) was the extent of criticism of the Irish financial services regulatory 

framework. Considering that the interviews for this research were carried out between 

September 2007 and March 2008, the criticism of the Irish financial services regulatory 

framework by participants is especially prescient considering that the Irish financial 

services crisis which is unfolding in autumn/winter 2008/2009 especially the criticism of 

IFRSA regarding the Anglo Irish Bank director’s loan scandal. Indeed, during his 

interview Govemment-A summed up the views of most participants:

It is slightly irritating to see with great fanfare that the financial regulator is 
now going to regulate these sub-prime mortgage lenders. [...] The idea that you 
had mortgage lenders who were unregulated by a financial regulator I think that 
would jar with a lot ofpeople, potentially because the constituency going to them 
are people with bad credit history, maybe from a particular background, or 
educational background or other background [...] so letting vulnerable 
consumers deal with major life decisions by people who are unregulated seems 
odd to me anyway.

Most of the Regulators expressed criticism of the financial services regulatory 

framework. Identifying that financial regulation is host country regulation where 

European banks regulated by their national regulators can establish themselves in 

Ireland, Regulator-D believed his sector’s regulatory framework was stronger than that 

operated in the financial services sector:

You can 7 just swan in and say “/ have a license from outer Siberia ”. You have 
to meet our rules. [...] You can’t have a fly-by-night company coming in 
because they leave customers high-and-dry.

As identified earlier, Academic-A was also highly critical of the financial regulator and 

what she considered to be the light-touch regulatory approach to the IFSC which had 

resulted in Ireland being labeled the Wild-West of Europe and which, she believed, 

could result in Ireland becoming the “Nigeria of Europe” and losing confidence of the 

financial markets. In March 2008 when I interviewed Industry-E he was also highly 

critical of how financial regulators had performed in the international banking system 

over the last five years and he warned that “that is a subject you will hear more about 

because the whole banking crisis isn 7 fully unraveled yet”. Events in the international 

banking sector in August and September 2008 resulting in the US government’s rescue 

of Fannie-Mae and Freddie-Mac, the collapse of, inter-alia, Bear Stems and Lehman
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Brothers, and the intervention of Irish, European and US governments to support 

financial institutions have proved Industry-E’s warning to be prescient.

Self-Regulation

Self-regulation without credible oversight has been a key factor in corporate governance 

failures (O’Brien:2004, Mitchell:2003:1194, Roe:2004(b):l). Now considered not to be 

in the public interest, the trend has been to move away from self-regulation 

(Oireachtas:2007, Mitchell:2003:1189).

In a surprise finding, all except one participant believed that total self-regulation is not

appropriate. Several participants referred to the debate about the inadequacy of the Irish

legal profession’s self-regulation which was ongoing at the time of the interviews.

Transparency, public-interest, business complexity and levels of sophistication were

reasons offered by Regulators as to why total self-regulation is not appropriate. They

believed in different levels of regulation and self-regulation with targeted state oversight

depending on the industry and its potential to do damage to people, the economy or the

environment. Asserting that self-regulation shouldn’t be a blanket concept as business

complexity and public interest are two factors which should determine whether business

should be self-regulated or state oversight adopted, Regulator-A believed that where

risks are contained within a closed sector which does not expect anything from the state,

self-regulation without state oversight is acceptable. However, he was emphatic that

where public interest is affected a different approach is required. Referring to incidents

in the financial services industry which arose in the summer of 2007 when there was an

outcry over the lack of state regulation he stated:

If you have sophisticated professionals trading amongst themselves with 
sophisticated products it is up to them to understand their risks, to query their 
counterparties and to settle it out amongst themselves. Why would the state 
assign resources to help them do what they should be able to do themselves. 
They are the experts on it. Now, if in some way their difficulties spill over and 
affect the public interest, then you are coming closer to the argument where 
there might be a case for regulatory intervention. But that shouldn’t be an
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automatic presumption. The case should be made for each individual
12 7responsibility that we take on .

Regulator-A’s assertion can be depicted in the folowing model.

Figure 4.4 Level of market sophistication as a direct inverse of state intervention and 
public interest

Market Sophistication State Intervention Public Interest

Unfortunately, the unfolding financial services crisis of 2008/2009 has shown that there 

really was very little that could appropriately be called “sophisticated” and that these so- 

called sophisticated professionals were in reality dealing amongst themselves in 

unknown and ill-understood financial products. In fact, events now show that a probably 

more apt moniker for these “sophisticated products” is “mystique products” - all smoke 

and mirrors with a sleight of hand. The unfolding lesson of the 2008/2009 global and 

Irish financial services crisis is that risks do not remain contained within closed sectors 

as they have a habit of spilling out onto an unsuspecting public which ultimately pays 

the price for the lack of state oversight of these so-called sophisticated professionals and 

their so-called sophisticated products.

127 As the September 2008 financial services crisis has shown there are no such things as closed sectors 
which do not expect anything from the state and which do not affect the public interest. It was the 
“sophistication” of the markets which led to the 2008 crisis requiring massive financial intervention by 
governments in these heretofore “sophisticated” markets in order to ultimately protect the public interest.
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Asserting that while there may be merit in having some elements of self-regulation, 

Regulator-B, like O’Brien (2004) Mitchell (2003:1194) and Seligman (2003b:439-440, 

cited in O’Brien:2004), cautioned that because self-regulation had been found not to 

have been effective, it was important that an overarching framework be established 

setting minimum standards and where self-regulatory bodies are accountable to an 

authority for their performance. Confidence and transparency were key issues for 

Regulator-C, who consistent with the Taoiseach (Oireachtas:2007), believed that self

regulation in professions where its work can have a serious impact on the public is an 

out-dated concept, with lack of transparency a key issue undermining self-regulation:

Even if you put a majority of non-members in a room, it is still a closed room.... 
it gives rise to suspicion and once you have suspicion you are undermining 
confidence straight away [...] It is very, very hard to convince the public that 
this isn 't chaps regulating chaps and we are not all wearing the same school ties.

Observing that the trend is now for professional bodies to be moved out of self
regulation, he noted that 'Ihe only game in town really is a completely independent 

review ”, Neither did the Academics believe in self-regulation with Academic-A stating 

that there are plenty of examples of how self-regulation does not work and contending 

that confidence in self-regulation cannot be assured.

The three Semi-State participants concurred and were adamant that companies should 

not be allowed to self-regulate because self-regulation is unrealistic in today’s world 

(Semi-State-B) and industry hasn’t proved it can do it (Semi-State-C). Acknowledging 

the benefit of corporate governance codes, Semi-State-B aserted that “the codes in some 

sense distil experienced best practice, hard earned lessons, hard learned lessons", while 

Semi-State-C considered there was scope for some element of transparent self-regulation 

but with a state light-touch oversight and acknowledging that decisions to move from 

self-regulation are not taken readily noting that usually “you wait for the crisis". Lack of 

transparency (Industry-C) and lack of public confidence (Industry-B) were key amongst 

the reasons identified by four of the five Industry participants as to why total self

regulation without state-oversight was not appropriate, because according to Industry-C:

It suffers the handicap of credibility when something goes wrong, with the 
outside world, because it is just not seen to be detached and objective
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and to support his contention of transparency and credibility Industry-C pointed to the 

2007 Medical Council “Neary” inquiry where "three perfectly upstanding individuals 

came to a certain conclusion, even if it was the right conclusion, it was never going to be 

good in perception terms

Differentiating between types of industry was key for Industry-D who favoured a 

graduated approach to regulation where industries with the potential to harm citzens 

should be regulated while lighter regulation was required to retain those industries 

necessary for the economy, while all other industries “should be just let get on and do 

business". The public-interest criteria justified the state having an oversight role, 

according to Industry-E, but the key was the extent and structuring of such a role. 

Acknowledging the need for regulators like the ODCE, Industry-E stated that the 

regulators, like society, should be organised in “a sensible way". Referring to the legal 

profession he stated that while he:

would like to believe that sensible professional bodies could properly regulate 
themselves, clearly I believe the lawyers have failed.

Of all participants, only Industry-A believed that companies should be allowed to self-

regulate believing the emphasis should be placed on auditors to “blow the whistle".

However, he expressed strong yet contradictory views on the need for the legal

profession to be regulated by the state due to their high level of profits:‘Wow, they are

some beauties, OK. They look after themselves OK. They need to be regulated. ”

Despite all the arugments outlined above, Extemal-Commentator-A provided a simple 

yet useful insight and evaluation of the current self-regulation debate, when outlining his 

views and recalling his experience he simply noted that while the US financial services 

sector is subject to much more regulatory apparatus than other sectors “nobody is 

making a strong case for self-regulation

Shareholders and Corporate Governance Failures

Shareholders as owner of corporations tend to be passive in their monitoring role 

(Hirst:2002:419, O’Brien:2004, Thornburgh and Missal:2007). This is due in some
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instances to the dispersed base of shareholders (Coffee:2003(b):2) and their lack of 

knowledge (Stigler:1975:79-82).

Participants had interesting and varying views on the role of shareholders in corporate 

governance failures. Regulators expressed a wide range of views such as: failure is not 

attributable to lack of state or shareholder monitoring, but is due to the failure of the 

board (Regulator-A), to a lack of monitoring by all stakeholders including state 

authorities, with Regulator-B stating like Carswell (2006:154) that there were areas 

“perhaps closer to home, where the state authorities didn’t act effectively at times ”, to 

Regulator-C’s views that shareholders acquiesced to or were culpable by their non
activity:

they are contributing to governance failures when they do arise if they don’t seek 
better levels of governance themselves [and this gives] comfort to boards [...] to 
know that they can push the limit [...] because in effect there are no 
consequences other than a bit of adverse reportage in the papers and then it is 
forgotten.

An interesting, and perhaps pragmatic, insight into shareholder lack of interest was 

offered by Regulator-D who noted that this is probably simply due to the fact that 

shareholders do not understand it. Extemal-Commentator-A concurred believing that 

lack of monitoring is perhaps due to the difficulty for shareholders to “become 

intimately familiar with the details of corporate governance and corporations". 

However, Extemal-Commentator-A thinks that while calls to empower shareholders is 

good rhetoric it is not the solution as regulatory agencies and boards of directors are the 

prime governance mechanisms and he supported this with an example of his experience 

as a senior independent director on the board of an Irish pic quoted on the New York 

Stock Exchange where as a result of aggressive accounting techniques which, when 

uncovered, caused embarrassment to the board, the board acted and sought and achieved 

the resignations of the CEO and CFO.

The interviews highlighted a very interesting contrast in views between Industry 

participants and other participants on the subject of institutional investors. Generally, all 

participants except Industry participants were highly critical of the role of institutional 

investors and especially Irish institutional investors. For example, the difference in the
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level of UK and Irish institutional investor activism was commented on by Regulator-

C who noted that the UK institutional investors were more active than their Irish

counterparts while Academic-B, concurring with Regulator-C, was highly critical of

Irish institutional shareholders’ passivity:

Perhaps the biggest lacuna today... their passivity [...] or passiveness can leave 
space that [executives or an elite group of shareholders] will fill.

Indeed, Academic-B contended that how institutional investors exert their governance

oversight is a major issue, and he referred to the DCC case to emphasise the oversight

weaknesses of the IAIM

At the moment they would relax their rules about having an independent 
chairman and CEO ...and it is in those individual cases then that they have to 
make up their minds whether they are going to support or otherwise. They are 
really big issues.

Academic-A identified that a lack of shareholder monitoring “probably contributes to

lower standards of governance" with the increasing level of shares being held by

institutional investors being “seriously problematic" because “the behaviour of the

investment manager does not necessarily reflect the wishes of the ultimate

beneficiaries ”. The views about institutional investors, as expressed by Industry

participants, make for an interesting, almost polar contrast. The power, respect and fear

generated by institutional shareholders were clearly evident amongst Industry-B,

Industry-C and Industry-E who referred to institutional investors who “really rattle the

cage ” (Industry-C) as they exerted their shareholder power, and:

if you saw them marching in to unload themselves [...] you bloody well paid 
attention because you knew if you didn’t they would whip up enough support to 
give you a lot of grief (Industry-C).

Contrary to Academic-B's view of the weaknesses of IAIM, Industry-E considered IAIM 

to be an effective body which works behind the scenes if they are not satisfied with 

particular issues and to support this assertion he referred to his recent experience where 

IAIM took a “proper interest" in his business, and

128 Regulator-C concurred with Industry-E about institutional investors working behind the scenes noting 
that they “are probably more finessed... and quieter in the way they do things

129 Throughout the interviews several participants referred to the DCC case (e.g. Regulator-D, Industry-B, 
Industry- C and Academic-B).
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fully satisfied themselves with the board’s decision ... and it met with senior non
executive directors etc. They never said anything publicly about it, but it is 
publicly known that they did that.

Shareholders can, but don’t, play active roles according to Semi-States participants and 

the differences between the activity levels of ordinary shareholders and institutional 

shareholders were recognised by Semi-State-A and Semi-State-C. Concurring with 

Semi-States, the Academics believed that shareholders are inactive and that it is key 

financial journalists who generate activity amongst shareholders (Academic-A). In the 

autumn/winter of 2008/2009 the prominent role played by financial journalists in 

activating shareholders in the Anglo Irish Bank director’s loan scandal has certainly 

validated Academic-A’s assertion.

Contrary to the views of the Academic and Semi-State participants, four of the five 

Industry participants believed that shareholders can play an active role in corporations, 

while three of the five Industry participants believed that shareholders actively do so. 

They have the ultimate power i.e. to vote out the board, according to Industry-A, who 

referred to his 2007 endeavours to exercise this power as a shareholder, and while not 

successful at that time, he noted: uI’ve tried to exercise pressure in [name of company] 

and I will win that battle. Once that battle starts you will always win ”. He fully agreed 

with Lord Boothby’s (Branson:2003:991-2) and Warren Buffett's (Enriques:2003:930) 

contention that cosy board relationships are detrimental to shareholders, and he provided 

evidence of such cosy board relationships in the particular named company of which he 

is a shareholder. The power of shareholders was also at the forefront of Industry-B’s 

mind who stated that they have:

the ultimate activism weapon - buying or selling, as nothing focuses the mind of 
a PLC board and the CEO and other directors than their share price. That is 
what we are all totally measured by.

Having shareholders involved, for Industry-D, “becomes messy, it’s like herding cats 

quite frankly” and he was the only Industry participant who was emphatic that 

shareholders should not play an active role as the role of a shareholder is as an investor 

who makes investment decisions based on confidence in the board and “// that 

confidence is not there I say go and invest your money somewhere else ”.
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- Protecting Shareholders

Consistent with literature, all groups, except Semi-States group, believed the states 

should not protect shareholders. Like Stigler (1975:79-82) and Brynard (1995:40) 

Regulators and Academics identified the role of the state is to protect citizens from the 

fall-out from corporate governance failures. The state’s public-interest role is in 

protecting its citizens from failure but not protecting shareholders, and this should be 

achieved by setting high-level laws and frameworks outlining clearly what is expected 

(Regulator-A) at which point the state should then “largely step back and let the game130 

take place” (Regulator-B). Similar views were expressed by Industry participants who 

contended that the state should not protect shareholders as shareholders should use their 

judgement to invest in “decent companies" (Industry-A) and “are well capable of 

looking after themselves. Well capable" (Industry-B). Academic-A, like Industry 

participants, did not think the state should protect shareholders as this is a risk 

shareholders take investing in companies. Like Semi-State-C and Regulator-B, 

Academic-B made an important distinction noting that while the state cannot protect 

shareholders, it can help protect them from the fallout occurring by establishing laws 

and frameworks to ensure shareholders can fully inform themselves before making 

investment decisions. This view was also elucidated by the Semi-States who believed 
that the state should protect shareholders by having a high-level role setting policy and 

frameworks (Semi-State-A and Regulator-A) and putting mechanisms and the 

appropriate level of regulation in place to reduce the risk (Semi-State-B).

Regarding WorldCom and Enron, Extemal-Commentator-A offered his view that those 

CEOs did not set out with evil motives and they probably thought they were doing good 

because not only were their fortunes positively affected by the success of their enterprise 

but so were millions of shareholders. Stating that:

frankly it is always somewhat a little disconcerting to hear the complaints about
employees who invested in the company and who got a nice ride out of the stock

130 Regulator-B drew an analogy of umpires and referees to depict the high-level role of the state to 
ensure a level playing pitch: “Umpires [...] examine this situation and if something is found not to have 
been in order, the referee, i.e. the courts are told and it allows them to dispense justice as the case may 
be”.
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going up about when the stock hit bottom and they were wiped out, they took 
their chances, that’s the way a market economy works.

Citing the enormous pressures on WorldCom to keep its stock value high he said he

believed WorldCom’s CEO thought he was acting in shareholders’ interests by cooking-

the-books, albeit it in a very unsophisticated way, to keep the stock price high.

Expressing empathy, Extemal-Commentator-A said "'when the share-price collapsed I

can imagine the desperation he must have felf\ Extemal-Commentators-A’s

experiences and views resonate with the events of the 2008/2009 global and Irish

financial services crisis in which people are now realising that during the good economic

times of the early 2000s they were blind to the fact that the market dynamics of share

ownership could result in falling as well as increasing share values. The crisis has

reasserted the fundamentals of market dynamics, which can be described as a two-sided

coin: one side where the value can go up and one side where the value can come down -

but a coin nonetheless with an equal chance of either side occurring. These events

should clarify the need for all would-be investors to fully and appropriately inform

themselves, and for the state to ensure that firms provide clear, transparent and full
information, to enforce this requirement and to vigorously implement, and be seen to

implement, appropriate sanctions where this does not happen.

Gatekeepers and Good Corporate Governance

While deficiencies in gatekeepers contributed to corporate governance failures 

(Mitchell:2003:l 193-1194, Thornburgh and Missal:2007:4, Coffee:2002:5,

Roe:2004(b):l) a positive outcome has been the strengthening of gatekeepers’ roles as a 

result of these failures (Mitchell:2003:l 189, Thomburgh:2005:12).

In Regulator-B’s view the definition of possible gatekeepers extended to company 

creditors, customers and employees. Regulator-A made an interesting observation, 

which does not appear in literature, namely that he viewed his agency as a gatekeeper 

"the trick being... that if you are selective on the way in and you only let in the better, 

good cohort of people then you have a better chance". But of course, as the financial 

services crisis of 2008/2009 has shown, the challenge for regulators is in devising
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sufficiently robust criteria to determine who the “better, good cohort of people" are. 

Unfortunately, recent events have shown this challenge has not been met to date- either 
in the Irish, UK or US financial services sectors.

Satisfaction with the adequacy of the definition of gatekeepers’ responsibilities was 

expressed by Semi-State-A and Semi-State-B, however dissatisfaction was expressed by 

Semi-State-C and Industry-B who wanted clearer definition of roles and responsibilities. 

But at the same time, Industry-B acknowledged that “the more you define them the more 

you create opportunity for gaps” and Industry-B’s view is consistent with Mitchell 

(2003:1212) who identified that in the US the use of the rules-based accounting 

procedures allowed executives to manipulate the rules to justify their accounting 

treatment of transactions and to justify the accounting treatment to their auditors. 

Academics were adamant that there are sufficient sources clearly setting out what is 

required but importantly they made the point that these always need to be upgraded as 

part of the dynamic business process (Academic-B). Drawing on his experiences 

Extemal-Commentator-A warned that “because business is still in business to make 

money and ... to push the envelope when it comes to accounting questions” the need for 

gatekeepers to exercise restraint over businesses was critical and he observed that 

corporate failures have resulted in positive outcomes namely the boosting and 

strengthening of monitors who are now also more aware of their responsibilities.

Different views were expressed between groups and within groups about the need to 

strengthen gatekeepers. Polar views were expressed amongst Regulators. While two 

considered that no further strengthening was required as “we are close enough to the 

right balance" (Regulator-A and Regulator-D), the other two Regulators disagreed, with 

one expressing concern that recent increases in audit exemption thresholds had removed 

a key gatekeeper - auditors - from the smaller business environment (Regulator-B) and 

another believing that gatekeepers and regulators in the financial services sector needed 

strengthening in light of 2007/8 subprime crisis (Regulator-C).

Semi-States were in agreement amongst themselves that they would strengthen boards:
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Being a board member all you need is two arms and two legs, and not to have 
been disqualified, which is a very low standard. So maybe there is an issue there 
as to whether there should be some form of accreditation for board members 
(Semi-State-B).

Acknowledging that failures had heightened the emphasis on gatekeepers’ roles, a 

minority of Industry participants (Industry-C and Industry-D) concurred with Semi- 

States stating that as boards are the “foundation stone to good governance", being 

responsible for ensuring good governance is "in the DNA of the business ” (Industry-C), 

the strengthening of boards and their processes (Industry-D) is required. These views are 

in stark contrast with the majority of Industry participants (Industry-A, Industry-B, and 

Industry-E) who believed that none of the gatekeepers needed strengthening. Other 

potential areas identified by participants for strengthening were the need to strengthen 

the relational dynamics between the board, auditors and management (Academic-A) and 

for the state, through the financial regulator, to "put pressure" on the stock exchange and 
the Irish Association of Investment Managers (IAIM) to be more active (Academic-B). 

Extemal-Commentator-A was adamant on the need to strengthen gatekeepers further.

Agreement on the Need, Level and Extent of Corporate Governance 

Regulation

Literature shows that there is no total agreement amongst actors on the need, level or 

extent of a corporate governance regulatory framework (O’Brien:2004, Davis:2006:9, 

Basset & Storrie:2003:13, Branson:2003:989, Roe:2004(b):l). It is only when a crisis 

occurs that the balance in favour of strengthening the regulatory framework increases, 

albeit temporarily (Langevoort:2006:6, Roe:2005:22-23, Baker:2007, Bentley:2007, 

Krawiec:2003:8).

The results of the interviews indicate some surprising views within groups on the need, 

level and extent of corporate governance regulation. Consultation with, and 

understanding by, business of the purpose of regulation were key factors for ensuring 

there was agreement on the need, level and extent (Govemment-A) while Regulators 

believed there was a reasonable degree of satisfaction with how they as regulators are
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discharging their roles (Regulator-A, Regulator-B and Regulator-D). There was broad 

agreement with the rules (Semi-State-A) and part of this is due to the Better Regulation 

initiative (Semi-State-C). Another area of agreement among Semi-States was the need to 

define what the role of the state is and where responsibility rests for the governance of 

semi-state corporations (Semi-State-C).

Perhaps the most surprising areas of agreement were those asserted by Industry 

participants who acknowledged that the government does try to strike balance and that 

action would not happen without such crises occurring, to support this contention, 

Industry-B, referred to the legal profession’s self-regulatory debate which was in 

progress at the time of the interviews:

Thomas Lynn and the Byrne affairs are not going to help self regulation matters 
for the law society. If they hadn 't happened would there have been a sporting 
chance that they would still have self-regulation coming out of this? Maybe - / 
don ’t know. You know Sarbanes-Oxley didn't happen in a cool, calm light of day.

In general, Industry participants believed there was agreement on the need to develop

common ground and recognition of parties’ different perspectives (Industry-C).

Surprisingly, a theme which is not predicted by literature, namely healthy tension,

emerged amongst all participant groupings131. Semi-States believed divergence can be

reduced but it is not desirable to eliminate such tension with Semi-State-A stating:

it is never going to be entirely happy campers [...] you are never going to come 
to someone like me and for me to say “I love the regulators” [...] [I]t is not 
desirable to have a totally calm situation.

Similarly, Industry participants saw the existence of divergence as positive: “divergence 

is like a self test of the boundaries. It is really like boundary testing” (Industry-B) and ‘‘a 

bit of tension is healthy ... If we didn’t [have it] we would actually worry a little bit” 

(Industry-C). Regulator-D also referred to the need for healthy tension: “7 need 

everybody to be a bit unhappy [...] you do need people to be a bit annoyed with you”. 

Examples of issues of divergence provided by Regulators and Academics included “the

131 Academic-A believed that tension would always exist as “the tension is between making profits on the 
one hand and ... having proper controls on the other hand which are costly Academic-B believed that 
common globalised standards could reduce divergence among different groups.
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unlimited element of the directors compliance statement that just went too far" 

(Regulator-A), public expectations that the regulators should be doing more than they 

are prepared1 to do (Regulator-B), industry still “struggling" with why they have to be 

a subjected to a level of scrutiny and being answerable to the regulator (Regulator-C). 

Information and education initiatives were seen as ways to reduce or minimise this 

divergence (Regulator-B). Extemal-Commentator-A saw divergence as part of the 

processes of government:

If they agree, you are going to have a law that governs certain areas of 
corporate activity in certain ways. If they don’t, you are going to have continuing 
debate about it.

How to Improve Corporate Governance Compliance

Consistent with the research carried out by Washington University (Karpoff and 

Lott:2002) that reputation rather than regulation is a more effective deterrent, 

participants identified reputation as a means to improving corporate governance.

Drawing attention to the important role policy makers must play, Govemment-A 

strongly emphasised that policy makers need to re-orientate their actions to ensure better 

engagement with business resulting in “a wrap around the regulated entity and the 

consumer”. Reputation was identified by Regulators as an important incentive to 

corporations achieving good governance (Regulator-B, Regulator-C), with enforcement 

being seen “not only as a stick but also as a bit of a carrot [because] we need to get 

across the message that reputation is a very precious asset” (Regulator-B). The 

importance of reputation translating into super normal profits and ultimately higher 

long-term share value resulting in the “survival-of-the-fittest” was firmly believed by 

Industry-C, Industry-E and Regulator-C.

Efforts by business to improve disclosures were considered to be valuable and laudable 

(Regulator-B) however because of the fear of potential compromise of their roles the 

Regulators were clear that it was important that such incentives should come from

132 i.e. by bearing the costs and risks of litigation that is more appropriately taken on by individuals 
through civil litigation.
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industry or the markets and not from the regulators (Regulator-B and Regulator-D). 

Reputation, publicity, disclosures (Semi-State-A and Semi-State B), and attaining long

term share-value (Semi-State-C) were key incentives for companies to achieve good 

corporate governance standards. Publicity in not being compliant was cited by Industry- 

E as an “even bigger incentive". Reputation was also a common theme expressed by 

Industry participants who identified that good reputation is reflected in share prices 

(Industry-C and Industry-E), that “reputation is the biggest motivator in the short...and 

long term" (Industry-C), and that:

when it comes to our customers if ever we needed evidence of the importance of 
reputation, you only have to look across the road to Northern Rock. [...] we 
have had a couple of damaging reputational incidents in financial services in 
Ireland, it didn ’t cause any run on [the banks] [as] these were blips which were 
clearly recognised as not going to put customers cash at risk (Industry-C).

Unfortunately, the reputation of all financial services organisations was significantly

damaged to such an extent in the global 2008/2009 financial services governance crisis

that unprecedented state intervention in the form of states’ guarantees was required to

halt potential runs on the banks.

The ability for awards or tax incentives as a means of improving corporate governance

compliance did not receive support from participants. None of the participant groups

saw any value in awards or prizes, and believed tax incentives would not be workable

and would be difficult to implement and measure (Semi-State-B, Semi-State-C Industry-

A, Industry-B, Industry-C and Regulator-C). Indeed, Extemal-Commentator-A was

clear that government should not provide incentives as market forces and reputation, in

his view, provide sufficient incentives for corporations to achieve better performance

and higher earnings. He did not favour introducing tax incentives as these would

“provide one further opportunity to cut corners” and, recalling that Enron’s CEO was

on the cover of Fortune magazine, neither did he favour awards, stating:

The pathways of history are riddled with people, who got the man and woman of 
the year awards and then ended up being totally disgraced.

Extemal-Commentator-A’s views have proved to be remarkably apt when one considers

the catastrophic fallout from the 2008/2009 global and Irish financial crisis where

previously exalted and revered CEOs and chairmen of financial service institutions have
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been totally disgraced and have been reduced to pariah status in some instances, for 

example the Anglo Irish Bank director’s loan scandal to name but one example.

Academic-A was clear that incentives to corporations to achieve good governance 

should not be monetary or reward based but instead should come from the existence, 

visibility and activity of strong state regulators, such as the ODCE while in Academic- 

B’s view the market is the best incentive as it will generally encourage companies to be 

good at regulation. Unfortunately the volume of evidence emerging from the 2008/2009 

financial crisis does not support Academic-B’s belief in the market as the best incentive 

in encouraging companies to be good at regulation.

Several options to improve the corporate governance environment were put forward by 

participants. These included improving education to help people understand what is 

needed (Semi-State-B), rowing back regulation and stricter penalties for people who 

break the rules (Industry-A), getting people to believe that it is “the-right-thing-to-do” 

(Industry-B, Regulator-A) and a greater focus on gatekeepers (Extemal-Commentator- 

A).

The perceived inequality of the transatlantic impact of Enron’s and WorldCom’s

wrongdoings on Irish business clearly manifested itself in the strong feelings expressed

by Industry-B who asserted that another means of improving the corporate governance

environment is not to penalise all because of the wrong-doings of a few:

This is really what tees people off. I’m suffering from SARBOX because this Ken 
Lay turned out to be a total greed monger. And it is not a great motivator. The 
fact that we would be doing 80% or 90% of it anyway is not the point. It is the 
other 20% and the cost.

Participants’ Attitudes

As part of the interview process, participants were asked to rate on an attitudinal scale of 

1 to 10 (with 1 being the lowest and 10 being the highest) the reasons for corporate 

governance failures. Five questions were posed: do corporate governance problems 

stem from: (1) Self interest by CEOs etc? (2) A lack of state regulation? (3) A lack of
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enforcement? (4) Inadequate gatekeepers? (5) inadequate shareholder monitoring? The 

responses are depicted in Figures 4.5 to 4.13 below.

In response to the question “do you think corporate governance problems stem from self- 

interest by CEOs/chairmen/directors/executivesl” ten participants assigned a rating in 

excess of 5 to this reason. All of the Semi-States and Academics assigned ratings 

between 7 and 10. It is interesting to observe that where groups comprised more than 

one participant, two participants returned the same ratings. The highest rating of 10 was 

returned by Semi-State-A and Semi-State-B, while Industry-A and Regulator-D returned 

the lowest rating of 1 (see Figure 4.5 below).

Figure 4.5 On a scale of 1 to 10 do corporate governance problems stem from self- 
interest by CEOs, Chairmen, Executives?

Q1 - Do corporate governance problems stem from self-interest by 
CEOs/Chairmen/Executives ?
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In response to the question “do you think corporate governance problems stem from a 

lack of state regulation!" twelve participants assigned a rating of 5 or less, of which ten 

were at rated 4 and below, indicating that they did not see this as a significant factor. 

The largest range of attitudes was provided by Regulators whose responses ranged from 

2 to 8. Of all the participants, Regulator-B believed this was a significant factor and 

attributed the highest rating of 8, while three participants, Industry-E, Regulator-D and 

Academic-B, attributed the lowest rating of 1 (see Figure 4.6 below).

Figure 4.6 On a scale of 1 to 10 do corporate governance problems stem from a lack 
of state regulation?

Q2 - Do corporate governance problems stem from a lack of state regulation?
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In response to the question “do you think corporate governance problems stem from a 

lack of enforcement?” ten participants assigned a rating of 5 or less, of which seven were 

at rated 3 and below, indicating that they did not see this as a significant factor. It is 

interesting that both Regulators and Academics provided the widest range with 

responses in each group ranging from 1 to 8. Of all the participants, Regulator-B and 

Academic-A believed this was a significant factor by attributing the highest rating of 8, 

while three participants (Industry-A, Regulator-D and Academic-B) did not consider this 

a significant factor and accordingly attributed the lowest rating of 1 (See Figure 4.7 

below).

Figure 4.7 On a scale of 1 to 10 do corporate governance problems stem from a lack 
of enforcement?

Q3 - Do corporate governance problems stem from a lack of enforcement ?
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In response to the question “do you think corporate governance problems stem from 

inadequate gatekeepers/monitors? ” a majority of participants assigned ratings in excess 

of 5, with nine participants rating it at 6 and above and Industry-C assigning the highest 

rating of 10, thereby indicating the importance attributed to gatekeepers by participants. 

Only Industry-A and Regulator-D assigned ratings of 1 to this factor (See Figure 4.8 

below).

Figure 4.8 On a scale of 1 to 10 do corporate governance problems stem from 
inadequate gatekeepers?

Q4 - Do corporate governance problems stem from inadequate monitors/gatekeepers ?
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In response to the question “do you think corporate governance problems stem from 

inadequate shareholder oversight!" a majority of participants assigned ratings below 5 

to this reason, indicating that this is not considered to be a significant factor (see Figure 

4.9 below). The widest span of ratings was provided within the Industry group with 

ratings ranging from 2 to 9, with the highest ratings of 8 and 9 being provided by 

Industry participants Industry-A and Industry-B. As a group the Regulators were 

consistent returning ratings of below 5, while the lowest rating of 1 was provided by 

Regulator-D and Academic-B.

Figure 4.9 On a scale of 1 to 10 do corporate governance problems stem from 
inadequate shareholder interest/oversight?

Q5 - Do corporate governance problems stem from inadequate shareholder Interest/
shareholder oversight?
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The attitudinal responses were further analysed by group to identify each participant’s 

range of responses to each question.

Semi-State participants’ responses were within the range of 3 to 10 with each 

participant’s responses being within a close range (see Figure 4.10 below). For example 

Semi-State-A and Semi-State-B recorded a range of 5 to 10 while Semi-State-C’s range 

was between 3 and 7. Semi-State-A and Semi-State-B’s ratings for each question were 

significantly consistent, recording the same response for self-interest of CEOs etc 

(rating 10), inadequate monitors (rating 8) and lack of state regulation (rating 5).

Figure 4.10 Semi-States’ Responses: Corporate Governance problems are due to ...

Semi-States’ responses: corporate governance problems are due to ...

Semi-State-A Semi-State-B Semi-State-C

■ Q1 - self-interest by CEOs/Chairmen/Executives? DQ2- a lack of state regulation?
■ Q3 - a lack of enforcement? □ Q4 - inadequate monitors/gatekeepers?
□ Q5 - inadequate shareholder interest/oversight?
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The range of Industry participants’ responses was wide, ranging from 1 to 10 (see Figure 

4.11 below). Their responses did not display the level of closeness identified in the 

Semi-State group. For example the widest range was exhibited by Industry-A ranging 

from 1 to 9, of which four of his answers were rated at 3 or less while one answer, 

inadequate shareholder oversight, was rated at 9. Inadequate shareholder oversight was 

the highest rated score by Industry-A and Industry-B, while the remaining Industry 

participants, Industry-C, Industry-D, and Industry-E, assigned their highest scores of 10, 

7 and 6 respectively to inadequate gatekeepers.

Figure 4.11 Industry Participants’ Responses: Corporate Governance problems are due to . . .? 

Industry responses: corporate governance problems stem from...

10

9

Industry-A Industry-B Industry-C Industry-D Industry-E

HQ1 - self-interest by CEOs/Chairmen/Executives? DQ2- a lack of state regulation?
■ Q3 - a lack of enforcement? DQ4 - inadequate monitors/gatekeepers?

□ Q5 - inadequate shareholder interest/oversight?
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Regulators’ responses displayed similar characteristic to the Semi-State participants with 

each participant’s responses generally being within a close range (see Figure 4.12 

below). Regulator-A’s and Regulator-B’s responses were generally closely aligned with 

each other, for example with CEO self-interest and inadequate shareholder monitoring 

being rated the same by each (at 5 and 4 respectively). It is interesting to observe that 

the largest divergence also appears between Regulator-A and Regulator-B, with 

Regulator-A assigning his lowest score of 3 to lack of state regulation and lack of 

enforcement while Regulator-B assigned his highest rating of 8 to these questions.

Figure 4.12 Regulators’ Responses: Corporate Governance Problems Are Due To ...

Regulators' responses: corporate governance problems stem from...

Regulator-A Regulator-B Regulator-C Regulator-D

□ Q1 - self-interest by CEOs/Chairmen/Executives? DQ2 - a lack of state regulation?
■ Q3- a lack of enforcement? DQ4- inadequate monitors/gatekeepers?

□ Q5 - inadequate shareholder interest/oversight?
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The range of other participants’ responses was wide, ranging from 1 to 8 (see Figure 

4.13 below). Self-interest was assigned the highest ratings by all participants being 

assigned a rating of 8 by Academic-A and Academic-B and a rating of 6 by Extemal- 

Commentator-A. Participants were generally in agreement about inadequate monitors 

rating this at 6 (Academic-B and Extemal-Commentator-A) and 8 (Academic-A).

Figure 4.13 Other Participants’ Responses: Corporate Governance problems are due to

Other participants' responses: corporate governance problems are due to...

10

Academic-A Academic-B External Commentator-A

■ Q1 - self-interest by CEOs/Chairmen/Executives? OQ2 - a lack of state regulation?
El Q3 - a lack of enforcement? □ Q4 - inadequate monitors/gatekeepers?
□ Q5 - inadequate shareholder interest/oversight?

Overall, the attitudinal ratings provided by participants identified that while there was 

agreement on the various factors causing the failure of corporate governance, unusually 

there was wide span of ratings within each group and in some instances individual 

participants in groups were more likely to be aligned with participants in other groups 

than with participants within their own group. Responses were also analysed by group 

to identify the marking propensity and marking range of participants. For example, the 

range of Semi-States ratings went from 5 to 10 (Semi-State-A and Semi-State-B) and 

from 3 to 7 (Semi-State-C). Industry ratings ranged from 1 to 9 (Industry-A), 3 to 8
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(Industry-B), 4 to 10 (Industry-C), 3 to 7 (Industry-D) and 1 to 6 (Industry-E). 

Regulators’ ratings ranged from 2 to 5 (Regulator-A), 4 to 8 (Regulator-B), 2 to 8 

(Regulator-C) and 1 (Regulator-D). Similar to Industry-B, Academic-A’s ratings ranged 

from 3 to 8, while Academic-B ratings, similar to Industry-A, had a wider span ranging 

from 1 to 8. Extemal-Commentator-A’s ratings had a narrower span ranging from 2 to 6.

Way Forward

Having ascertained participants’ views and experiences on various key aspects of 

corporate governance, I considered it important to offer each participant the opportunity 

to identity one important message on corporate governance and whom they wanted to 

receive their message. Possible message recipients suggested to participants were 

Government, Regulators, Corporations, Public, Markets, or anybody else they deemed 

appropriate.

Table 4.2 Synopsis of Governance Messages - Senders and Recipients

Number of 
participants

Percentages 
of total 

messages

From Groups Sending Messages to

7 39% Semi-States, Industry, Regulators , 
External-Commentator

Government

2 11% Industry Government and 
Regulators

1 5.6% Regulators Government, 
Regulators, and 

Corporations
1 5.6% Government Government

Departments
2 11% Semi-States and Regulators Board

Members/Directors
2 11% Regulators and Academics Markets

1 5.6% Regulators Other Regulators

1 5.6% Academics Managers

1 5.6% Regulators Public

Total
• • 133participants 

messages 18

100%

133 One participant had messages for several groupings, resulting in a total of 18 messages being sent from 
16 participants.
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A synopsis of the messages is set out below. Full details of the messages are set out in 
Appendix 4.

The primary recipient of messages was government (excluding government 

departments), with 55.6% of all messages (10 messages) being directed at government. 

Of these, 7 messages (representing 39% of all messages) were sent solely to 

Government and these came from the majority of Semi-States participants (2), the 

majority of Industry participants (3), 1 Regulator and Extemal-Commentator-A. The 

messages to Government can be summarised as the need to define regulators’ missions 

and to decide on an appropriate model of corporate governance for semi-state companies 

(Semi-States), phasing out most regulators, regulate as a last resort, undertake honest 

practitioner-led regulatory impact studies, and the need to improve public sector 

governance (Industry), the better regulation drift towards less regulation will lead to 

future market problems (Regulators) and the need to strengthen the role of gatekeepers 

(External-Commentator-A).

Government and Regulators were the recipients of 2 messages (representing 11 % of all 

messages), both of which came from Industry participants whose messages were: 

establish principles, don’t try to legislate for every eventuality and reduce the cost of 

regulation. 1 message, representing 6% of all messages, of “do-the-right-thing-righi” 

was sent by 1 regulator to government, other regulators and corporations, while another 

regulator directed his message towards his regulator colleagues not to put heavyweights 

on industry but to give everybody a fair chance and to listen to all the sides.

1 message (representing 6% of total messages) was directed at government departments 

and it was to have meaningful, not superficial, engagement with business (Government 

participant), while 2 messages for board members, representing 11% of all messages, 

came from 2 participants (Regulator and Semi-State) advising that they satisfy 

themselves and be constantly vigilant to ensure that the people are doing their jobs 

properly and to send out a clear message that they are committed to the highest standards 

of governance.
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Two participants’ messages (11% of messages) for the markets were to cut some slack 

to institutions to allow them to develop a culture and for institutional shareholders to be 

more active (Regulator and Academic). One participant’s message, representing 5% of 

all messages, was directed at corporate managers and it was “doing things properly in 

the long run is the right thing to do" (Academic), while a Regulator advised the public to 

have no tolerance for poor corporate-governance.

Balance

As reported throughout this dissertation, there is a significant amount of literature 

highlighting different perspectives and views of industry, states, professionals etc. 

However, literature does not report on the key criteria required to achieve balance 

between the state regulation and self-regulation of corporate governance.

Surprisingly, considering the different elite groups interviewed as part of this research, 

the interviews revealed significant consensus among the groups on the need for state 

regulation of corporate governance and on the inappropriateness of self-regulation. Not 

surprisingly, depending on the groups to which participants belonged, groups differed on 

the key criteria required to achieve balance.

Govemment-A, taking a state-macro view, asserted that it is the prerogative of

government, and not individual regulators, to determine the balance because government

must be the arbiter on all factors impacting on the economy:

So that is a difficult thing [...] for some regulators to do [....] because they have 
statutory mandates [...] havfing] regard to cost recovery or national 
competitiveness, or consumer wealth, or whatever. [...] The government has 
greater discretion [...] as to which of those factors will predominate in its 
determination of the regulatory landscape or individual regulatory 
determinations.

Balance, for the Regulators, lies at different levels within their sectors from principles 

such as “thou-shalt-have-appropriate-governance-regime" (Regulator-A and Regulator- 

D), a sectoral approach because one-size-does-not-fit-all (Regulator-A), and the 

definition of necessary legal requirements supplemented by codes of conduct
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(Regulator-B). The evolutionary nature of the balance was highlighted by Regulator-C 

who identified that the balance is not necessarily fixed in one place and may move 

across a spectrum over time.

Not surprisingly, a key concern for Semi-State and Industry participants was that state 

regulation of corporations should be such that it does not impede corporations in the 

market place. To achieve this, participants believed the solution was to ensure that 

corporate governance regulation should be neither detailed nor prescriptive, but should 

be mission-orientated (Semi-State-A), should not disincentivise foreign direct 

investment and should be high-level (Semi-State-C), and should consider the impact of 

compliance costs on competitiveness of Irish companies operating in a small open 

economy doing most of their business abroad (Industry-B). Interestingly Industry-C 

believed that a balance had been struck in his industry134 because:

we recognise [...] if it inspires and sustains customer confidence in our industry,
then it has to be in our interest as well as is in the consumer’s interest.

An interesting angle on the question of balance was taken by Industry-B who asserted 

that:

PLCs have an already significant in-built regulatory environment over and 
above the national law. Where you get into difficulties is obviously in private 
companies, private companies owned by sharp financiers, as they are quite often 
described, that is the problem area and that is the difficulty for government, 
trying to strike the balance in relation to different types of businesses.

This view was mirrored by Industry-D who believed that one-size-tits-all regulation is

not appropriate and that this is the challenge in determining where balance lies. Industry-

E considered the balance lies in self-regulation with the state intervening in instances

where self-regulation fails. Industry-B believed that the state errs on the more negative,

more regulated, more tougher, compliance side because:

there is no political upside for liberal approaches [...] to compliance or to 
governance. The absence of it always gets the government into trouble when 
things go wrong.

134 Industry-C acknowledged that there were specific times when he “felt that the regulation was going 
over the top but happily the regulator did consult and did take on board inputs from industry ”.
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In the autumn/winter 2008/2009 with the apparent failure of the financial regulatory 

system it would be difficult to find support for Industry-B’s contention that the state errs 

on the more regulated tougher compliance side.

Balance, for the Academics, lies in robust yet appropriate governance regulation to 

ensure that companies can be entrepreneurial and profitable (Academic-A) and that 

while it is important to get the laws right and have enforcement methodologies, the 

balance is not about state regulation versus no regulation but instead is about seeking out 

the dynamic activity that the market imposes (Academic-B).

Identifying that “there is always a kind of a tenuous bounce" between competing 

interests, sometimes tilting more toward government and, more recently in the US, more 

toward business, Extemal-Commentator-A asserted that determining the balance 

between state regulation and self regulation requires consideration of three points: the 

regulation and its interpretation, and how business reacts to it, and whether they 

proactively seek to comply with or resist its implementation. Extemal-Commentator-A’s 

depiction of balance as a “tenuous-bounce", where balance gravitates from one side to 

the other depending on the prevailing circumstances, very aptly captures the importance 

of a key component in determining where balance sits at any particular time, namely the 

prevailing circumstances.

Conclusion

The research findings provide an interesting insight into the views and perceptions of 

key elite actors on where balance lies between state regulation of corporate governance 

and corporations’ governance of themselves. Table 4.3 (below) provides a synopsis of 
findings.
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Table 4.3 Synopsis of Findings
Semi States Industry Regulators Government Academics External-

Commentato
r

Role of the State in Corporate Governance
Should state be 
involved?

Yes
- High level

Yes
But
-degree important 
- sector dependent

Yes
- spectrum

Yes Yes Yes

Is state reluctant to 
get involved?

No
- except in
foreign
companies

No Yes
Regulator-B

No No

Failure caused by 
lack of state 
involvement?

Yes No Yes - when 
gov’t depts. 
responsible 
for enforcing 
legislation

No - due to 
individuals

No - due to 
markets

No

Is the state reactive? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Friction between the 
state and industry?

No Yes - except 
Industry-E

Yes Yes Yes Yes-
government 
intervention 
tolerated only 
to the extent 
that it is 
reasonable

Where should the 
state be involved?

-High Level

- Crisis

- Public Interest

-nowhere
(Industry-A)

- High Level - Rights

- Spectrum

- High
Level

- Spectrum

- High Level

Has State role in 
Corporate
Governance
increased?

Yes
- positive views

Yes
- negative views

Yes, due to 
-move from 
Gov’t depts.

Yes, due to 
-move from 
Gov’t depts.

- Reduced
state
tolerance.

Mixed
Views

Yes

Has it improved 
efficiency and 
competitiveness?

Yes Mixed Views
No
-additive 
-increased costs 
-disproportionate 
re size

Yes - Industry-E

Yes
-level pitch

Yes
-level pitch 
- but
acknowledges 
can be
disproportion 
ate re size

Has it increased
boards’
effectiveness?

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Governance Environment
Changed attitudes? Yes Yes

Except Industry-B

yes Yes No-
emphatic

Yes

Was there a need to 
change?

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Would change have
happened
voluntarily?

No Yes

Except Industry-D

No No No Yes but not to 
extent it did 
change

Is Corporate 
Governance 
adequately regulated?

Yes Yes

Except Industry-A

Yes Yes “Neither 
under nor 
over but

Yes - by and 
large
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Over-regulated definitely 
isn 't
adequate ”

Light touch 
regulation by State?

Mixed views No Mixed views

Do not like
term
(Regulator-A)

No

Term has 
different 
meanings

No

Value
Laden term

Are principles more 
effective than rules?

Yes Yes Yes - but 
spectrum

Yes - but 
spectrum

No Yes - but 
spectrum

Corporations
Executive self- 
interest as factor in 
Corporate
Governance Failure?

Yes No Yes No Yes Yes

Sufficiency of culture 
by itself to prevent 
Corporate
Governance failures?

No Mixed views No No - due to 
certain 
sectoral 
cultures

No No - people 
intent upon 
bending the 
system will 
find a way to 
do it.

Can regulation 
modulate tone at the 
top and ethical 
behaviour?

Yes Yes

Except Industry-B

Yes Yes No

Actions to improve 
corporate governance 
environment?

-Implement
existing
guidelines

-Streamline
regulations

-Succession
planning

-Culture

- Address Analysts

-Streamline 
regulations and 
regulators

-Plausible
threats

-encourage
good
corporate
citizens

-Level
playing pitch

-Continued
Enforcement

- Clone 
ODCE

Enforceme
nt

-Strengthen
Gatekeepers

Is there good 
engagement between 
State and Industry?

Yes Overall Consensus 
-Yes

“Good listeners” 
“open Dialogue”

No - “Don’t Listen 
(Industry-A)

Mixed Views

- at right level

- lobbying 
deafening

-Lobbying
more
pervasive
now....possib
ly distorting
balance
between
public interest
and business
needs”

Yes but needs 
improvement

Good
communica
tions

Good
communicatio 
ns and 
listening

Once a decision has 
been made business 
gets on with it?

Yes Yes Yes

Regulators and Enforcement
Are regulators more 
effective today?

Yes Mixed Views Yes Yes Yes but
some more
than others

Yes

Is regulatory 
enforcement of

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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corporate governance 
is necessary?
Criticism of Irish 
Financial regulatory 
framework?

Yes- Industry-E Yes
-Regulator-B
-Regulator-D

Yes Yes -
Academic-
A

Self-Regulation
Is self-regulation 
appropriate?

No No
Except industry-A

No No No No

Shareholders
Can and do they play 
an active role?

Yes, but do not Yes and do

Except Industry-D 
they should not 
play an active role

Mixed Views

Including - 
due to 
difficulty 
understanding 
role
(regulator-D)

No No but due to 
difficulty 
understanding 
role

Should state protect 
shareholders?

Yes at high level No No - No No

Gatekeepers
Which gatekeeper 
should be 
strengthened?

Board Board (Industry C 
and D)

None (Industry 
A,B,E)

Mixed Views
- Ok as it is
- Financial 
services 
regulatory 
framework
- don’t dilute 
any further

Board and 
its
relationship
with
manageme
nt

All

Agreement on the need, level or extent of a corporate governance regulatory framework
Is there agreement on 
the need, level or 
extent of a corporate 
governance 
regulatory 
framework?

Yes Yes
-govt tries to 
achieve balance
- action during 

crisis
- common ground 
Recognise 
different 
perspectives

Yes
- industry 
happy with 
regulators’ 
performance

Yes - if 
consultation, 
if engage 
people and 
people 
understand 
the purpose

No- 
always 
tension and 
divergence

Healthy tension? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
How to improve Corporate Governance compliance
Suggestions? Reputation

Publicity
Disclosure
Education

Reputation,
Publicity,
Row back on 
regulation.
Culture,
Stricter penalties

Reputation Engage with 
business

Active
regulators

Market
Forces

Greater focus
on
gatekeepers

Market
Forces

Tax incentives/ 
awards?

No No No N/A No No

Balance
Can a balance be 
struck?

Yes
But should not 
impede
corporations in 
the market place

Yes
But should not 
impede
corporations in the 
market place

Yes
A spectrum

Yes
A spectrum

Govt
responsibility 
to strike 
balance

Yes
But should 
not impede 
corporation 
s in the 
market 
place

Yes
Always a 
tenuous
bounce
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The research findings also identified the impact of Sarbanes-Oxley and the Directors’ 

Compliance Statements on participants’ activities. An interesting finding is that there 

was an overall consensus among the different groups that the state has a role to play, and 

that this should be at high level, although the understanding of “high-level” differed 

among groups. All participants’ preference for principles approach supports this finding, 

but only the Regulators, Government and Extemal-Commentator-A identified the need 

to have a spectrum approach to meet varying circumstances. The issue of public-interest 

as a motivator for the state to become involved was acknowledged by participants. It is 

heartening that participants see improvements in the governance environment, including 

improvements of board and gatekeepers responsibilities, and it is interesting that most 

acknowledge that change would not have happened without state involvement. 

Surprisingly, all participants agreed on the need for regulatory enforcement of corporate 

governance. The research has shown that participants acknowledge, and indeed seem to 

enjoy, a level of healthy tension in the corporate governance arena.

Interesting and emotive views emerged on the concept of “light-touch” which 

participants, except Industry participants, generally viewed to be a debased, value laden 

term. The fact that the understanding of the term does not have common ownership 

adds to this dichotomy of views. Indeed the research indicates that there is a need to 

move away from such a term. The power and importance of reputation as a motivator to 

improve corporate governance was cited by all groups.

The messages from participants provide an insight into future areas for improvement and 

it is interesting that 10 message were directed at government.

The circumstances and events of the financial services crisis of 2008/2009, which 

occurred between 6 months and one year after I conducted the interviews for this 

dissertation, have re-enforced the views and perceptions as outlined by some participants 

and have not supported the view and perceptions of others. But then, as the review of 

literature has shown and as identified by External-Commentator-A, the acceptability of 

corporate governance regulation is subject to a tenuous bounce which is dependent on
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the explosion of crises and the proximity of actions and events to such crises which 

result in the balance being shifted towards regulation - thereby mirroring Victor Hugo’s 

truism that '"nothing can be resisted than an idea whose time has come. ”

The next chapter will discuss the overall conclusions and identify where balance lies 

between state regulation and self-regulation of corporate governance.
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Chapter 5 Conclusions

Introduction

This chapter draws together the key conclusions arising from the study and identifies a 

series of recommendations to improve the corporate governance environment. The 

limitations and difficulties which I encountered in undertaking the research are also 

outlined. A significant number of potential areas for future research emerged during the 

study and these are set out later in the chapter.

Background to the Research Question

Research for this study was prompted by exceptional change in US corporate 

governance as a result of the catastrophic failures of Enron and WorldCom and its 

apparent rippling effect on the Irish corporate governance landscape. Literature tells us 

that industry does not generally favour state intervention and employs methods to reduce 

or negate the impact of such regulation. But equally literature shows that in times of 

crisis dynamic changes and state action can take place which otherwise may not happen. 

The research sought to identify key elite Irish actors’ and a key elite external- 

commentator’s views on where balance lies between state regulation of corporate 

governance and corporations’ governance of themselves.

The research question posed was: “Corporate Governance: Where does balance lie 

between state regulation and self-regulation? ”

The overall aim was to explore elite actors’ reflections on the quality, character and 

dynamic of the Irish corporate governance regime and in particular to obtain their 

perspectives on where balance lies between state regulation of corporate governance and 

corporations’ governance of themselves. My specific research objectives were to 

explore
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1- If the State’s role in regulating governance is the right role, or is too draconian, 

or requires further strengthening;

2- If it is necessary for the state to monitor, oversee and enforce corporate 

governance in order to mitigate corporate and executive self-interest;

3- If self-regulation of corporate governance is appropriate;

4- If corporate governance capacity needs to be built, and by whom and in whom.

I collected the views and insights of six groups of elite corporate governance participants 

using semi-structured interview techniques, which I then transcribed and analysed.

I explored the four research objectives through a series of themes which are set out in 

the next section, “Key Conclusions”.

Key Conclusions

- Role of the State in Corporate Governance

Traditionally states have not been involved in corporate governance because of a 

potential threat of exit by revenue generating business and that states only get involved 

during times of crisis (O’Brien:2005:21, Quadagno: 1994:395-398, Stigler: 1975:79-82, 

Davis:2005:84, Meny:2002:6).

Surprisingly, the consensus among study participants was that the state should be 

involved in the regulation of corporate governance. Participants believed state 

involvement should be at a high level (Semi-State, Regulators, Academics, External- 

Commentator-A) while protecting the public interest was the reason provided by 

Industry and Govemment-A. The Regulators, Extemal-Commentator-A and 

Govemment-A believed that a spectrum of involvement should be developed. A 

problem for Industry participants was the additive nature of regulation.
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Interestingly, only Regulator-B considered the state is reluctant to get involved in 

regulation of corporate governance, while Semi-States and Regulators asserted that 

corporate governance failures were due to lack of state involvement.

The views of all participants were consistent with literature that the state gets involved 

during times of crisis, while all groups, except the Semi-State group, asserted that there 

is friction between industry and the state regarding regulation of corporate governance. 

Participants understood the occasions of crises as accepted mechanisms to motivate 

states into reacting to events and they acknowledged that this is what the state does and 

does well. The inability of states to anticipate situations (Segal:2007) was referred to by 

Govemment-A and Regulator-B who identified that the reactionary nature of the state is 

a logical approach because situations are new and unanticipated and also because of the 

difficulty making the argument in the abstract without having had a significant disaster. 

Interestingly, the research identified a new, previously unnamed, characteristic of the 

EU namely that because it forces states to act, the EU can be likened to a crisis 

(Regulators).

There is no doubt amongst participants that the role of the state in corporate governance 

has increased, however where participants differed was in their views about the benefit 

of the increased role. For example, Semi-State participants believed the increased role 

had resulted in positive benefits while, on the contrary, Industry participants believed it 

had impacted negatively on their operations. This latter view concurs with the view of 

industry as contained in literature which records that industry seeks to deter or dilute 

regulation and complains about its costs (IBEC:2004(b), Economist:2007, 

Langevoort:2006:35, Quadagno: 1994:399).

Concurring with Krayenbuehl (1993:33) and CFO (2007), a positive effect of the 

increase in state involvement, namely the creation of a level playing pitch for business, 

was identified by Regulators and Govemment-A.
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In agreement with literature (Krayenbuehl: 1993:27, Bebchuk:2005:3) there was 

consensus among all groups that increased boards’ awareness of their corporate 

governance responsibilities had improved effectiveness and competitiveness and the 

importance of boards as a gatekeeper was clearly identified by participants.

An interesting point made by Regulators and Govemment-A, which is not reflected in 

literature, was that transferring powers from government departments to newly 

established pro-active sectoral regulators had resulted in the state utilising powers it 

already had but which had not been proactively enforced by government departments. 

Govemment-A identified that official state attitudes and indeed a broader national 

culture regarding enforcement have changed dramatically as a result of revelations at 

various tribunals (e.g. DIRT) resulting in the state getting more sophisticated in its 

implementation and enforcement of regulation. Indeed the financial-impact imperative, 

whereby the state now realises it makes better economic sense to enforce rules than not 

do so and be hit with huge compensation, has been a significant influencing factor in the 

state’s changed approach.

All participants except Semi-States believed friction occurs and indeed it is considered 

to be a healthy tension between regulators and the regulated. The Better Regulation 

Initiative has certainly proved useful criteria against which proposed regulation is 

measured and the ability of industry to consult and shape regulatory actions likely to 

impact on their businesses is seen as a positive development by participants. However, 

the perception that business can influence and voice its concerns to the extent of 

watering down or negating regulation for its own interest and contrary to the public 

interest needs was asserted by Regulator-B, whose views are consistent with Roe 

(2004(b): 1,16) and Krawiec (2003:8).

- Governance Environment

All participants, except Academics, believed attitudes amongst corporations, regulators 

and the public have changed on the need for better corporate governance as participants 

believed that the financial and reputational fallout from corporate governance failures
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has certainly been a key motivator in helping to change attitudes. In tandem, the 

changes in society arising from revelations at various tribunals have led to a greater 

awareness and higher expectation of propriety amongst the public (Regulators). The 

change in corporate and regulatory attitudes manifests itself as a realisation and better 

appreciation of responsibilities which had existed but which had not been zealously 

embraced and practiced (Extemal-Commentator-A).

Industry participants were alone in asserting that the corporate governance environment 

would have changed voluntarily. This view is not supported by literature 

(Davis:2006:9, Seligman2003b:439-440:quoted in O’Brien:2004, Stiles: 1993:120-122) 

which shows that business’ lack of enthusiasm for voluntarily implementing initiatives 

to address known deficiencies has resulted in states having to take action to address 

problems. Reasons for business non-activity are well documented and include inter-alia 

the fact that by voluntarily adopting measures an unlevel playing pitch ensues thereby 

giving unfair competitive advantage to competitors (Quadagno:1994).

All participants, except Industry-A and Academic-B, believed the corporate governance 

environment was adequately regulated. Industry-A and Academic-B expressed polar 

views with Industry-A asserting it was over-regulated while it Academic-B believed it 

was “neither under nor over but definitely isn’t adequate”. An issue identified by 

Govemment-A, but not identified by literature, is that the evolutionary and 

complexifying nature of markets and systems is a key factor necessitating changes to the 

corporate governance environment and by extension changes to the regulatory regimes 

that attend them.

There was complete agreement among participants that enforcement is key to regulatory 

effectiveness and that a lack of diligence enforcing regulations results in a similar lack 

of diligence by business in complying with regulation. This concurs with the findings of 

Langevoort (2006:30), O’Brien (2004), Mitchell (2003:1194) and Salamon (2002:137). 

Participants identified a key contributory factor in the changed attitude has been the
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existence and visibility of newly established regulators in motivating industry’s drive for 

quality governance.

Differences of opinion were observed amongst the different participant groups in 

relation to the use of regulatory powers. The Regulators believed they had sufficient 

extant powers available to them, “we can box above our weight if we have to” 

(Regulator-A), whereas other participants believed that while regulators have all the 

necessary powers, not all of them actually exercise their powers to the fullest extent 

possible (Industry-B and Academic-A).

In summary, it can be asserted that using and implementing the powers available to them 

is the key to achieving and retaining what External-Commentator-A referred to as the 

“sanctity of public confidence ”.

- Corporate Governance Regulation

Regulators, Govemment-A and Academic-B did not like the term “light-touch” 

regulation, with Govemment-A, believing it “could sound like something negligent in 

the mouths of public servants ” and noting that although widely used, the term does not 

have a universally agreed definition. The term is usually used in the context of 

regulatory approaches to attracting and retaining industry for the economic benefit of the 

state (O’Brien:2005, Roe:2005).

An emotive, derogatory and value-laden term its lack of common understanding serves 

to confuse the debate on regulation and the appropriateness of same (Regulator-A, 

Govemment-A, Academic-B). Even regulators have different perceptions of the term. In 

effect, different sectors talking about “light-touch” are speaking different languages. 

Consequently, it can be asserted that deleting this term from the economic thesaums and 

replacing it with terms such as “risk-based regulation,” “proportionate-regulation” or 

“regulation-appropriate-to-the-circumstances-and-challenges” should result in a better, 

more informed, consistent understanding of the issue and perhaps lead to an agreed 

defined framework of “appropriate regulation”. Indeed, the development of such an
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agreed framework should obviate the level of criticism of regulators, especially by other 

regulators, and their regulatory approaches as identified during this research.

Business’ preference for principles/self-regulatory approach is identified by literature 

(Department of the Taoiseach: 2007, O’Brien:2005:25, Roe:2005:32). The findings of 

this research were consistent with literature, with all participants, except Academic-A, 

preferring principles over rules. There is a significant amount of evidence to show the 

inadequacy of a principles only approach. The 2007 and 2008 Grant Thornton 

governance reports provide independent evidence of the inadequacy of Irish pics’ 

compliance with the Combined Code’s voluntary comply-or-explain approach. 

Regulators, Government and the External-Commentator identified the need to have a 

spectrum from principles to rules. While the debate to date has been for an “either-or” 

approach to principles or rules, it is clear that the debate needs to move beyond this 

mutually exclusive model to a “spectrum model”, which has been defined as part of this 
research, where a regulatory framework embraces a spectrum from principles to rules.

- Corporations

Executive self-interest is identified in literature as a key factor in corporate governance 

failures (Thompson:2003:3, O’Brien:2003:267, Rosen:2003:l 159, Palast et al:2003:159, 

Dallas:2002:61-64 and Clinton:2005:223-224). There was a significant level of 

agreement amongst Regulators, Semi-States, Academics and the External-Commentator 

that executive self-interest is a key factor in corporate governance failures. Generally all 

groups agreed that culture on its own was not sufficient to prevent corporate governance 

failures, while Extemal-Commentator-A and Industry-B were alone in believing that 

regulation could not modulate tone at the top and support ethical behaviour.

Participants identified a range of issues to help improve the corporate governance 

environment. The only consistent point, streamlining regulations, was identified by 

Semi-States and Industry. Implementing existing legislation, using plausible threats, 

better enforcement, and strengthening gatekeepers were also identified.
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- Self-Regulation

All participants, except Industry-A and Industry-E, believed self-regulation is not 

appropriate, concurring with O’Brien (2004) and Mitchell (2003:1194) that self

regulation without credible oversight is a key factor in corporate governance failures.

Lack of transparency, public-interest, business complexity and levels of sophistication 

were reasons offered by Regulators as to why total self-regulation is not appropriate. 

They believed in different levels of regulation and self-regulation with targeted state 

oversight depending on the industry and its potential to do damage to people and the 

economy. Potential for harm and public interest were reasons also identified by Industry 

participants

Regulator-C believed that the trend has been to move away from self-regulation because 

it is now seen as operating against the public interest. This concurred with the views 

expressed by the Taoiseach that “total self-regulation does not provide the impression 

that the public interest is best served in a transparent way" (Oireachtas:2007).

In effect, self-regulation was not deemed to be effective because it lacks, what Extemal- 

Commentator-A referred to as, the ‘‘sanctity ofpublic confidence”.

- Shareholders’ Role in Corporate Governance Failures

Literature records that shareholders, as inactive owners, have played a part, albeit a 

small one, in the failure of corporate governance, due to their passive monitoring role 

(Hirst:2002:419, O’Brien:2004, Thornburgh and Missal:2007). Participants had mixed 

views on the whether shareholders could play an active part in corporate governance. 

All participants, except Semi-States, believed that while the state should not protect 

shareholders from corporate failures it does have a role to protect citizens from the fall

out from corporate governance failures. Indeed, this is clearly manifested in the events 

of September 2008 when the governments of the US, UK and Ireland took action in the 

financial services industries in order to protect the economy and ultimately citizens.
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- How to Improve Corporate Governance Compliance

Participants identified a range of issues through which corporate governance compliance 

could be improved. The importance of reputation emerged as a key driver in corporate 

governance compliance in three groups (Industry, Regulators, and External- 

Commentator) and this supports the findings of the Washington University study as 

outlined in Chapter 2. Other factors identified were publicity, education, culture, rescind 

some legislation, more active regulators, engage with business, and a greater focus on 

gatekeepers.

The role of incentives or rewards to improve corporate governance was not considered 

to be practical by participants.

- Balance

Surprisingly, considering the variety of participants’ backgrounds the interviews 

revealed significant consensus on the need for state regulation of corporate governance 

and on the inappropriateness of self-regulation. Unsurprisingly, depending on the groups 

to which participants belonged, groups differed on the key criteria required to achieve 

balance.

Research Objectives: Conclusions

The first specific research objective was to explore if the Irish state’s role in regulating 

governance is the right role, or is too draconian, or requires further strengthening. The 

research has identified that participants believed the Irish state’s role is adequate.

The second research objective sought to explore if it is necessary for the state to 

monitor, oversee and enforce corporate governance in order to mitigate corporate and 

executive self-interest. The research is unequivocal that it is necessary for the Irish state 

to monitor, oversee and enforce corporate governance in order to mitigate corporate and 

executive self-interest.
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The third research objective sought to explore if self-regulation of corporate governance 

is appropriate. The research has revealed that self-regulation is not appropriate, and that 

self-regulation without credible oversight is a key factor in corporate governance 

failures.

Finally, the fourth research objective sought to explore if corporate governance capacity 

needs to be built, and by whom and in whom. The research has identified that such 

capacity needs to be built-up within boards, because currently directors are not subject to 

standards or accreditation, currently requiring only “Pr o arms and two legs and not to 

have been disqualified, which is a very low standard” (Semi-State-B).

The research question posed was: “Corporate Governance: Where does balance lie 

between state regulation and self-regulation? The research revealed that because of 

the inappropriateness of self-regulation, the balance lies in the state having a spectrum of 

options available to it, as outlined in Spectrum Framework of Governance Regulation, to 

regulate, monitor, oversee and enforce corporate governance in order to protect the 

public interest.

The research revealed participants’ views on the key criteria required to achieve balance. 

Unsurprisingly, the types of key criteria differed depending on the sector to which 

participants belonged. Key criteria included the need to ensure that corporations are not 

impeded in the market place; the need to ensure corporate governance regulation is high- 

level, mission-orientated, non-prescriptive and non-detailed; the need to consider the 

impact of regulatory costs on competitiveness; the inappropriateness of one-size-fits all 

regulation; and the need to ensure adequate weighting of the public interest in 

determining the level of corporate regulation. Another key criterion, identified is that 

because of the evolutionary nature of the corporate governance regulatory environment 

it is important to recognise that balance is not necessarily fixed in one place and may 

move across a spectrum over time.
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The research indicated a significant level of consensus amongst participants that the 

Irish corporate governance environment was adequately regulated, that the state should 

be involved in the regulation and enforcement of corporate governance, that crises are 

accepted mechanisms to motivate states into reacting to events, that the Irish state does 

this well, and that the role of the state in corporate governance has increased. 

Participants agreed about the importance of boards as gatekeepers and that increased 

awareness of corporate governance responsibilities had improved boards’ effectiveness 

and competitiveness. A further area of agreement amongst research participants was the 

existence of a healthy tension between regulators and the regulated and the assertion that 

attitudes amongst corporations, regulators and the public have changed on the need for 

better corporate governance due to the financial and reputational fallout from corporate 

governance failures. Other significant areas of agreement amongst participants was that 

a principles based approach was preferable to a rules based approach, the fact that self

regulation is not appropriate and that culture on its own was not sufficient to prevent 

corporate governance failures. Participants were in agreement that the role of incentives 

or rewards to improve corporate governance was impractical, while reputation as a key 

driver in corporate governance compliance was a common feature amongst most groups 

as was the fact that executive self-interest is a key factor in corporate governance 

failures. A key point emanating from the research was that the term “light-touch” 

regulation is an emotive, derogatory, value-laden term, which does not have a common 

understanding amongst participants.

A key point emerging from the research is that in order to achieve and retain the 

“sanctity of public confidence”, Regulators need to use and implement the powers 

available to them. However, while the Regulators agreed that they had all the powers 

they required, other participants asserted that not all regulators necessarily used their 

powers to the full extent.

The altitudinal ratings provided by participants identified that while there was agreement 

on the various factors causing the failure of corporate governance, unusually there was 

wide span of ratings within each group and in some instances individual participants in
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groups were more likely to be aligned with participants in other groups than with 

participants within their own group.

Recommendations to Improve Corporate Governance

The dynamic and evolutionary nature of the business environment necessitates a 

continual review of the governance framework to identify further areas for 

improvement.

Five possible areas to improve the corporate governance environment are:

1 - Establishment by the state of standards and accreditation for board directors.

This recommendation arises from the research which identified the importance of 

boards yet also identified a lack of standards for this important gatekeeper 

mechanism.

2- Relegation of the term “light-touch”, to be replaced with agreed terminology 

such as “risk-based regulation,” “proportionate-regulation” or “regulation 

appropriate to the circumstances and challenges”.

This recommendation is based on the research findings that the term “light- 

touch” is not universally understood and was found to be an emotive term 

amongst study participants.

3- Review of extant legislation to ensure existing powers are fully identified and 

utilised as appropriate by the state and regulators.

This recommendation is based on the views expressed by participants that the 

state had monitoring and enforcement powers which it did not utilise until the 

regulators were established, and criticism emanating from participants that some 

regulators are not using their extant powers in a sufficiently robust manner.
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4- Development and agreement of a “Spectrum Framework of Governance 

Regulation”.

This recommendation arises from the research which found that while 

participants tended to favour principles instead of rules, there is an 

acknowledgement and awareness that different situations require different 

solutions and that in reality there is a spectrum of options available between 

principles and rules.

5- Examination of the Better Regulation mechanism to ensure appropriate 

weighting is attributed to the public interest.

This recommendation emanates from the concerns of a regulator that the Better 

Regulation Initiative has resulted in the pendulum being swung more in favour of 

business to the possible detriment of the public interest.

Limitations of the Study

There are potential limitations associated with all research. Time and resource 

constraints were a feature of this research as the research was undertaken by one person 

on a part-time basis while working full time. However, resource and time limitations are 

limitations affecting all studies. As with any research project, the scale of research was 

scoped to match the time and resource constraints. The limitation of undertaking this 

study on a part time basis was mitigated by the fact that as a practitioner in this area 

daily exposure to issues of corporate governance provided an opportunity to link the 

theoretical frameworks and my research findings to day-to-day experiences thereby 

contributing to the development of views and conclusions on the research.

Difficulties

The most difficult aspect of the research was transcribing the interviews. At a rate of 8 

hours transcription for every 1 hour interviewing, in excess of 140 hours were spent on
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this aspect of the project. However, despite this difficulty, significant benefits were 

obtained because using speech recognition technology to transcribe the interviews meant 

that the interviewees’ responses were listened to, repeated by me, listened to again, and 

repeated again until transcription was completed, resulting in an in-depth familiarisation 

with the content, tone and various nuances of the material.

Suggestions for Future Research

Several key issues emerged during the research which provides pointers to potentially 
fruitful areas for future research.

It is clear from the research that the governance framework for commercial semi-state 

companies needs to be clarified and defined. A future research project could examine the 

current framework and identify a suitable framework which facilitates the 

responsibilities and obligations of the state as owner of these companies and at the same 

time provide a robust, but level-playing-pitch-framework for the companies operating in 

competitive commercial environments.

The issue of “light-touch” regulation is another possible fruitful and interesting area of 

research in order to determine what it is, what it is not and to develop an agreed concept 

and definition of the term.

As part of this research project a suggested “spectrum framework of governance 

regulation” has been identified. A possible future research project could examine the 

various regulatory mechanisms to detennine the extent to which this model is in 

operation and to evaluate its’ effectiveness and robustness.

Criticism by Industry participants of public sector governance emerged throughout the 

research. A possible research project could determine and contrast the effectiveness of 

each model and determine the validity, or otherwise, of private sector criticism of public 

sector governance.
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Criticism of regulators by regulators and other governance commentators emerged 

during the research. A possible future area for research would be to examine regulators’ 

approaches internationally and nationally, to obtain views of peers and key 

commentators on approaches, and to identify and develop a model to measure regulator 

effectiveness.

The unfolding financial service crisis in the autumn/winter 2008/2009 and the actions 

taken by regulators internationally to address this will provide a fruitful area for future 

research. One possible research project could take the situation as a case study in crisis 

theory to determine if this crisis has resulted in changed attitudes by regulators, public, 

financial institutions and markets on the optimum regulatory framework for the financial 

service sector.

The issue of healthy tension between regulators and regulated, which emerged as a 

common theme amongst all participant groupings, is not predicted by literature. A 

possible future research project could seek to mitigate this literature deficit.

Finally, using a case study approach, research could be undertaken on the Better 

Regulation Initiative to examine if the voice and needs of business are given a 

disproportionate weighting to the detriment of the public interest.
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Appendix 1 - Sample Letter to Potential Participants

[Home address] 
[Date]

Mr. /Ms. XXXXX 
[Address]

Dear Mr./Ms. XXXXX,

I am currently completing my thesis for my Doctorate in Governance with Queen’s University, 
Belfast. The topic of my thesis is:

“Corporate Governance: Is there a balance to be struck between state regulation of 
corporate governance and corporations ’ governance of themselves? ”135

As part of my research I would sincerely appreciate the opportunity to interview you for my 
thesis. I believe that your vast experience in this area will provide immense insight and 
understanding of the issues and challenges faced by the industry and the state in the area of 
corporate governance to ensure the obligations and responsibilities of, and indeed to, various 
stakeholders (society, the economy and industry) are met.

In this era of corporate scandals, I consider my topic is especially relevant, coming at a time of 
significant friction between govemment/regulators and industry about the need for, and indeed 
level of, regulation. I believe that your experience in this area will provide a unique insight 
which will greatly shape my research. I have no doubt that this will add significantly to the body 
of knowledge in this area.

I have recently interviewed Mr. Dick Thornburgh, former US Attorney General and WorldCom 
bankruptcy examiner. I shall also be interviewing a selection of other CEOs in the State and 
private sectors, Irish regulators and senior government officials.

I would be enormously grateful if you would grant me an interview. The interview should take 
between 1 to 1.5 hours.

I can be contacted at 087-XXXXXXX or Geraldine.Smith@XXXXX if you have any queries or 
require any clarification on this matter.

I look forward to hearing from you and hopefully meeting with you.

Yours sincerely, 

Geraldine Smith

!35 Note: this was a working title. The final title is “Corporate Governance: In Search of Balance between 
State Regulation and Self-Regulation ’’
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Appendix 2 - Sample Cover Letter to Participants enclosing 
Schedule of Interview Questions

[Home address|
[Date]

Mr./Ms. XXXXX 
Address

Date

Dear Mr./Ms. XXXXX,

Thank you so much for agreeing to my request for an interview for my Doctorate in Governance 
Thesis, the title of which is:

Corporate Governance: Is there a balance to be struck between state regulation of 
corporate governance and corporations ’ governance of themselves? ”'36

I confirm I will attend your offices at [Time] on [Date],

I attach a list of possible questions to give you an indication of some of the issues which we may 
cover during the interview. I anticipate that it will not be necessary to ask all of these questions 
individually, as I expect that answers to some questions will be provided in the answers to other 
earlier questions.

The interview will be a semi-structured interview, lasting no more than 1.5 hours.

You are free to decline to answer any question during the interview and indeed are free to 
withdraw from any stage of the interview or withdraw your consent at any stage if you so desire.

I propose to tape the interview for the purposes of transcription later. I hope that is acceptable to 
you.

The material from the interview will form part of my doctoral thesis.

Yours sincerely,

Geraldine Smith

136 Note: this was a working title. The final title is “Corporate Governance: In Search of Balance 
between State Regulation and Self-Regulation ”
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Appendix 3 - Interview Schedule
(Working Title) Corporate Governance: Is there a balance to be struck between state regulation 

of corporate governance and corporations’ governance of themselves?
Q1 - State Regulation of Corporate Governance
1.1 Should the state be involved in the regulation of Corporate Governance (CG)?

1.2 Can a balance to be struck between state regulation of corporate governance and corporations’ regulation of themselves?

1.3 Are there areas of friction between the state and your industry regarding regulation of CG? What are the areas of friction?

1.4 Are there areas of regulation of corporations’ governance that states should NOT be involved in regulating?

1.5 In the last 5 years:
a. Has State regulation of your industry’s /businesses’ corporate governance increased?
b. Have these changes improved OR disimproved your businesses’ corporate governance environment?
c. Have these changes improved/disimproved the efficiency and competitiveness of your business?
d. Have they resulted in additional costs and if so who bears the cost: State, Corporations, Public? Ultimately, who bears the 

cost?
e. Have political, corporate and public attitudes changed to the need for better corporate governance?

1.6 Would the corporate governance environment have changed without regulatory intervention? Did it need to change?

1.7 In your business/industry, do you think the state engages in light-touch corporate-governance regulation?

1.8 For you, what constitutes ideal state “light-touch” corporate governance regulation/ definition of light touch?

1.9 Do you think principles based approach (i.e. comply or explain) rather than a rules-based approach is effective?

1.10 Today, is corporate governance under-regulated/ adequately regulated/ over-regulated?

1.11 Do you consider that lack of state involvement in regulation of corporations’ governance results in governance failures?

1.12 Is the state re-active or proactive in regulating? I.e. does it take a crisis for the State to act?__________________________________
Q2 - Corporations
2.1 What is the effect of regulation on your business? Has it been evaluated?

2.2 What steps does your business take to ensure good CG?

2.3 Considering all the high profile failures has business changed its views on the need or otherwise for corporate governance-regulation, 
or is there reluctant acceptance of state regulation?

2.4 Are there particular factors which make corporations prone to governance and ethical failures? E.g. are corporate governance failures 
due to:

a. characteristics of particular companies/industries?
b. emblematic deficiencies in the corporate environment in general?
c. innate deficiencies in people (including executive self-interest)?
d. particular corporate cultures?

2.5 Is corporate culture sufficient to guard against these contributory factors OR is state regulation necessary to ensure an ethical corporate 
governance culture within corporations?

2.6 “Tone-at-the-top”
(a) Can regulation modulate the character of top-management to ensure ethical corporate governance?
(b) Can regulation support/improve corporations’ governance culture?

2.7 Today, what (if any) actions are needed to improve corporate governance? And if so, by whom?_______________________________
O 3 Influencing/ Lobbying/ Relationships between State and corporations
3.1 In your view have Government and regulators’ attitudes changed to influencing/lobbying by corporations?

3.2 Today: (Is the extent of lobbying by business too little, too much, about right?_____________________________________________
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3.3. Has lobbying of government resulted in government exerting influence over regulators to change stance on particular issues? 
(government officials/ regulators)

4 Regulators, enforcement and regulatory capture
4.1 From your perspective:

(a) What are the characteristic of an effective regulator and an ineffective regulator?
(b) Are regulators more effective today than 5 years ago?/ how do you evaluate effectiveness
(c) Are regulators too-strong/ strong enough/weak?

4.2 (a) Is regulatory enforcement of corporate governance necessary?
(b) Are regulators more active in their enforcement roles today than 5 years ago?? Is this a good thing?

4.3 Are (1) regulators and (2) government more/less likely to be captured today than 5 years ago?

4.4 Is there a greater acceptance of regulators/state regulation by the public rather than corporations?_______________________________
05 Self-regulation

• Should companies/industry be allowed to self-regulate without state oversight? (Is self-regulation sufficient/effective?
• If so - should a professional body oversee them?
• How can confidence in self-regulation be assured?

06 Shareholders
6.1 Should, and can, shareholders play an active role in corporate governance?

6.2 Should government have a role in protecting shareholders from the effects of CG failures?

6.3- To what extent are corporations’ governance failures attributable to failure of shareholder monitoring?

07 Gatekeepers ( Boards, Auditors, Lawyers)
7.1 Is there sufficient emphasis on the role of gatekeepers in ensuring good corporate governance?

7.2 Should the CG responsibilities of gatekeepers be more clearly defined? By whom?

7.3 Considering the current roles, responsibilities, and existing regulatory or self regulatory environment within which each of these
gatekeeper groups act - if you had the power to strengthen one of these groups, which would it be, why and how would you propose to 
strengthen it?_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
08 Divergence of actors’ views

8.1 (a) Are there any points of agreement/convergence among government, regulators and corporations on the need, level and extent of 
corporate governance regulation?

8.1(b) Are there any points of disagreement/divergence among government, regulators and corporations on the need, level and extent of 
corporate governance regulation?

8.1( c) Can divergence in views be reduced or eliminated? Should divergence be reduced or eliminated?

09 Wav forward - How to improve Corporate Governance compliance
9.1 Would corporate governance compliance be more readily achievable by corporations if incentives were available to corporations?

If so, who could provide such incentives?
Are there any other ways to improve corporate governance environment?

QIO On scale of 1-10 (1 lowest - 10 highest)
10.1 Do corporate governance problems stem from self-interest by CEOs/chairmen/directors/executives? (1-10)
10.2 Do corporate governance problems stem from lack of state regulation? (1-10)
10.3 Do corporate governance problems stem from a lack of enforcement? (1-10)
10.4 Do corporate governance problems stem from inadequate monitors/gatekeepers? (1-10)
10.5 Do corporate governance problems stem from inadequate shareholder interest/oversight? (1-10)

11 And Finally....
11.1 If you had one important message on corporate governance

Who would you want to give it to (Government/ Regulators/ other Corporations/Public/markets/ etc) and 
- What would the message be?
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Appendix 4 - Participants’ Messages

Participants were asked if they had one important message on corporate governance who 
would they want to give it to (Government / Regulators / other Corporations / Public / 
Markets / etc) and what would the message be?

The detailed messages137 are set out below, analysed by the message recipient.

Messages to Government
7 participants’ messages were for Government:

“Define what regulators ’ missions are and how they fit into the overall strategy 
for the particular industries ” (Semi-State-A).

“Decide on what model of corporate governance is appropriate for semi-states. 
... Are they operating to...the private corporation standard? Or are they 
working to a political agenda, or are they working to a mixture of both through 
state regulation. We have a hybrid corporate governance... clarify where we 
should be in terms of the corporate governance” (Semi-State-C).

“Beef-up the company’s office, the companies’ registrar and IAASA and close 
down... and...phase out all of” the regulators (Industry-A).

“Government intervention should always be the last option, except where there is 
nobody else looking out for the constituency ... government should not be adding 
to a body of legislation or regulation ....you have really got to get honest impact 
studies ...not impact studies by mandarins ....intellectually and academically 
thinking these things through, but actually having enough practitioners that are 
credible, that honourable, that are tested and being able to give the feedback” 
(Industry-B).

“the private sector has been a very good engine of growth in this country in the 
last ten or fifteen years...The government have encouraged enterprise, 
congratulations government you have succeeded in encouraging enterprise, you 
have had enlightened tax policies, you have encouraged corporate-governance, 
but will you start getting your own act together”(Industry-W).

“Better regulation is seen effectively as meaning less regulation and I think there 
is an inadequate appreciation by government to some extent... [I]t is a message I 
feel needs to be articulated to government perhaps a little better at the moment 
because there is a drift which is potentially going to mean less regulation and 
possibly more problems in their future in a market context. ... / think we need to 
keep balance, we need to see if regulation has benefits and as well as possible

137 Note: One participant had messages for several groupings, resulting in a total of 18 messages being 
sent from 16 participants .
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disadvantages and we need to keep a sense of perspective on that” (Regulator-
B).

“strengthen the role of gatekeepers” (External-Commentator-A).

Messages for Government and Regulators 
2 participants’ messages were for Government and Regulators:

“Don’t try to legislate for every eventuality, you simply will not succeed. Leave it 
to the directors to do that. ... Establish principles if you feel you must, but leave 
it then to directors to implement those principles. And there is [currently] a 
sufficient penalty regime there to keep them focused ... so it doesn’t need any 
change” (Industry-C).

“Reduce the cost of regulation ’’ (Industry-D).

Messages for Government, Regulators and Corporations 
1 participant’s message was for Government, Regulators, and Corporations:

“Do the right thing right. To government and other regulators: think before you 
act. Corporations ...try and do the right things right” (Regulator-A).

Messages for Central Government Departments 
1 participant’s message was for central government departments:

“I don’t think there is a substitute for partnership with business ...talk with 
business and have meaningful, not superficial, engagement with business” 
(Government-A).

Messages for Other Regulators
1 participant’s message was for other regulators

“We are here to make this thing work. We are not here to be putting 
heavyweights on anybody but to give everybody a fair chance ...We have two 
duties: one is to regulate in the interests of the customer and one is not to 
discriminate unfairly between the participants ....regulators should always try to 
be fair and listen to people ... So, listen, listen to all the sides. You can’t make a 
decision unless you have heard more than one side” (Regulator-D).

Messages for Board Members/Directors
2 participants’ messages were for board members/directors

“In the end of the day satisfy yourself as an individual” (Semi-State B).

“Work on the basis that you are doing this properly, that you are doing your best 
to do this properly... be constantly vigilant to ensure that the people .... are 
doing their jobs properly ....and send out a clear message that you are 
committed to the highest standards of governance and that you expect those that 
report to you to be equally so. And then to make it clear by your actions that you 
monitor that on an ongoing basis as is your obligation as a company director” 
(Regulator-C).
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Messages for Managers 
1 participant’s message was for Managers:

- “Doing things properly in the long run is the right thing to do” (Academic-A).

Messages for the Public
1 participant’s message was for the Public:

“To the public the message would have to be one that people should have no 
tolerance for poor corporate-governance ” (Regulator-A).

Messages for the Markets
2 participants’ messages were for the Markets:

“There are more elements to a successful business than the bottom line...cut 
some slack to institutions to allow them to develop a culture and not always 
expect that delivery of the bottom line to be the entire benchmark?' (Regulator-
A).

- “These are your companies, make your position known, demand information and 
express your approval or otherwise appropriately. Particularly, the large 
institutional holders to be more active” (Academic-B).
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